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ABSTRACT
This description of the phonology of Mbati/Isongo (C13) (mdn) of CAR is based on a
word-list recorded by nativeMbati speakers. A description of nominal and verbal morphol-
ogy is included as a foundation for discussing morphophonemic processes. Only open syl-
lables and consonant-glide clusters are allowed. Alveolar and velar plosives are affricated
or palatalized before the high front vowel. Prenasalized consonants act as phonological
units, rather than clusters. Mid-vowels within noun roots harmonize according to the
feature [ATR]. [−ATR]-dominated vowel assimilation occurs within verb stems. Vowel
hiatus is resolved by glide formation, diphthong formation, elision, and epenthesis, de-
pending on the vowels and morphological boundary involved. Verbs exhibit productive
Bantu verbal extensions. Mbati uses a suffix as an infinitive marker instead of a typical
Bantu prefix. Nouns have a three-way reduced Bantu class system with limited concord





This work is a description of the sound system of the Mbati language (ISO 639-3 code:
mdn) of the Central African Republic (CAR). While some previous linguistic inquiry about
Mbati was carried out in the 1970s and 1990s, a complete and current description of the
phonology has been lacking. Mbati is one of several Bantu languages spoken near the
Ubangi River in the southwestern region of the CAR. It is my hope that this study will
add to the scholarship on Bantu languages in general and also prove useful to the Mbati
people, if they should wish to develop their language further.
1.2 Language Classification and Language Context
According to the Ethnologue (Eberhard et al 2020), Mbati is classified as Niger-Congo,
Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Narrow Bantu, Northwest,
C, Ngondi (C13). The C13 designation refers to a system of classifying Bantu languages
devised by Malcolm Guthrie in the 1960s. This system has since been revised and updated,
most recently by Maho (2009). According to the Glottolog (Hammarström et al 2019), the
most closely related languages to Mbati are: Ngundi, Pande, and Yaka. Other languages in
the Bantu C10 group include: Boko (Iboko), Bomboli, Bomitaba, Bongili, Bonjo, Bozaba,
Dibole, Lobala, and Ngando (Hammarström 2019). See Appendix A for a map of the Bantu
C10 group.
People also refer to Mbati by the following names: Isongo, Issongo, Lisongo, Lissongo,
and Songo (Eberhard et al 2020). The dialects of Mbati are called: Bolemba, Mbati of
Mbaïki, Bwaka, and Bonzio. This study deals with data from the Mbaïki dialect. About
1
60,000 people (according to a 2010 census) speak Mbati; they are located in the Lobaye
prefecture in the Mbaïki subprefecture of the CAR. This is a moderately-sized language
for the region. Most of these people also speak Sango, an Ubangian1 creole, which has
become, in addition to French, one of the official languages of the nation. Sango is widely
used for oral communication, while French is widely used for written communication
(Pasch 1997:209). Mbati is classified on the EGIDS scale for language vitality as 6a or
Vigorous (Eberhard et al 2020). The following map shows the areas of the CAR which are
dominated by particular language families:
1 In this work, the term "Ubangian" is used to refer to languages classified under the "Adamawa-Ubangian"
branch of the Niger-Congo family. "Bantu" is used to refer to languages classified under the "Narrow Bantu"
branch of the Niger-Congo family.
2
Figure 1. The language families of the Central African Republic. Language family data from the Ethnologue (Eberhard et al 2020).
3
Mbati, which is spoken in and around the town of Mbaïki, exists on the periphery
of two zones: a Bantu-speaking region to the south and an Ubangian-speaking region to
the north. According to the Ethnologue (Eberhard et al 2020), both groups are classified
under the Volta-Congo branch of the much larger Niger-Congo family. However, some
argue that the "Ubangian" group constitutes an independent language family that cannot
be shown to be related to other Niger-Congo languages (Dimmendaal 2008). Evaluating
such claims is beyond the scope of this work; however, I do wish to point out the features
of Mbati which are typically Bantu and those which may have been gained from contact
with Ubangian languages.
1.3 Previous Research on Mbati
The Mbati (or Isongo) people are mentioned in a few academic works. In 1978, Henri
Guillaume and J.M. Delobeau published an article concerning the ethnic and linguistic
makeup of the Mongoumba sub-prefecture. In this work, Guillaume and Delobeau map
the languages spoken in the area around Mongoumba. The article also touches on multi-
lingualism and the migration patterns of people groups in and out of the area. Mbati is
mentioned as a C10 Bantu language, which is spoken in the area of Mbaïki (Guillaume
and Delobeau 1978).
Luc Bouquiaux and Jacqueline M.C. Thomas wrote an article in 1975 about the tonal
systems of some of the Ubangian and Bantu languages of central Africa. In 1994, they
wrote an article addressing a few comparative issues concerning three Bantu languages
bordering Ubangian languages: Mbati, Ngando, and Aka. In particular, they present
phoneme inventories for Mbati and Ngando, give brief descriptions of the verbal deriva-
tion systems of these languages, outline the noun class agreement systems, and then spend
the majority of the article describing the tonal system of Mbati. They argue that Mbati is
unique for having a tonal system of four levels (1994:95). More will be said about this in
Chapter 6.
In 1996, Adrien Mbalanga published an anthropological study of the Mbati people
group, based on surveys carried out in the Lobaye prefecture. He was interested in the
fact that, being Bantu, the Mbati people were a minority in the region (Mbalanga 1996).
4
Claire Greǵoire's article on the Bantu languages of the equatorial forest mentions
Mbati several times. In particular, she comments on Mbati's consonant inventory, tonal
system, and noun class prefix system (Grégoire 2003:349-368, citing Bouquiaux and Thomas
1994).
1.4 Methodology of Present Study
This study has been a joint effort between myself and the SIL International office
in the CAR. John Berthelette of SIL-CAR performed the fieldwork for the study, record-
ing a 1011 word-list with two native Mbati speakers, Jean Pierre Gbakamanzopa and
Justin Ngombi. The word-list was given in French, which the Mbati speakers translated
prior to the recording sessions. During the recording sessions, Gbakamanzopa spoke into
the recorder while Ngombi checked his Mbati translations of the French word-list. The
recordings were made with a Tascam DR-05 recorder with an ear-set microphone from the
MM-Pro Series (also called Electrovoice RE97Tx or Point-Source Audio [CO-7]). The au-
dio files were formatted as: WAV, 24-bit, sampling rate of 96kHz, mono. The recordings
were made in an improvised sound booth to improve the acoustics.
503 of the word-list items are nouns, given in singular and plural; 423 of the word-
list items are verbs, given in infinitive and imperative; the remaining words are numer-
als, demonstratives, prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, and interrogative particles. 107
items in the noun list were translated into a phrase or compound of two words in Mbati;
15 were translated into a phrase of three or more words in Mbati. 77 items in the verb
list were translated into a verb phrase in Mbati, i.e. with a nominal object following the
verbal word.
In addition to pronouncing the words aloud, Gbakamanzopa transcribed the Mbati
word-list in a provisional orthography based on French spelling. Both Gbakamanzopa
and Ngombi are from Mbaïki. Besides Mbati, Gbakamanzopa also speaks Sango, French,
and some Ngbaka. Ngombi also speaks Sango, French, and some Ngbaka and Fulfulde.
The data were collected in February of 2018 and shared with me by SIL-CAR in
November 2018. While occasionally making reference to Gbakamanzopa's transcriptions,
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my research was primarily focused on the audio recordings. I transcribed these record-
ings in the IPA and analyzed them using the following software: FieldWorks Language
Explorer (FLEx), Dekereke, Phonology Assistant, and Praat. I have included the complete
word-list with my phonetic transcriptions in Appendix B. Because I was unable to travel
to the CAR to gather follow-up data in person, this analysis is limited to audio record-
ings. This naturally created some challenges for the analysis since I was unable to see
the speaker while he was pronouncing sounds. Additionally, the analysis is limited to
word-level phenomena and such compounds and phrases as are found in the data.
1.5 Outline of Present Study
The consonant inventory, syllable structure, and consonantal allophonic variations
of Mbati are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the vowel system. In Chapter
4, the basic morphology of Mbati nouns and verbs is described. Chapter 5 returns to is-
sues of phonology which interact with morphology, namely vowel assimilation and vowel
hiatus resolution strategies. Chapter 6 describes the tonal patterns seen in this study and
compares them with those as described by Bouquiaux and Thomas (1975 and 1994).
A few notes on the transcriptions in this thesis: Unless otherwise indicated, data are
transcribed phonemically, according to the results of my analysis. Occasionally in the
tone chapter I use bar notation and pitch traces to illustrate tone melodies. Otherwise, I
rely on accents to describe tone: Lò, Mid̄, Hi,́ and Super-hi.̋ A down arrow ꜜ indicates a
downstep. Some vowels glide before other vowels at morpheme boundaries. I typically
transcribe these as glides unless it is necessary in a particular section to transcribe them as
vowels in order to render the underlying morphology more apparent. No tone is indicated






According to my analysis, Mbati has the following consonant phonemes and allo-
phones:
Figure 2. The consonant phonemes of Mbati with allophones (in brackets)
The phoneme inventories for Mbati given by Bouquiaux and Thomas in their 1975 and
1994 articles differ from the one above in a few respects. First, a superficial difference: I
am transcribing the prenasalized velar consonant as ᵑg instead of ng and the prenasalized
labial-velar consonant as ᵑg͡b instead of ngb1.
Secondly, the 1994 inventory of Bouquiaux and Thomas includes two additional
phonemes: the glottal consonants ʔ and h (1994:90). These are absent from the 1975
1 According to Cahill (Fall 1999), prenasalized labial-velar consonants may be realized either as [ŋgb] or
[ŋmgb]. But he adds that the auditory difference between these two is not great and "to distinguish [ŋgb]
and [ŋmgb] reliably, it is important to use one's eyes as well as one's ears" (Fall 1999:159). I am transcribing
this phoneme here as the former, bearing in mind that further research may reveal it to be more accurately
described as the latter.
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inventory. Moreover, in the Mbati data given in both of their articles, h never occurs and
ʔ only occurs between vowels at a word boundary. I argue that such glottal stops are
epenthetical. In my data, glottal stops occurred only in very limited contexts: always at
morpheme boundaries, most frequently between two vowels. These glottal stops often
occurred in slow speech after the plural noun prefix, ɓa-, before vowel-initial noun stems.
In most cases the speaker would also pronounce the same word more quickly without the
glottal stop. I did not find the segment h in my data at all.
Thirdly, in both of their inventories, Bouquiaux and Thomas list the labiodental frica-
tive /f/ rather than the bilabial fricative /ɸ/. No allophones of any consonant are listed in
the 1994 inventory, though in the 1975 inventory they note that phonetic realizations of
/f/ are [p]~[ɸ]~[h] (1975:219). No further comment is given. According to my analysis,
the fricative is bilabial and does not exhibit any allophonic variation.
In the wordlist I did find one trill [r] in the word: [aŕià]́ 'sorghum'. Perhaps this is a
loan word, though not from the French 'sorgho' or the Sango 'kôsö'.
Mbati prefers open syllables. By far, the most common syllable shape in Mbati is
CV. Consonant-glide sequences are permitted and a solitary V is permitted as a syllable
(in word-initial position); the maximal syllable template is CGV.2 The typical noun root
shape is CVCV, while the typical verb root shape is CVC. (The final consonant of the verb
root is not a coda but rather syllabifies into the onset of the next syllable in the verbal
word.) More will be said about noun and verb morphology in Chapter 4.
2.2 Plosives and Implosives
Bouquiaux and Thomas point out that Mbati is somewhat unique in the area for hav-
ing both plosive and implosive stops in the bilabial and alveolar places of articulation.
Neighboring languages Ngando and Aka, for example, lack the plosives /b, d/ and have
only the implosives /ɓ, ɗ/ (1994:90). However, Mbati is not unique for having either
implosives or labial-velar plosives, as both are common for the area (see Figures 3 and
2 Syllables of this shape could arguably be analyzed as CV̯V with a complex nucleus rather than a complex
onset. I have chosen to transcribe themwith a complex onset for two primary reasons: First, with the exception
of a few diphthongs formed across morpheme boundaries, the first "vowel" is always high. Second, these types
of syllables bear one only tone, not two.
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4 below) (Clements and Rialland 2008). These sounds are much more common among
the Bantu languages of the equatorial forest (this includes groups B10-70, C10-70 and
D10-40) than Bantu languages elsewhere (Grégoire 2003:353).
Figure 3. Northern Bantu languages with labial-velar plosives. Mbati is coded as C13.
Map from Clements and Rialland (2008). Guthrie codes as revised and updated by Maho
(2003).
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Figure 4. Distribution of implosives in a sample of 150 African languages. Black circles
indicate the presence of implosives in a language; white circles indicate their absence.
The size of a circle indicates the relative number of speakers of a language. The square
highlights an area which is mostly free from implosives. Map and data from Clements
and Rialland (2008). Black X indicates the location of Mbati [added].
Labial-velars, also known as double articulations or double stops, are rare globally,
yet common in West and Central Africa, some areas of Papua New Guinea, and are also
known to occur in a few Caribbean Creole languages which have an African substratum
(Cahill Fall 1999:156). Both implosives and labial-velars are attested phonemes among
the Ubangian languages of the CAR (Moran and McCloy 2019). I think it likely that Mbati
gained these sounds through sustained contact with these languages.3 More will be said
about implosives and labial-velars in Section 2.7.2.
3 Bostoen and Donzo (Jan 2013) have made a similar argument about Lingombe, a Bantu C language of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
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Figures 5, 6, and 7 give examples each of the plosive and implosive sounds of Mbati
in many different contexts. Whenever possible, minimal pairs or near-minimal pairs were
chosen to illustrate contrast.
Figure 5. Examples of /b, ɓ/
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Figure 6. Examples of /t, d, ɗ/
Figure 7. Examples of /k, ɡ, k͡p, ɡ͡b/
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All of these plosives and implosives can occur in any consonant slot in noun and verb
roots, with the exception of the labial-velars, which only ever occur in the first consonant
slot of noun and verb roots. That is why all of the word-medial examples of labial-velars
in Figure 7 are following a prefix or are in a reduplicated word. Additionally, labial-
velars never occur in affixes within the Mbati word-list, but only within the roots of words.
According to Cahill (2000), this is a widely attested distribution limitation of labial-velars,
likely because of their marked status within any phonological system.
The waveforms and spectrograms in Figures 8 and 9 contrast the voiced bilabial and
alveolar plosives and implosives. The prevoicing of the plosives is longer and has a rel-
atively steady amplitude, while the prevoicing period of the implosives is shorter and
increases in amplitude:
Figure 8. [b] from [mòbɛb̀ù] 'fan (n)' (left) and [ɓ] from [iɓ̀ōta]̄ 'relative (by blood)'
(right)
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Figure 9. [d] from [kad̄óli]̄ 'palate' (left) and [ɗ] from [saɗ̀aḱa]̀ 'sacrifice (n)' (right)
The waveforms and spectrograms in Figures 10 and 11 contrast the velar plosives and
the labial-velar plosives:
Figure 10. [k] from [ɓak̀al̄a]́ 'charcoal (pl)' (left) and [k͡p] from [ɓak̀͡pāŋ gó] 'villages'
(right)
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Figure 11. [g] from [ɓag̀al̀a]́ 'markets' (left) and [g͡b] from [ɓag̀͡bal̀àŋ gò] 'houses' (right)
Mbati plosives display some allophonic variation. The voiceless alveolar plosive /t/
is affricated before [i] or [j]. For example:
(1) a. /mati/ [mat̀ˢi]́ 'ear'
b. /ɛti/ [ɛt̀ˢi]́ 'nothing'
c. /tiɓi/ [tˢiɓ̀i]́ 'excrement'
d. /ⁿdotja/ [ⁿdōtˢja]́ 'star'
/t/ is unaffricated elsewhere:
(2) a. [mòte]́ 'tree'
b. [ket̄a]́ 'dream (n)'
c. [tòᵑɡò] 'copper'
d. [kùtū] 'cloud'
e. [tɛt̀ɛ]̀ 'sell (v)'
The voiced alveolar plosive /d/ is affricated when word-initial and preceding [i] or
[j]:
(3) a. /didɔɗɔ/ [dᶻid́ɔɗ̄ɔ]̀ 'lemon'
b. /dilele/ [dᶻil̀el̀e]̄ 'touch, feel (v)'
c. /dikisiele/ [dᶻic̄ʰiśjel̀e]̄ 'begin (v)'
However, /d/ is not affricated word-medially preceding [i] or [j] (4) and before all
other vowels (5).
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(4) a. [kūdiśjel̀e]̄ 'shorten (v)'
b. [ɡ͡bódi]̀ 'bait (n)'
c. [sid̀ja]̀ 'loosen (v)'
(5) a. [daǹa]̀ 'bridge'
b. [dɔd̀ɔk̀ɔ]̀ 'goiter'
c. [dùla]̀ 'suffer (v)'
The waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 12 contrast a regular [t] with its allophone
[tˢ] and those in Figure 13 contrast a regular [d] with its allophone [dᶻ]:
Figure 12. [t] from [mòtó] 'head' (left) and [tˢ] from [mat̀ˢi]́ 'ear' (right)
Figure 13. [d] from [dùla]̀ 'suffer (v)' (left) and [dᶻ] from [dᶻil̀el̀e]̄ 'touch (v)' (right)
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The period of friction upon release of the plosives is much longer before the high front
vowel than before other vowels. Nearby Dibole (C101) exhibits an affrication of di to dz
before mid-vowels, e.g. /di + ɛ/ → [dzɛ] (Leitch 2014:215).
The voiceless velar plosive /k/ is palatalized and aspirated to [cʰ] before [i] or [j]:
(6) a. /kiᵑɡo/ [cʰi ̄ŋ ɡō] 'neck'
b. /ɓiki/ [ɓic̀ʰi]̄ 'iron'
c. /siki/ [sic̄ʰi]̄ 'proverb'
d. /ikuki/ [ik̀ùcʰi]̄ 'neighbor'
e. /kakia/ [kac̀ʰja]̀ 'congratulate (v)'
/k/ is not aspirated or palatalized to [c] in any other context:
(7) a. [ket̄a]́ 'dream (n)'
b. [ɗik̀a]̀ 'jackal'
c. [ɗùkù] 'heap (n)'
d. [kòlò] 'foot'
e. [kɔ̄m bɔ]̄ 'club, cudgel'
f. [kɛ ̄n zɛ]̄ 'gravel'
The voiced velar plosive /ɡ/ is palatalized to [ɟ] before [i] or [j]:
(8) a. /ɡili/ [ɟil̄i]̄ 'crowd (n)'
b. /ɡoɡila/ [ɡòɟil̀a]̀ 'cassava'
c. /ɡilo/ [ɟil̀ò] 'granary'
/ɡ/ is not palatalized to [ɟ] in any other context:





Mbati has three fricative phonemes: the voiceless bilabial fricative /ɸ/, and the alve-
olar grooved fricatives (sibilants) /s/ and /z/.
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Figure 14. Examples of /ɸ, s, z/
These fricatives occur in all consonant slots in noun and verb roots. They do not
exhibit any allophonic variation.
2.4 Prenasalized Consonants
Mbati has five prenasalized consonants: /ᵐb/, /ⁿd/, /ᵑɡ/, /ᵑɡ͡b/, and /ⁿz/.
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Figure 15. Examples of /ᵐb, ⁿd, ᵑɡ, ᵑɡ͡b, ⁿz/
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The prenasalized alveolar plosive, /ⁿd/ is affricated before [i] or [j]:
(10) a. /ⁿdima/ [ⁿdᶻim̄a]̄ 'bush country, rural area'
b. /ⁿdiᵑɡe/ [ⁿdᶻi ̀ŋ ɡe]̄ 'friend'
c. /motiⁿdi/ [mòtˢi ̄n dᶻi]̄ 'heel (n)'
d. /liⁿdiele/ [li ̀n dᶻjel̀e]̀ 'to dive (v)'
(11) a. [ⁿdɔ̀ŋ ɡɛ]̀ 'termite'
b. [ᵑɡòⁿdō] 'forest'
c. [tūⁿdū] 'hump (of cow)'
d. [mòⁿdèm bō] 'rubber'
Below are waveforms and spectrograms, contrasting a regular [ⁿd] with its allophone
[ⁿdᶻ]:
Figure 16. [ⁿd] from [ⁿdɔ̀ŋ ɡɛ]̀ 'termite' (left) and [ⁿdᶻ] from [ⁿdᶻim̄a]̄ 'bush country' (right)
The period of friction upon release of the consonant is much longer and louder before
the high vowel than before the mid vowel.
Like /ɡ/, /ᵑɡ/ is palatalized before [i]:
(12) a. /ⁿzɔᵑɡi/ [ⁿzɔŋ̀ɟi]̀ 'venom'
b. /ᵑɡiⁿdi/ [ŋɟi ̀n dᶻi]́ 'half'
/ᵑɡ/ is not palatalized in any other context:
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(13) a. [ᵑɡùɓū] 'hippopotamus'
b. [ⁿzàŋ ɡa]̄ 'hawk'
c. [sòᵑɡò] 'reed'
d. [kòᵑɡe]̄ 'money'
e. [ɸɛ ̀ŋ ɡɛ]̀ 'bag'
f. [ᵑɡɔm̀ɔ]̀ 'hour glass drum'
More will be said about the phonological status of prenasalized consonants in Section
2.7.3.
2.5 Nasals
Mbati has three nasal phonemes: /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/.
Figure 17. Examples of /m, n, ɲ/
Nasals freely occur in both initial and medial consonant slots in noun and verb roots.
The palatal nasal /ɲ/ is a phoneme in its own right; a phonetic [ɲ] may also be formed




Mbati has two central approximants, /j/ and /w/, and the lateral approximant /l/.
There is no rhotic in the language, apart from the isolated trill mentioned in Section 2.1.
Figure 18. Examples of /j, w, l/
The central approximants (also called "semi-vowels" or "glides") are phonemes in their
own right and are also allophones of the high vowels /u/ and /i/. Consonant-glide se-
quences are only consonant clusters of the language. Consonant-glide sequences are found
inside of noun roots (14a) and are also created when high vowels precede another vowel
across a morpheme boundary (14b).
(14) a. k͡pwá 'bone (n)'




The fact that the changes to the alveolar and velar plosives all occur before the high
vowel /i/ begs the question: is this a case of Bantu Spirantization?
Bantu Spirantization is a process common to many Bantu languages in which obstru-
ents preceding high vowels become strident fricatives or affricates (Schadeberg 1994).
According to Schadeberg, typical Bantu Spirantization affects all or most consonants, is
triggered by both high vowels, and precedes a 7>5 vowel merger in a given language.
The allophonic changes among Mbati consonants do not fit all of these characteristics: the
changes are only triggered by the high front vowel; not all consonants are affected; the
change is affrication in the case of the alveolars but palatalization in the case of the velars.
If this is Bantu Spirantization, it is a very limited example of it.
2.7.2 A comparison of labial and velar plosives and implosives
Plosives, implosives, and double articulations (labial-velar plosives) produced at the
same places of articulation may be perceptually very similar. For this reason, I conducted
an acoustic study comparing the following Mbati consonants: /k, ɡ, b, ɓ, k͡p, ɡ͡b/. I mod-
eled my study after a 2011 article by Grawunder, Winter, and Atoyebi investigating the
correlates of voicing in Yoruba plosives. In particular, they compare prevoicing duration
and prevoicing intensity of the consonants /k, ɡ, b, k͡p, ɡ͡b/. They also compare the pitch
(f0) at vowel onset and the duration of the vowels following these consonants.
Grawunder et al conclude that /k͡p/ in Yoruba is "'partially voiced'. It has prevoicing,
but at the same time it behaves like a typical voiceless stop in raising the f0 of the fol-
lowing vowel, and in having the tendency to decrease surrounding vowel durations. /k͡p/
and /ɡ͡b/ are furthermore distinguished from each other with respect to the duration of
prevoicing. The single stops /k/ and /ɡ/, on the other hand, differ not only with respect to
voice onset time, f0 and vowel duration, but also with respect to the complete absence or
presence of prevoicing" (2011:767). Their study shows that, with regards to voicing, /k͡p/
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and /ɡ͡b/ in Yoruba contrast with one another in a slightly different way than other sim-
ple "voiced/voiceless" pairs, such as /k/ and /ɡ/; however, with regards to f0 and vowel
duration, the double-articulations in Yoruba contrast with one another in the same way as
other simple "voiced/voiceless" pairs. Other languages, such as Ibibio, Cana, and Obolo,
are also known to have partial voicing of the "voiceless" /k͡p/ (Cahill Fall 1999:164 citing
Connell 1994).
For my study I measured the same four variables for each consonant: prevoicing
duration (if prevoiced), prevoicing intensity at burst onset (if prevoiced), f0 at vowel
onset, and duration of the following vowel. All consonants measured were word-initial
preceding a low-toned vowel in a multi-syllabic word. I measured these variables for nine
tokens of each consonant. The measurements were taken as in the following diagram:
Figure 19. Dividing a waveform into prevoicing, burst, and voicing (vowel). Diagram
from Yossi, Keshnet, Dmitrieva, and Goldrick (2016).
My results were very similar to Grawunder et al. First, I found that the "voiceless"
labial-velar plosive /k͡p/ does in fact have prevoicing, although for a much shorter period
than its "voiced" counterpart /ɡ͡b/. Additionally, I learned that the bilabial implosive /ɓ/
generally has a shorter prevoicing period than the simple plosives /ɡ, b/ and the double-
articulation /ɡ͡b/. These results are displayed in Figure 20 below:
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Figure 20. Prevoicing duration (left) and prevoicing intensity (right)
Second, regarding prevoicing intensity, I found that the double articulations have
higher intensities than the implosive, which in turn has higher intensities than the simple
plosives. These results are also displayed in Figure 20. Grawunder et al saw a similar
trend, with Yoruba double articulations having higher intensities than simple plosives
(2011:769). They "believe that the intensity and the duration of prevoicing can be used
as a shorthand to assess the 'ease' of glottal fold vibration before the release" (2011:768).
They suggest that their results "might point towards a possible voicing enhancement mech-
anism (e.g. cavity extension through lowering of the larynx)" (2011:769).
Third, I found that the "voiceless" plosives /k, k͡p/ result in a higher f0 value at vowel
onset than their "voiced" counterparts /ɡ, ɡ͡b/. This trend in Mbati matches the trend in
Yoruba has described by Grawunder et al (2011:769). In fact, this phenomenon matches a
larger trend of consonant-pitch interaction in tonal languages, in which voiced obstruents
generally work as depressors of pitch while voiceless obstruents work as raisers of pitch
(Maddieson and Sands 2019 and Tang 2008). A description of Mbati tone will follow in
Chapter 6; however, I point out here that these consonant-pitch interactions in Mbati only
affect the pitch at the onset of the following vowel. They do not affect the pitch over the
entire duration of the vowel so as to change the phonemic value of the tone. Initial f0
values following the various consonants can be seen in Figure 21 below:
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Figure 21. Initial f0 of vowel (left) and vowel duration (right)
The fourth variable measured, vowel duration, also followed the same trend as the
Yoruba data. In Yoruba, the "voiceless" plosives have a shortening effect on following
vowels (Grawunder, Winter, and Atoyebi 2011:769). In the Mbati data, /k/ results in
shorter vowels on average than /ɡ/ and /k͡p/ results in shorter vowels on average than
/ɡ͡b/, though there is a great deal of overlap in their ranges (see Figure 21). Both of the
double articulations resulted in shorter vowels than the implosive.
In conclusion, double articulations in Mbati contrast with one another in the same
way as Yoruba double articulations, i.e. "voiceless" double articulations have shorter pre-
voicing periods, higher prevoicing intensities, result in higher f0 values and shorter vowel
durations than their voiced counterparts. Additionally, we learned that the Mbati implo-
sive /ɓ/ has a relatively short prevoicing period, higher prevoicing intensity (as is the case
for double articulations), and a lowering effect on pitch (similar to that found with voiced
obstruents).
2.7.3 Prenasalized consonants: units or clusters?
There has been a long debate among Bantu scholars about how to analyze 'prenasal-
ized consonants.' See Herbert (1977), Hubbard (1995), Downing (2005), Tak (September
2011), Odden (2015:17-18) and others for in-depth discussions. The main question of the
debate is whether NC complexes are to be interpreted phonologically as units or clusters.
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If they are regarded as clusters, a secondary question concerns how these complexes are
to be syllabified Odden (2015:17).
Regarding the main question, Hubbard (1995:236) states: "In a given language there
may be any of several reasons for considering these sounds to be single units: they may
have the distribution characteristic of single segments (appearing in environments where
clusters are prohibited), they may have the approximate duration of single consonants,
they may be treated as units by phonological rules, they generally appear to be tauto-
syllabic and their two components are always homorganic." Additionally, analyzing the
NC sequences as units avoids the problem of allowing onset clusters which violate the
Sonority Sequencing Principle (Odden 2015:17).
On the other hand, there is evidence in many languages that these NC sequences are
not always single units. One such piece of evidence is that in some Bantu languages, NC
sequences can be bimorphemic. For example, certain noun class prefixes may be a simple
nasal, which, when followed by a root-initial consonant creates a NC sequence (Odden
2015:17). Additionally, in surface inventories of languages containing prenasalized con-
sonants, the oral and nasal component consonants almost always also occur independently
(Herbert 1977:25). Other evidence for a cluster analysis includes the following phenom-
ena seen in many languages: the nasal may be syllabic when word-initial, and the nasal
may bear a tone (Herbert 1977). Additionally, the nasal of a prenasalized consonant often
interacts with the preceding vowel. The common interaction is vowel-lengthening, imply-
ing an additional mora or timing unit contributed by the NC sequence (Odden 2015:17).
A Ganda (E15) example is given below to illustrate this process:
Figure 22. Diagram of Ganda example from Clements (1986). The nasal is merged with
the following consonant and the nasal's mora is taken up by the preceding vowel.
To resolve this issue for Mbati, I examined prenasalized consonants along the follow-
ing lines: timing, distribution, and interactions with preceding vowels.
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First, I compared the duration of prenasalized consonants with consonants of all man-
ners of articulation. The results are shown in Figures 23 and 24.
Figure 23. Duration of consonants in word-initial position. Ten tokens were measured for
each type of consonant.
Figure 24. Duration of consonants in word-medial position. Ten tokens were measured
for each type of consonant.
Prenasalized consonants are not significantly longer than the other types of conso-
nants, implying that they occupy one, not two timing slots. The exceptional group is
implosives, which are generally shorter in initial position than all other types of conso-
nants, prenasalized consonants included.
Second, I examined the distribution of prenasalized consonants in Mbati nouns and
verbs and found that they freely occur in both initial and medial positions in noun stems
and verb roots. The only other potential consonant clusters in Mbati are CG sequences.
These also occur in all consonant positions (though are often formed from an underlying
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sequence of CVV in which the first vowel is high). Prenasalized consonants may combine
with glides to form complex onsets:
(15) a. mò-ᵑɡwà 'salt'
b. ᵐbwá 'dog'
Complex onsets of the shape CCG are not found anywhere else in the language. In
terms of distribution then, prenasalized consonants act more as units than as clusters.
Third, I examined the vowels preceding prenasalized consonants to see if they were
nasalized or lengthened, two cross-linguistically common phenomena which are best ex-
plained by a cluster analysis (Herbert 1977:197). I found that the only phonetically nasal-
ized vowels in Mbati are those that follow simple nasal consonants. Prenasalized conso-
nants do not have a nasalizing effect on neighboring vowels. I also found that prenasalized
consonants do not cause lengthening of the preceding vowel (see measurements in Figure
25 below), implying that prenasalized consonants do not occupy two timing slots in Mbati
phonology.
Figure 25. Duration of vowels preceding different types of consonants. Ten tokens were
measured for each type of consonant.
Additionally, the nasal component of prenasalized consonants in Mbati does not bear
a tone and is not syllabic at the beginning of a word. On the basis of this evidence, I
analyze prenasalized consonants in Mbati as phonemically independent units. Therefore,
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when word-internal, they are syllabified as a unitary onset of a syllable, and never divided




Mbati has the following seven vowel system:
Figure 26. The vowel inventory of Mbati
Most other Bantu languages of the equatorial forest share this vowel inventory with
Mbati (Grégoire 2003:351). In fact, this seven-vowel inventory is not only common among
Bantu languages, but is extremely common among west and central-African languages in
general (Casali 2008).
Mean vowel formants are as follows (for each vowel, ten tokens were measured in a
variety of contexts: word-initially (if attested), word-medially, and word-finally):
Figure 27. Mean vowel formants of Mbati
A sample of vowels plotted on the F1/F2 plane (sample consists of the same ten tokens
which were averaged above):
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Figure 28. A sample of Mbati vowels plotted on the F1/F2 plane
We can see in Figure 28 that the two highest pairs of vowels /i, e/ and /u, o/ occupy
somewhat overlapping vowel space. For this reason, I am providing evidence of contrast
between the pairs of highest vowels as well as between the pairs of mid vowels:
Minimal or near-minimal pairs contrasting the front mid vowels /e, ɛ/:
(16) a. kèŋ ɡel̀ē 'to try, taste, learn (v)'
b. kɛ ́ŋ ɡɛĺɛ ́ 'to be naked (v)'
(17) a. ɔl̀wel̀ē 'to slither (snake) (v)'
b. ɔl̀wel̀ɛ ́ 'to be smooth (v)'
(18) a. sek̄ańjel̀ē 'to resolve (v)'
b. sek̀aǹal̀ɛ ́ 'to be equal (v)'
Pairs contrasting the back mid vowels /o, ɔ/:
(19) a. ōkeĺē 'to hear (v)'
b. ɔk̄eĺē 'to bathe (v)'
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(20) a. kōᵑɡó 'hoe (n)'
b. kɔ̀ŋ ɡɔ̄ 'rainbow (n)'
(21) a. tōᵑɡeĺē 'to dig (v)'
b. tɔ̄ŋ ɡeĺē 'to crow (rooster) (v)'
Pairs contrasting the two highest front vowels /i, e/:
(22) a. ɸik̀à 'pimple (n)'
b. ɸek̀à 'play (v)'
(23) a. ɸiĺi ̀ 'mourning (n)'
b. ɸel̄é 'puff adder (n)'
(24) a. ɓaɓ̀ik̀i ̄ 'iron (pl) (n)'
b. ɓaɓ̀ek̄ē ɓán dò 'older brother (pl) (n)'
Pairs contrasting the two highest back vowels /u, o/:
(25) a. túmá 'slice (v)'
b. tòmà 'send (v)'
(26) a. ùⁿdà 'pierce (v)'
b. óⁿdá 'love (v)'
(27) a. tùkà 'cover (v)'
b. tòkà 'draw (water) (v)'
There are distributional limitations on which vowels may co-occur in a noun root.
(Recall that the basic noun root shape is CVCV.) The following chart gives frequency and
examples of vowel co-occurrence within simple two-syllable noun roots. If a pair of vowels
never co-occur, in either order, then those boxes are greyed out.
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Figure 29. The distribution of vowels within simple two-syllable noun roots
There is a clear co-occurrence restriction regarding mid-vowels; the pairs e/ɛ, e/ɔ,
o/ɔ, and o/ɛ never occur within a noun root. Another way of describing this phenomenon
is to say that mid vowels within noun roots harmonize according to the vowel feature
+/−ATR.1 Harmony in which vowels of a given domain must share this feature is com-
mon among Niger-Congo and Nilo-Saharan languages in general (Casali 2008) and Bantu
languages specifically (Maddieson 2003:20). Additionally, in the word-list examined for
this study, u never co-occurs with e or o and a never co-occurs with ɔ within a noun root. I
am analyzing these co-occurrence gaps as lexical rather than systematic. Otherwise, high
and low vowels may co-occur with any other vowel.
Noun prefixes are outside of the vowel harmony domain; therefore, the vowels of
the noun prefixes are invariant. Bolia (C35), Babole (C101), and several other Bantu C
languages also exhibit this pattern (Leitch 2003:394 and 1996). Examples from Mbati:
1 Myles Leitch argues that this vowel feature for some languages is better defined as +/−RTR (Retracted
Tongue Root) (Leitch 1996:14-15).
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(28) a. mò-ɓɛl̄ɛ ́ 'udder'
b. ɓa-̀mò-ɓɛl̄ɛ ́ 'udders'
(29) a. mò-kɔk̀ɔ̄ 'trunk (of tree)'
b. ɓa-̀mò-kɔk̀ɔ̄ 'trunks (of trees)'
(30) a. mò-ᵑɡàŋ ɡà 'medicine man'
b. ɓa-̀ᵑɡàŋ ɡà 'medicine men'
(31) a. mò-lòli ̀ 'flame'
b. ɓa-̀mò-lòli ̀ 'flames'
(32) a. mò-tel̀ā 'banana'
b. ɓa-̀mò-tel̀ā 'bananas'
Vowels are slightly nasalized after nasal consonants, though not after prenasalized
consonants.
(33) a. /monuni/ [mõ̀nù̃ni ̃]̀ 'old person'
b. /ɲaⁿzo/ [ɲã̄n zó] 'yesterday'
Because this process is so predictable, I have left the nasal mark out of the transcrip-
tions in this work.2
Long vowels only occur in Mbati due to morphological juxtaposition:
(34) /ɓa + asi + ɲama/ [ɓaàs̀i ̀ ɲam̀a]̀ 'hunters'
Mbati has several vowel hiatus resolution strategies and also exhibits vowel assim-
ilation. However, these phenomena cannot be described without constant references to
2 There are two exceptions in the data where a nasal vowel appears in a context other than following a
nasal consonant:
(i) a. jɛĺò sjɔ̃̋ 'to be quiet; calm oneself (v)'
b. lwel̀ē má ᵑɡɛ ̃̋ 'to lack; have few things (v)'
The morpheme sjɔ̃ is not found elsewhere in the data for the present study and its meaning is unclear. The
morpheme ᵑɡɛ ́̃, however, is found in isolation, not nasalized, meaning 'few.' Further research is needed to
understand the reason these vowels are nasalized.
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morphology; therefore they will be discussed in Chapter 5 after a description of the mor-






Mbati has a fairly simple noun class system as compared to most other Bantu lan-
guages. In essence, Mbati has three classes:
Figure 30. The noun class system of Mbati
In addition to noun class prefixes, concord or agreement markers are an essential part
of a typical Bantu class system. As I do not have long noun phrases and inflected verb
phrases in my data, I cannot comment on other concord markers except to cite Bouquiaux
and Thomas (1994:93). They say that adjectives in Mbati agree only in terms of number
(mò- for singular and ɓa-̀ for plural), but subject markers on verbs do retain a three-way
distinction of animate, inanimate and plural: "On ne peut donc parler d'insertion dans des
classes nominales, ni de classes d'accord. ...Dans les formes verbales, on a une modalité
personnelle à pour les animeś, ē pour les inanimeś, du moins au singulier, le pluriel se
faisant uniformeḿent en ɓa-̀."
Thus, a fuller picture of the Mbati noun class system would be:
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Figure 31. The noun class system of Mbati with concord markers from Bouquiaux and
Thomas (1994)1
Approximately twenty-four noun classes have been reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (PB)
(Katamba 2003:108). While no modern Bantu language can claim to have retained all
twenty-four, at least one language has twenty-one classes: Ganda of Uganda (Katamba
2003:108). According to Francis Katamba, it is common for Bantu languages to have
between seven and eighteen noun classes and if a language has less, it is referred to as a
"reduced system" (2003:108).
In her essay on the Bantu languages of the equatorial forest, Grégoire (2003:363)
observes, "Languages like Mbati (C10), Pere (D31) or Bira (D32) show a strong breakdown
of the class system, which is not present in certain adjacent languages such as Aka and
Ngando (C10), or Nyali and Bodo (D30)." Other reduced systems include Komo (D23) of
the Democratic Republic of Congo and Kako (A93) of Cameroon. Kako has three classes
(Ernst 1992) and Komo has been described as having zero noun classes (Katamba 2003:108
citing Guthrie 1967-1971), perhaps because all of its nouns take the same plural prefix
(ɓa-) and lack a concord system in the noun phrase. However, Komo does retain as many
as twenty "semi-productive Bantu-like prefixes" on singular nouns (Thomas 1994:194).
In a similar fashion, remnants of canonical Bantu noun class prefixes can be found in
Mbati, though only the mo- of class 1 and ɓa- of class 2 are currently functional in terms
of concord markers.
1 Grégoire (2003:363) summarizes the noun prefix system as described by Bouquiaux and Thomas: "Mbati
(C10) opposes a singular mò- or ò- to a generalized and often additive plural ɓa-̀ (cf. mòte,́ pl. ɓam̀òté 'tree')."
In my data, no ò- prefix was found. As Bouquiaux and Thomas' work was her source of information and they
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Figure 32. The remnants in Mbati of a more complex noun class system. Proto-Bantu
prefixes from Maho (1999:247) and semantic content from Hendrikse and Poulos
(1992:199-201).
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As seen in Figure 32, many Mbati non-human nouns also begin with mo-. However,
in the plural they do not lose the mo- but take an additive ɓa- plural prefix. This mo-
looks suspiciously like the remnant of a typical Bantu class 3 prefix; it is low-toned (in
isolated words), does not need to harmonize with the vowels in the rest of the noun, and
commonly occurs in three-syllable (singular) nouns.
There is a group of Mbati group of nouns referring to body parts and animals which
begin with i-. There is also a group of derived nouns which begin with i- (see Section 4.3).
Both of these groups correspond to PB class 5. In Mbati this i– prefix is still somewhat
productive in terms of derivation, though it does not serve as a concord marker any longer.
I am still classifying these nouns as a subset of Mbati class 3.
Several liquid and mass nouns begin with ma-, which corresponds to PB class 6.
A very large group of nouns referring to animals, body parts, and tools begin with
prenasalized consonants. Bantu languages commonly have one class prefix consisting of a
nasal (PB class 9). In some languages a vowel is epenthesized between the nasal and the
first consonant of the noun stem. However, in Mbati this nasal has merged with the first
consonant of the noun stem, creating a prenasalized consonant. Now that it no longer is
replaced by a plural prefix, no longer carries tone, and no longer marks agreement with
other elements in the language, it can't be called a prefix; however, its presence points
backwards in time towards Mbati's historical roots.
One noun was found as a possible remnant of PB class 11 and two nouns as possible
remnants of class 14 (these two are also derived from verbs, as shown below).
However, all examples listed as Mbati class 3 in Figure 32 above take an additive ɓa-
prefix in the plural. There is no longer any reason to group them in separate classes in the
modern Mbati system.
Two human words in Mbati take wa- in the singular and ɓa- in the plural: wan̄á 'child'
and wal̀i/̄waì ̄ 'female'. Examples below are given first in singular and then in plural forms:
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(35) a. wan̄á ɓaǹá 'child'
b. wan̄a̋ ꜜɓɔ́ ɓaǹa̋ ꜜɓɔ́ 'finger (child of arm)'
c. wan̄a̋ lűꜜkú ɓaǹa̋ lűꜜkú 'string (child of rope)'
(36) a. waì ̄ wan̄á ɓaì ̄ ɓańá / ɓaẁal̀i ̄ ɓańá 'daughter-in-law'
b. waì ̄ kɔk̄ɔ̄ ɓaẁaì ̄ kɔk̄ɔ̄ 'hen (female chicken)'
c. wal̀i ̄ ⁿdaj́à ɓaẁal̀i ̄ ⁿdaj́à 'cow (female)'
This wa- has a mid-tone in wan̄á and a low-tone in waì ̄. It functions more like part of
the noun stem than like a prefix. Only because it is often replaced by the plural prefix do
I include it in the discussion here.
Human plurals have one more twist. Groups of humans may take ɓamu in the plural
instead of ɓa- or ɓaⁿdo. For example:
(37) a. iɓ̀ōtā ɓam̀ū iɓ́ōtā 'blood relative'
b. ik̀ùki ̄ ɓam̀ū iḱùki ̄ 'neighbor'
c. kòdō is̄ɔ́ ɓam̀ū kódō is̄ɔ́ 'blind person'
d. mòⁿdō ki ̄n dā ɓam̀ū ki ̄n dā 'deaf (mute) person'
e. mòⁿdō mótūᵑɡē ɓam̀ū mótūᵑɡē 'prisoner'
When the latter part of a noun phrase, moⁿdo and ɓaⁿdo are paired:
(38) a. kōlő móⁿdò ɓak̀ōlő ɓán dò 'elder'
b. mòɓek̄ē móⁿdò ɓaɓ̀ek̄ē ɓán dò 'elder brother'
c. mòkūmē móⁿdò ɓak̀ūmē ɓán dò 'coward'
4.1.2 Noun stems
The typical Bantu noun consists of a "stem" which takes a nominal prefix (Schadeberg
2003:71). In most cases the stem is simple and cannot be broken down into further mor-
phemes; however, in the case of nouns derived from verbs, the stem can be broken down
into a root and various affixes. I will describe Mbati's derived nouns after a description of
the verbal morphology.
Mbati's most common noun stem shape is two open syllables CVCV:
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(39) a. ɸas̀ɛ ́ 'comb'
b. bòkà 'crocodile'
c. daǹà 'bridge'
Either or both consonant slots may be filled with prenasalized consonants:
(40) a. ᵑɡaǹò 'story'
b. màn dā 'animal track'
c. ᵑɡ͡bāŋ ɡó 'scorpion'
Consonant clusters consisting of a consonant and glide are allowed, though rare:
(41) a. ɡ͡bwal̀ē 'partridge'
b. ⁿdōtjá 'star'
c. ɗjòló 'nose'
One, three, and four syllable nouns also exist, though with nouns longer than two
syllables, some morphological complexity is likely at play.
Noun stems may be reduplicated in whole:




(43) a. ᵑɡɔ̀ŋ ɡɔǹɔ̄ 'milipede'
b. fúfùlū 'lung'
c. ɸɛɸ̀ɛs̀ɛ ̀ 'cockcroach'
d. tòtòli ̀ 'spider'
e. k͡pɛk̀͡pɛɗ̄ɛ ́ 'winnow (n)'
According to Schadeberg, reduplication in Bantu nouns is generally lexicalized and
may be used to indicate smallness and/or repetition (2003:88).
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4.1.3 Noun phrases
In Mbati noun phrases, modifying nouns and prepositional phrases follow the head








































Verbs in the data set are only in infinitive and imperative forms; therefore, the scope
of this study is limited to examining verb roots, verbal extensions, and final vowels. Un-
derstanding Mbati's inflectional affixes for person and tense, for example, would require
further research. However, even by analyzing only infinitives and imperatives, Mbati's
productive verbal extension system comes to light.
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4.2.1 Structure of verbal word
Mbati's verb roots follow typical Bantu patterns. They are one syllable and the most
common shape by far is CVC. Either consonant slot may be prenasalized or null, though
it is more common for the initial slot to be empty than the medial.
In Bantu scholarship terminology, the verbal word, like the nominal word, consists of
a "stem" that may take inflectional prefixes (Schadeberg 2003:71). However, the verbal
stem is typically more complex than the nominal stem and as it can be divided into a "base"
and "final suffix" (here called the final vowel). The base may be simple, consisting merely
of a "root" or the base may be made up of a root plus one or more "verbal extensions"
(2003:71).
Figure 33. The structure of the typical Bantu verbal word. Summarized from Schadeberg
(2003:71).
Mbati is unusual in that it marks infinitive forms with a suffix, el, between the verb
root and final vowel. If any verbal extensions are added to the root, the infinitive marker
always comes after them. This is remarkable because in virtually all other Bantu languages
the infinitive is formed by a prefix, typically ku- of PB class 15 (Katamba 2003:116).
In some ways, this Mbati infinitive marker looks like a verbal extension: it follows the
verb root and is unspecified for tone. I searched the documentation of nearby languages
for a similar marker and found that Babole (C101) has an el/ɛl applicative extension as
well as an -elo/-ɛlɔ nominalizing suffix (Leitch 2003:394, 402). Elsewhere in the Bantu
languages of the equatorial forest, the applicative extension commonly takes the form ee
or e (Grégoire 2003:365) The reconstructed PB form of the applicative is ɪl (Schadeberg
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2003:72, 74). Even Mbati itself has a second el that may show up alongside the infinitive
marker and may be retained in the imperative:
(46) a. ɓēm b-eĺ-el̀-ē 'to believe, accept'
b. ɓém b-eĺ-á 'believe, accept!'
Schadeberg writes that this extension has been variously labeled "prepositional," "di-
rective," and "dative" by scholars of Bantu languages. The applicative extension's function
is often to derive a transitive verb from an intransitive one (Schadeberg 2003:74).
Perhaps over time in Mbati the applicative extension gradually became used as a
general marker of infinitive verbs. Thus, the structure of the Mbati verbal word may be
represented by the following:
Figure 34. The structure of the Mbati verbal word
The initial CV of verb roots may be reduplicated as in the following (in the exam-
ple below and in the rest of Section 4.2, verbs will be presented with hyphens between
morphemes):
(47) a. tit̄ib́-aǹ-el̀-ò 'to stumble'
b. kōkóm-el̀-ò 'to shiver, tremble'
Reduplication in Bantu verb roots, Mbati being no exception, typically indicates "repet-
itive motion" or "oscillation" (Schadeberg 2003:78).
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4.2.2 Verbal extensions
Bantu verbal extensions are typically of the shape VC, with a few of the shapes VCV
and V (Schadeberg 2003:72). These are derivational morphemes whose function is to
"extend" the meaning of the verb. Mbati verbal extensions follow these patterns closely.
The Mbati verbal extensions found in the word-list are summarized in the following
chart:
Figure 35. Mbati verbal extensions compared with PB extensions (from Schadeberg
2003:72)
The last two (ul, at), shaded in Figure 35, are very infrequent. The verbal exten-
sions with a low vowel also exhibit vowel assimilation with certain verb roots, as will be
discussed further in Section 5.1.
Not all verbal extensions co-occur in the same verbal word; however, when two or
more do, they are arranged in a consistent order: the iterative ak always precedes the re-
ciprocal an or extensive al. The iterative ak and reciprocal an always proceed the causative
i/isi. The applicative el, if it occurs, is always the last extension, i.e., directly preceding
the infinitive marker el.
Bouquiaux and Thomas (1994:91) provide a dataset using the root liɓ to illustrate the
verbal extension system of Mbati:
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(48) a. liɓ̀el̀ē 'to close'
b. liɓ̀ak̀el̀ē 'to close several doors'
c. liɓ̀is̀ièl̀ē 'to cause to close'
d. liɓ̀ak̀is̀ièl̀ē 'to cause to close several doors'
e. liɓ̀aǹel̀ò '1. to be closed; 2. to take one's last breath'
f. liɓ̀ak̀aǹel̀ò 'to be closed (for several doors)'
g. liɓ̀aǹis̀ièl̀ò 'to cause to be closed'
h. liɓ̀ak̀aǹis̀ièl̀ò 'to cause to be closed (for several doors)'
i. liɓ̀òlà 'to open'
j. liɓ̀òkòlel̀ē 'to open (several doors)'
k. liɓ̀òlis̀ièl̀ē 'to cause to open'
l. liɓ̀òkòlis̀ièl̀ē 'to cause to open (several doors)'
m. liɓ̀òaǹel̀ò 'to be opened'
n. liɓ̀òak̀aǹel̀ò 'to be opened (for several doors)'
In their dataset we can find the following affixes: the infinitive marker el,2 the itera-
tive ak (and ok in the reversive form), the causative isi, the reciprocal or reflexive an, and
the reversive markers: ol for transitive and o for intransitive. Apart from ok and o, these
markers match what I have found in my data. Other than the infinitive marker, these
affixes match what is described as typologically common for the languages of the forest
(Grégoire 2003:365).
4.2.2.1 Causative
The causative extension /i/ is very common in Mbati:
(49) a. ɡ͡bɔk̄-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be ruined, spoiled'
b. ɡ͡bɔk̄-i-eĺ-ē 'to destroy, ruin'
(50) a. bis̀-el̀-ē 'to throw'
b. bis̀-i-el̀-ē mɔkɛ 'to lay eggs'
2 In Bouquiaux and Thomas' dataset above (48), only one verb ends with -a and doesn't contain the
infinitive marker: liɓ̀òlà 'ouvrir.' It seems as though they have mixed an imperative verb into their list of
infinitives. This same verb was found in both infinitive and imperative forms in the data for the present
study:
(i) a. liɓolele 'to cut open'
b. liɓola 'cut open!'
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(51) a. li ̀n d-el̀-ò 'to drown (intr)'
b. li ̀n d-i-el̀-ē 'to dive'
The longer form /isi/ is also common:
(52) a. lóᵐb-á 'be strong! (physically)'
b. lóᵐb-iśi-á 'hasten, hurry!'
(53) a. kal̀-à 'get well, recover!'
b. kal̀-iśi-á 'heal (tr), cure!'
Note that these affixes form glides before other vowels, e.g. [bis̀jel̀e]̀, [lóᵐbiśja]́. For
the sake of clarity, I have transcribed them in this chapter as i and isi.
4.2.2.2 Iterative
The iterative extension /ak/ is also a common extension:
(54) a. kat̀-el̀-ē 'to fasten, bind (load)'
b. kat̀-ak̀-el̀-ē 'to pack'
(55) a. taɓ̀-ań-á 'groan (with pain)!'
b. taɓ̀-aḱ-ań-á 'grumble, complain!'
(56) a. teń-á 'cut (tr)!'
b. teń-aḱ-ań-i-á 'chop into pieces!'
4.2.2.3 Reciprocal
/an/ is the reciprocal extension:
(57) a. óɓ-á 'beat, hit, strike!'
b. óɓ-ań-á 'fight (one another)!'
(58) a. ók-á 'hear!'
b. ók-ań-á 'agree (with one another)!'
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When the reciprocal is followed by the short causative extension /an + i/, they are
together pronounced [aɲ]:
(59) a. lùt-el̀-ē 'to pull'
b. /lut-an-i-el-e/ [lūtaɲ́el̀e]̄ 'to stretch'
(60) a. sin̄-eĺ-ē 'to rub'
b. /sin-an-i-el-e/ [sin̄aɲ́el̀e]̄ 'to squeak (wheel)'
I have chosen to transcribe this as ani in this chapter because it renders the underlying
morphology more apparent.
4.2.2.4 Applicative
Sometimes a second /el/ affix is used in the infinitive. Perhaps this is a true applicative
extension alongside of the infinitive marker:
(61) a. bèŋ ɡ-el̀-ē 'to chase'
b. bèŋ ɡ-el̀-el̀-ē 'to drive away'
(62) a. tu-ak̄-eĺ-ē 'to take off'
b. tu-ak̄-eĺ-el̀-ē 'to harvest, dig up'
(63) a. em̄-eĺ-ò 'to breathe'
b. em̀-el̀-el̀-ē 'to rest'
4.2.2.5 Extensive
The extension /al/ also occurs in Mbati. This extension is known in Proto-Bantu re-
constructions as the "extensive" as these verbs often "point to a central element of meaning
'to be in a spread-out position'" (Schadeberg 2003:72).3
3 In this section, as well as 4.2.2.7, 4.2.2.8, and 4.2.2.9 below, example verbs are given in a group rather
than in pairs because the word-list lacked minimal pairs showing the same verb root with and without the
extension.
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(64) a. im̄-aḱ-al̀-el̀-ò 'to move (intr)'
b. im̄-aĺ-el̀-ꜜɛ ́ 'to be straight'
c. im̄-aĺ-el̀-ò 'to stand'
d. k͡pab̀-al̀-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be flat'
e. lāŋ ɡ-aĺ-el̀-ò 'to lie down'
f. ɸet̄-aḱ-al̀-el̀-ò 'to slander'
g. tōb-aĺ-el̀-ē 'to carry on head'
h. tōb-aĺ-el̀-ò 'to be pregnant'
i. ùᵐb-al̀-el̀-ē 'to smell'
4.2.2.6 Impositive
The sequence /ikidi/ re-occurs throughout the Mbati verbs and seems to be semanti-
cally connected to causation and destruction. It possibly formed historically from several
affixes (i.e. ik+id+i), though it now occurs as a distinct whole. The Proto-Bantu exten-
sion ɪk is labelled the "impositive" or the "neuter" and is explained as "a kind of causative,
expressing typically 'direct causation'" or "'to put (sth.) into some position', hence the
term 'impositive'" (Schadeberg 2003:74). This extension is also known to be semantically
connected to "verbs of destruction" (2003:75).
(65) a. bis̀-el̀-ē 'to throw'
b. bis̀-ik̀id̀i-el̀-ē 'to spill (liquid) (tr)'
(66) a. ōl-eĺ-ò 'to murder'
b. ōl-iḱid̀i-el̀-ē 'to crush, break (tr)'
(67) a. tōs-i-eĺ-ē 'to persuade, teach'
b. tōs-iḱid̀i-el̀-ē 'to wave (hand as a greeting)'
4.2.2.7 Positional
The extension /am/ has been reconstructed as the Proto-Bantu positional or stative
(Schadeberg 2003:72). According to Greǵoire, am is still commonly the stative among the
Bantu languages of the forest (2003:356). I call it "positional" here, since in the Mbati
data of this study, am seems semantically tied to bodily movements.
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(68) a. as̀-am̀-el̀-ò 'to yawn'
b. ɡ͡bùs-am̀-el̀-ò 'to kneel'
c. k͡pat̄-aḿ-el̀-ò 'to crawl'
d. nik̀-am̀-el̀-ò 'to bow (as in greeting)'
e. tùᵑɡ-am̀-el̀-ē mó-ⁿdò 'to follow (a person)'
4.2.2.8 Reversive
The extension /ol/ is the reversive for transitive verbs:
(69) a. ɡ͡bak̄-ól-el̀-ē 'to help'
b. bōᵑɡ-ól-el̀-ē 'to unload'
c. liɓ̄-ól-el̀-ē 'to cut open'
d. tòɓ-òl-el̀-ē 'to skin (animal)'
According to Grégoire (2003:365), o is commonly the intransitive reversive for the
Bantu languages of the forest. It is seen above in the dataset (48) from Bouquiaux and
Thomas. In my data, this morpheme always precedes another vowel and is realized as
a glide. I analyze it as /u/ because I see elsewhere that /o/ does not glide before /a/
(Section 5.2).
(70) a. /kak-u-el-e/ [kak̀wel̀e]̄ 'to explain'
b. /kak-u-an-i-a/ [kak̀wańja]́ 'explain!'
4.2.2.9 Fossilized Extensions
The sequence ul occurs after verb roots a few times:
(71) a. kɛt̄-úl-el̀-ò 'to cough'
b. tɛ-̄úl-el̀-ē 'to chew'
c. tɛ ̄ŋ ɡ-úl-el̀-ò 'to limp'
As does the sequence at:
(72) a. sim̀-at̀-aǹ-i-el̀-ē 'to think'
b. bi ̄ŋ ɡ-at́-aǹ-el̀-ò 'to roll'
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These sequences are so rare in the data that I do not analyze them as productive
verbal extensions. The form at is the reconstructed Proto-Bantu "tentive" or "contactive"
containing the meaning of "actively making firm contact" (Schadeberg 2003:77). It is not
known to be still productive in any modern Bantu language (2003:77). I do not know the
origins or semantic function of ul.
4.2.3 Verb final vowels
The final vowel in Bantu verbs is a morpheme in its own right that is typically used
to encode information relating to tense, mood, aspect, or negation (Nurse 2003:91-92).
Bantu imperatives are often formed from a bare stem and the "neutral" final vowel -a
(Nurse 2008:44). The final vowels for Mbati infinitives and imperatives are as follows:
Figure 36. Mbati infinitive and imperative final vowels
Mbati infinitive verbs take either -ē, -ò, or -ɛ ́ as their final vowel. The vast majority
take -ē:
(73) a. bit̀-el̀-ē 'to fan'
b. tūm-eĺ-ē 'to sting'
c. tōn-eĺ-ē 'to hate'
d. sɔl̄-eĺ-ē 'to choose (tr)'
e. kèŋ ɡ-el̀-ē 'to taste'
f. tɛɓ̄-eĺ-ē 'to spit'
g. ɸaɸ̀-el̀-ē 'to carve'
The final vowel -ò typically marks intransitive verbs:
(74) a. bek̄-eĺ-ò 'to grow up'
b. lal̄-eĺ-ò 'to sleep'
c. kɛk̀-el̀-ò 'to walk'
d. sūɓ-eĺ-ò 'to descend'
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e. k͡pɔl̄-eĺ-ò 'to go round'
Verbs with the reciprocal extension an also commonly take the final vowel -o in the
infinitive. See (75) for examples.4 In Mbati, reciprocal verbs pattern as intransitive rather
than transitive verbs. This is likely because their subject and object are the same argument.
(75) a. bùm-ak̀-aǹ-el̀-ò 'to meet, encounter'
b. ⁿzōᵑɡ-ań-el̀-ò 'to insult'
c. ōɓ-ań-el̀-ò 'to fight'
d. ōk-ań-el̀-ò 'to agree'
e. kaɓ̀-aǹ-el̀-ò 'to divorce'
The final vowel -ɛ ́ typically marks stative verbs. No imperative form for these verbs
was given in the word-list:
(76) a. ⁿdōl-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be rough'
b. ɸɛ ̄ŋ ɡ-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be sharp'
c. dɔl̀-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be cold'
d. ɓik̄-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be wide'
e. lɛm̄-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be heavy
f. daẁ-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be long'
g. tùᵐb-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be hot (objects)'
The final vowel of imperatives, -a in its unmarked form (77), assimilates to −ATR
root vowels ɔ (78) and ɛ (79), unless a high vowel intervenes (80). More will be said about
this process in Section 5.1.
(77) a. aḿ-á 'squeeze!'
b. teń-á 'cut (tr)!'
c. ɓik̀-à 'swear!'
d. ɓòⁿd-à 'wait!'
e. búᵑɡ-á 'lose (tr)!'
(78) a. bɔ́ŋ ɡ-ɔ́ 'spy on!
b. kɔk̀-ɔ̀ 'grind!'
4 This confirms the pattern that is seen in Bouquiaux and Thomas' data in (48) above.
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(79) a. sɛs̀-ɛ ̀ 'sing!'
b. tɛt̀-ɛ ̀ 'sell!'
(80) a. tɔk̀-iśi-á 'ferment (alcohol)!'
b. kɛt́-úl-á 'cough!'
4.3 Nouns Derived from Verbs
The infinitive form of the Mbati verb also functions as a nominal. In the examples
below, the verb root is given in brackets:
(81) a. [ɓūn]eĺɛ ́ 'harvest season (n)'
b. [ɓūn]eĺē 'to harvest (v)'
c. [ōk]ańel̀ò 'agreement (n)'
d. [ōk]ańel̀ò 'to agree (v)'
e. [ɸùᵐb]el̀ò 'flock of birds (n)'
f. [ɸùᵐb]el̀ē 'to fly (v)'
Infinitives operating as nominals is a very common phenomenon cross-linguistically,
though, as I have already pointed out, Mbati differs from most other Bantu languages by
marking infinitives with a suffix rather than a prefix.
Mbati has further processes for deriving nominals from verb roots.
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Figure 37. Examples of Mbati nouns derived from verbs
Verb to noun derivation is done by means of a final vowel and a nominal prefix
attached to the verb root. In the word-list I found all vowels except for u functioning as a
final vowel of a derived noun. Prefixes used are: mo-, i-, ɓo-, or ∅. (It is likely that ɓo- is
a fossilized form and only mo- and i- are currently productive as derivational prefixes in
Mbati). Sometimes extensions are used, as in the case of [ɡ͡bes̄]aḱal̀ò 'funeral'. Thus, in a
derived noun, the stem consists of a root plus affixes; in a morphologically simple noun,
the stem, the base, and the root are all the same morpheme.
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CHAPTER 5
Lexical and Post-Lexical Phonology of Vowels
Mbati vowels exhibit vowel assimilation and vowel hiatus resolution within words
and short phrases. While both of these processes are phonological in nature, they can
both be better understood within the larger context of Mbati morphology. The theory
of Lexical Phonology serves us well here. Lexical Phonology as developed by Kiparsky
(1982a, 1982b, and 1985) and Mohanan (1982 and 1986) is a synthesis of phonology and
morphology. Phonological rules are divided into two groups:
1. Lexical rules, which apply during various stages of word-formation
2. Post-lexical rules, which apply after word-formation during phrase-formation
This distinction, as well as the various stages of the lexical component, can help ac-
count for phonological processes which only apply in certain lexical domains or morpho-
syntactic contexts.
I propose the following stages in Mbati word-formation (the lexical component):
1. Base-formation: Suffixes added to root.
2. Stem-formation: Suffixes added to base.
3. Word-formation: Prefixes added to stem.
The post-lexical component consists of phrase-formation rules. With these stages in




Mbati exhibits vowel assimilation within complex stems. Not all vowels participate in
this process. Assimilation is triggered by roots with −ATR mid vowels. These −ATR mid
vowels trigger complete assimilation of the low vowel /a/ within stem-internal affixes.
The low vowel is the only recessive participating vowel. Mid and high vowels are opaque
to this assimilation process; they do not assimilate and they prevent assimilation from
spreading rightward past them. A similar vowel assimilation process has been documented
for the Bantu C language Lobala (Morgan 1993).
I will show, with verbs and nouns, that vowel assimilation in Mbati applies in Stage
1 and 2 of the lexical component, but not in Stage 3 or in the post-lexical component.
5.1.1 Vowel assimilation in verbs
I turn to verbs first because they tend to takemore affixes than nouns and can therefore
show us the morphophonemics of vowel assimilation more clearly.
Lexical Component Stage 1: Base-formation: Extensions and infinitive marker
added to root. Assimilation occurs.
The verbal base is created in the first stage of the lexical component, in which verbal
extensions and/or the infinitive marker are added to the root. (Refer to Figure 34 for the
structure of the Mbati verbal word). (82) through (85) are examples of various affixes,
first in their unmarked forms (a) and then assimilating to −ATR root vowels (b-c).
The iterative extension /ak/ (bolded for clarity):
(82) a. sim̀-ak̀-el̀-ē 'to plead, implore'
b. jɛl̄-ɛḱ-el̀-ò 'to wander'
c. k͡pɔl̄-ɔḱ-el̀-ē 'to avoid'
The reciprocal extension /an/:
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(83) a. ōk-ań-el̀-ò 'to agree'
b. ɸɛt̀-ɛk̀-ɛǹ-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be soft'
c. kɔl̀-ɔǹ-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be crooked'
The positional /am/:
(84) a. ɡ͡būs-aḿ-el̀-ò 'to kneel'
b. lɛɡ̀-ɛm̀-el̀-ē 'to perch'
c. sɔk̄-ɔḿ-el̀-ò 'to squat'
The extensive /al/:
(85) a. tōb-aĺ-el̀-ē 'to carry on head'
b. ɔl̄-ɔĺ-el̀-ꜜɛ ́ 'to be loose'
c. ɔl̄-ɔḱ-ɔl̀-el̀-ē 'to untie'
Mid and high vowels are non-participating in vowel assimilation. Verbal extensions
involving these vowels do not assimilate to the root vowel. The long causative /isi/ and
short causative /i/:
(86) a. ɸōl-iśi-el̀-ē 'to wound'
b. ɓek̄-iśi-el̀-ē 'to enlarge'
c. daw̄-iśi-el̀-ē 'to lengthen'
d. tɔk̄-iśi-el̀-ē 'to ferment'
e. lɛm̀-is̀i-el̀-ē 'to respect'
(87) a. ɡ͡bōs-i-eĺ-ē 'to sprout'
b. ūⁿd-i-eĺ-ē 'to say goodbye'
c. tàn d-i-el̀-ē 'to spread out'
d. ɡ͡bɔk̄-i-eĺ-ē 'to destroy'
e. ɛm̀-i-el̀-ē 'to forget'
The reversive /u/, which glides to [w], does not assimilate to the root vowel:
(88) a. kak̀-u-el̀-ē 'to explain'
b. ɔl̀-u-el̀-ē 'to slither'
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The vowel of the infinitive marker, /el/ does not assimilate to the root vowel. It
occurs with both +ATR and −ATR verb roots:1
(89) a. bek̄-eĺ-ò 'to grow up'
b. es̄-eĺ-ē 'to invite'
c. kōb-ań-i-el̀-ē 'to continue, resume'
(90) a. bɛs̀-el̀-ē 'to chat'
b. ɓɛl̀-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be difficult'
c. kɔl̀-ɔǹ-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be crooked'
Lexical Component Stage 2: Stem-formation: Final vowel added to base. Assim-
ilation occurs.
In the second stage of the lexical component, the stem is formed by adding a final
vowel to the base. Vowel assimilation occurs again at this stage, and again the −ATR
mid-vowels in the root are the triggers and the low vowel is the target. High vowels and
mid-vowels are non-participating and opaque to assimilation.
As mid-vowels, the three final vowels of infinitive verbs /-e, -o, -ɛ/ do not assimilate
to the root vowel. As discussed earlier, -e is unmarked or transitive, -o marks intransitive
and reciprocal, and -ɛ marks stative. These may co-occur with any type of verb root. See
examples (73) through (76) above.
The imperative final vowel is /-a/ underlyingly, which emerges as its underlying form
with non-dominant root vowels:





1 However, there is a group of five exceptions in the word-list in which [-ɛl-] is found in the infinitive:
(i) a. tɛt-ɛk-ɛl-ɛ 'to peel, shell'
b. kɛᵑɡ-ɛl-ɛ 'to be naked'
c. ɡɛl-ɛl-o 'to be wise'
d. jɛl-ɛl-o 'to swing, go back and forth'
e. mo-sɔᵑɡ-ɛl-ɛ 'to be naked'
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The imperative final vowel assimilates completely to −ATR mid-vowels in the root:
(92) a. dɔl̀-ɔ̀ 'be shy!'
b. sɔ́ŋ ɡ-ɔ́ 'string, thread!'
c. mɔm̀-ɔḱ-ɔ́ 'caress!'
d. bɛs̀-ɛ ́ 'chat!'
e. ɛ ́ŋ ɡ-ɛ ́ 'leave!'
f. kɛk̀-ɛḱ-ɛ ́ 'walk!'
If a mid vowel or high vowel intervenes between the root vowel and the imperative
final vowel, the assimilation is blocked and the imperative final vowel emerges as [-a]:




e. tɛḱ-eĺ-á 'pick up!'
f. kɛɗ̀-ɛḱ-ɛń-i-á 'tickle!'
g. sɛ ̀n d-iśi-á 'melt!'
h. tɛ ́ŋ ɡ-úl-á 'limp!'
Lexical Component Stage 3: Word-formation: Prefixes added to stem. Assimila-
tion does not occur.
We will see clearly in the case of the nouns that vowel assimilation does not occur
during the third stage of the lexical component. As my data lacks inflected verbs, I do not
have verbs with prefixes; however, Bouquiaux and Thomas (1994:93) provide a dataset






















































'these trees are dry'
5.1.2 Vowel assimilation in nouns
Recall that in morphologically simple nouns, the stem, the base, and the root are all
equivalent (Section 4.3). Since vowel assimilation only occurs within complex stems, it is
only relevant to nouns derived from verbs. These derived nouns show the same pattern of
vowel assimilation as do the verbs; −ATR mid-vowels in a root are the triggers of assim-
ilation and only the low vowel is the target. Mid and high vowels are non-participating.
The following are examples of derived nouns (root shown in brackets and extensions
shown in parenthesis):
(95) a. [ōk]ańel̀ò 'agreement'
b. [ɡ͡bes̄]aḱal̀ò 'funeral'
(96) a. [mɛ]́lē 'putting'
b. mò[ɸɛ ̄ŋ ɡ]ē má 'point (sharp thing)'
c. mò[lōᵐb]ɛ ́ 'strength'
d. i[̀tùl]ɛ ̄ 'madness'
(97) a. mò[tɛt̀]i ̀ seller
b. ɓò[tōn]i ̄ enemy
c. mò[as̀]i ̀ hunter
(98) a. i[̀lòᵑɡ]à 'wedding'
b. ɓò[tōⁿd]ā 'flood'
c. [ɸūⁿd]á 'muscle'
d. mò[tɔ̄ŋ ɡ]ɔ́ 'flute'
In (95), the +ATR root vowel does not trigger assimilation of the affixes (an, ak, and
al). In (96) and (97), mid and high final vowels do not assimilate, regardless of the root
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vowel. In (98), a low final vowel only assimilates to the root vowel if it is a −ATR mid
vowel (98d).
Noun prefixes are added at the third stage of the lexical component in which vowel
assimilation does not apply; therefore, the vowels of the noun prefixes are invariant. We
have already seen a similar phenomenon in Chapter 3; vowel harmony occurs within the
noun root but does not extend to the prefixes.
(99) a. mò-ɡɛǹɛ ̀ 'guest, visitor'
b. ɓa-̀ɡɛǹɛ ̀ 'guests, visitors'
(100) a. mò-kɔ̀ŋ ɡɔ̀ 'back (n)'
b. ɓa-̀mò-kɔ̀ŋ ɡɔ̀ 'backs (n)'
Neither vowel assimilation nor vowel harmony extends to other nouns within a noun
phrase:
(101) a. is̄ɔ̋ ᵐbańò 'arrow'
b. mɔk̀ɔ̀ ɓóji ̄ 'language'
c. mek̀ō mó-ɓɛ ̄ꜜ lɛ ́ 'milk'
In some languages, vowel harmony can extend across word boundaries into the larger
phrase (Casali 2008), but not in Mbati.
5.2 Vowel Hiatus
In the previous section, we saw that Mbati vowel assimilation occurs in the first two
stages of the lexical component, but not in the third stage or in the post-lexical component.
Similarly, vowel hiatus resolution strategies in Mbati differ according to the stage of word
or phrase-formation in which the vowel hiatus occurs.
Vowel hiatus is defined as a sequence of vowels which belong to separate syllables.
Some languages tolerate these heterosyllabic vowel sequences while others disallow them
in certain contexts or entirely. According to Rod Casali, there are six methods that lan-




3. Epenthesis of an intervening consonant
4. Vowel elision
5. Glide formation
6. Coalescence of two vowels into a third vowel which shares features from each
It is common for vowel hiatus resolution to be influenced by the nature of the mor-
phosyntactic boundary at which it occurs (Casali 2011). In Mbati, several strategies are
employed to "resolve" (i.e. eliminate) the hiatus of adjacent vowels. Across morpheme
boundaries within complex noun and verb stems, adjacent vowels are resolved by glide
formation, diphthong formation, and elision. Across morpheme boundaries outside of
stems (i.e. between a prefix and stem or between words in a phrase), glides and diph-
thongs are formed, with the additional strategy of epenthesis of an intervening glottal
stop. Epenthesis is never used within a stem and elision is never used outside of a stem.
Coalescence is never used in Mbati.
I will again describe verbs first and nouns second, as verbs are typically more mor-
phologically complex.
5.2.1 Vowel hiatus resolution in verbs
Within the Stem (Lexical Component Stages 1 and 2):
Within stems, the following strategies are used to resolve vowel hiatus: glide for-
mation, diphthong formation, and elision. Which strategy is employed in a particular
situation depends on the nature of the vowels involved.
Glide formation is used when the first vowel is high:
(102) a. /kal + isi + el + e/ [ka.̀li.̀sje.̀le]̄ 'to grow'
b. /ᵑɡ͡bɔd + i + el + e/ [ᵑɡ͡bɔ.̄dje.́le]̄ 'to despise'
c. /ol + ikidi + el + e/ [ō.li.́cʰi.̀dje.̀le]̄ 'to crush'
d. /nu + el + e/ [nwe.́le]̄ 'to drink'
e. /nu + a/ [nwa]́ 'drink!'
f. /ɸi + el + e/ [ɸje.́le]̄ 'to give'
g. /ɸi + a/ [ɸja]́ 'give!'
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The round mid vowel o also glides before e but creates a diphthong with a. This means
that the distinction between /o/ and /u/ is neutralized before e but retained before a:
(103) a. /lo + el +e/ [lwe.́le]̄ 'to weave'
b. /lo + a/ [ló̯a]́ 'weave!'
c. /lu + el + e/ [lwe.́le]̄ 'to have'
d. /lu + a/ [lwa]́ 'have!'
e. /to + el +e/ [twe.́le]̄ 'to bite'
f. /to + a/ [tó̯a]́ 'bite!'
g. /tu + el +e/ [twe.́le]̄ 'to pluck'
h. /tu + a/ [twa]́ 'pluck!'
When neither vowel is high or round, elision occurs. While elision of the first vowel
is far more common cross-linguistically than elision of the second vowel (Casali 2011), in
Mbati the first vowel is the root vowel; therefore, the second vowel elides:
(104) a. /jɛ + el + o/ [jɛ.́lò] 'to be'
b. /jɛ + a/ [jɛ]̀ 'be!'
c. /mɛ + el + e/ [mɛ.́le]̄ 'to put'
d. /mɛ + a/ [mɛ]́ 'put!'
e. /kɛ + el + o/ [kɛ.́lò] 'to go'
f. /kɛ + a/ [kɛ]́ 'go!'
g. /ta + el + e/ [ta.́le]̄ 'to take'
h. /ta + a/ [ta]́ 'take!'
If the adjacent vowels are identical, they are merged into a single short vowel. This
could also be considered a form of elision, since they do not form a doubled or lengthened
vowel:
(105) a. /zi + isi + el + e/ [zi.̄sje.́le]̄ 'to burn'
b. /zi + isi + a/ [zi.́sja]́ 'burn!'
c. /ɗi + ikidi + el + e/ [ɗi.̄cʰi.́dje.̀le]̄ 'to gnaw'
d. /ɗi + ikidi + a/ [ɗi.́cʰi.́dja]́ 'gnaw!'
Outside of the Stem (Lexical Component Stage 3 and Post-Lexical Component):
No cases of vowel hiatus between prefixes and stems were found in the list of verbs.
When vowel hiatus occurs between words in a verb phrase, epenthesis of a glottal stop is
the preferred resolution strategy.
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(106) a. [ɓec̄ʰiśjel̀ē ʔis̄ɔ̋ ꜜma]́ 'to widen'
b. [jɛ ́ nà ʔik̀ɛĺɛ]̀ 'to be poor'
c. [kɛ ̀ ʔićʰjɔ]̀ 'to go on a trip'
5.2.2 Vowel hiatus resolution in nouns
Within the Stem (Lexical Component Stages 1 and 2):
Within complex noun stems (i.e. derived nouns), if the first vowel of a vowel-vowel
sequence is high or round, it glides, just as in the case of the verb stems:
(107) a. /ɡ͡bu + el + o/ [ɡ͡bwe.́lò] 'arriving (n)'
b. /ɡ͡bu + el + ɛ/ [ɡ͡bwe.́lɛ]́ 'bud (n)'
c. /tu + el + ɛ/ [twe.́lɛ]́ 'harvest season (n)'
d. /jo + el + a/ [jwe.̀la]́ 'stranger'
e. /ɗi + a/ [ɗja]́ 'food'
f. /si + o / [sjó] 'field'
Outside of the Stem (Lexical Component Stage 3 and Post-Lexical Component):
Outside of the noun stem (i.e. between prefix and stem and between words in a
phrase), glides are formed, diphthongs are formed, and glottal stops are optionally epenthe-
sized.
If the first vowel is high, it becomes a glide:
(108) /ɓamu + ituli/ [ɓam̀wit́ūli]̄ 'blacksmiths'
If the first vowel is not high, diphthong formation is the preferred strategy:
(109) a. /mo + asi + ɲama/ [mò̯as̀i ̀ ɲam̀a]̀ 'hunter'
b. /mo + ika/ [mòi ̀k̯a]̀ 'cousin'
c. /ɓa + ika/ [ɓaì ̀k̯a]̀ 'cousins'
No vowels are elided. If the two vowels are identical, a lengthened vowel is formed,
in contrast to the short vowels formed by elision in Stage 2:
(110) /ɓa + asi + ɲama/ [ɓaàs̀i ̀ ɲam̀a]̀ 'hunters'
In some cases, a glottal stop is epenthesized between the vowels instead:
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(111) a. /ɓa + ilele/ [ɓaʔ̀il̀el̄e]̄ 'donkeys'
b. /ɓa + ina/ [ɓaʔ̀iǹa]̀ 'mothers'
c. /ɓa + ikɔŋgɔ/ [ɓaʔ̀ik̀ɔ̀ŋ ɡɔ]̄ 'lances'
I found that both strategies can be employed in the exact same context; diphthongs
are favored in quicker speech and glottal stops are favored in slower speech. Many plural
nouns in the recordings were pronounced in two ways. For example:
(112) a. /ɓa + isɔ/ [ɓaʔ̀is̄ɔ]́ 'eyes' (pronounced slowly)
b. /ɓa + isɔ/ [ɓaì ̄s̯ɔ]́ 'eyes' (pronounced quickly)
(113) a. /ɓa + iɓɛɓɛ / [ɓaʔ̀iɓ̀ɛɓ̀ɛ]̀ 'ducks' (pronounced slowly)
b. /ɓa + iɓɛɓɛ/ [ɓaì ̀ɓ̯ɛɓ̀ɛ]̀ 'ducks' (pronounced quickly)
Waveforms and spectrograms of (112) are given in Figure 38 and of (113) are given
in Figure 39. The diagrams on the left have a period of silence (the glottal stop) between
the a and the i. The formants of these vowels are relatively flat and stable. In the diagrams
on the right there is no gap between the a and i. Additionally, the vowel formants are not
ever level for very long, but instead exhibit a transition from one vowel to the other.
Figure 38. [ɓaʔ̀is̄ɔ]́ 'eyes' (left) and [ɓaì ̯s̄ɔ]́ 'eyes' (right)
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Figure 39. [ɓaʔ̀iɓ̀ɛɓ̀ɛ]̀ 'ducks' (left) and [ɓaì ̯ɓ̀ɛɓ̀ɛ]̀ 'ducks' (right)
Diphthong formation and glottal stop epenthesis are also used to resolve vowel hiatus
in short noun phrases:
(114) a. /moⁿdo + iɓa/ [mòⁿdōʔiɓ̄a]́ 'thief'
b. /moⁿdo + ituli/ [mòⁿdōi ́t̯ūli]̄ 'blacksmith'
Here again we find both strategies used interchangeably:
(115) a. /kodo + isɔ/ [kòdōʔis̄ɔ]́ 'blind person' (pronounced slowly)




Regarding the tone systems of the Bantu languages of the equatorial forest, Greǵoire
remarks, "Probably under the influence of the Central Sudanic languages on the one hand
and the Ubangian languages on the other hand, some northernmost languages of zone
D and C have three tones: high, mid, and low. This is the case in Bira (D21) and in
Nyali (D33), and also in Mbati (C10), where an extra-high tone level appears in addition.
However, the tone systems of these languages are not sufficiently known yet" (2003:357). I
agree with Greǵoire that Mbati's tone system is likely influenced by neighboring Ubangian
languages, many of whom are documented as having more than two levels (Moran and
McCloy 2019).
Previous research on Mbati tone seems to have been entirely carried out by Luc
Bouquiaux and Jacqueline Thomas. In 1972, Thomas published an article outlining the
phonemes and tones of central Africa. She classifies Mbati as having four "tons ponctuels"
and six "tons moduleś" (1972:121). In her bibliography she cites an unpublished work
by Bouquiaux entitled "Phonologie de l'isongo de Ndeá (R.C.A)." In 1975, Bouquiaux and
Thomas together published an article focusing on the unique tonal systems of some periph-
eral Ubangian (Monzɔmbɔ, Ngbaka-Ma'bo, and Gbanzili-Bulaka) and Bantu (Mbati/Isongo,
Ngando, and Aka) languages in central Africa (1975). In 1994, they together published
another article citing the 1975 article and dealing specifically with Mbati tone in noun
phrases. After presenting my own findings, I will return to these articles and compare
what I have found with what they described decades ago.
According to my research, the tonal system of Mbati has three underlying levels: Low,
Mid, and High. A fourth surface level, Super-high (which I abbreviate as S), is created
when a High is upstepped one level. S only occurs in multi-word constructions; therefore
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I do not analyze it as an underlying level. Contour tones in Mbati are also not underlying
but only appear on the surface. For example, a rising tone may be pronounced on the
surface when a VV sequence has the underlying melody /LM/:
(116) waì ̯̄ [  ] 'female'
L-tones fall at the end of a phrase (or at the end of a word pronounced in isolation).
This is common for Niger-Congo languages (Snider 1999:46). M-tones are level at the
end of a phrase. H-tones fall at the end of a phrase. The following figures illustrate
this phenomenon; below are pitch traces for three monosyllabic noun stems: k͡pò 'date
palm,' gō 'chameleon,' and ⁿzɔ́ 'snake.' Each word is given in the plural form so that the
L-toned prefix may serve as a frame to compare against the tone of the word. Each word
is pronounced in isolation.
Figure 40. [ɓa-̀k͡pò] 'date palms'
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Figure 41. [ɓa-̀ɡō] 'chameleons'
Figure 42. [ɓa-̀ⁿzɔ]́ 'snake'
In Figure 40, we can see the tone of the stem is the same as that of the prefix, but falls
off at the end of the word. In Figure 41, the tone of the stem is higher than the prefix and
remains level at the end of the word. In Figure 42, the tone of the stem is higher than the
prefix and falls off significantly at the end of the word.
These figures also illustrate the fact that in Mbati, consonant-pitch interactions are not
significant enough to change phonemic tone. As stated earlier in Section 2.7.2, it is known
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that voiced obstruents generally work as depressors of pitch while voiceless obstruents
work as raisers of pitch (Maddieson and Sands 2019 and Tang 2008). In ɓa-̀ⁿzɔ́, a voiced
prenasalized fricative (pitch depressor) precedes a H-tone. In ɓa-̀k͡pò, a "voiceless" labial-
velar plosive (pitch raiser) precedes a L-tone. Elsewhere in the data we find all types of
consonants preceding all types of tones.
Mbati tones may be upstepped and downstepped. When a H-tone is upstepped, it is
realized as [S]; when a H-tone is downstepped, it is realized at the same level as M yet
still falls at the end of a phrase. I understand these changes as a shifting of the register
on which a particular tone is pronounced. For my analysis of the Mbati tonal system, I
am borrowing from the autosegmental Register Tier Theory (RTT) of Keith Snider (1999).
RTT recognizes each tone-bearing unit (TBU) as being assigned a tonal feature (either L
or H) and a register feature (either l or h) (1999:23).
Snider's model allows for a variety of tonal systems involving different sized shifts in
tone or register. I posit the following system for Mbati:
Figure 43. Phonetic representation of Mbati surface tones
In the diagram above, the dotted lines represent the registers from which the tones
are realized. The arrows represent shifts in register. A L-tone is understood as a low tone
on a low register. A M-tone is a low tone on a high register. A H-tone is a high tone on
a high register. The high tone may also be realized on a lower register (downstepped) or
on an even higher register (upstepped).
The following pitch trace of is̄ɔ̋ ᵐbańò 'arrow' illustrates four surface levels which may
be found in a multi-word construction:
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Figure 44. [is̄ɔ̋ ᵐbańò] 'arrow'
Snider asserts that "it is more important to know the number and nature of contrastive
tone patterns one finds on morphemes" than it is to merely establish an inventory of con-
trastive level and contour tones that may be found on an individual syllable (Snider 2018).
This is because in tone languages, pitch patterns are lexical (i.e. associated with a mor-
pheme), whereas in intonation languages, such as English or French, the domain of pitch
patterns is the phrase (Snider 2018 citing Hyman 2011). With this in mind, I will first
outline the tonal melodies found on nouns and will then turn to verbs and multi-lexeme
constructions.
6.1 Tonal Melodies of Nouns
The following minimal pairs were found in the list of nouns:
(117) a. jà [  ] 'camp (n)'
b. jā [  ] 'drought'
(118) a. ⁿzɛ ̀n zɛ ̀ [   ] 'machete'
b. ⁿzɛ ̄n zɛ ̄ [   ] 'cricket'
(119) a. mò-ᵐbàŋ ɡà [    ] 'floor'
b. mò-ᵐbāŋ ɡā [    ] 'sand'
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(120) a. sɛk̀ɔ̀ [   ] 'spoon'
b. sɛk̄ɔ́ [   ] 'navel'
(121) a. fùⁿdá [   ] 'meat'
b. fūⁿdá [   ] 'muscle'
(122) a. mɔk̀ɛ ́ [   ] 'edge'
b. mɔk̀ɛ ̄ [   ] 'egg'
Figure 45 presents the underlying tonal melodies of Mbati noun stems as realized on
various stem shapes:
Figure 45. Tonal melodies of simple noun stems
For the frequency counts in the chart above, only simple stems were counted. All
derived, reduplicated, compound, and otherwise complex noun stems were eliminated
from the count. The melody /HL/ is so infrequent as to be rather marginal. The rest of
my analysis primarily concerns the remaining five underlying melodies. Additionally, I
have reservations about considering any three-syllable stems to be truly morphologically
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simple. I have eliminated any obviously complex nouns from my analysis of underlying
melodies and the remaining three-syllable nouns fit into my paradigm; however, I consider
these also as marginal and focus my analysis on one and two-syllable noun stems.
I posit that the underlying melodies associate with the TBUs in a left-to-right man-
ner. H-tones shift to the right-most unspecified TBU. The /L/ and /M/ melodies spread
rightwards to encompass all unspecified TBUs of the stem.
Because no two or three-syllable nouns are pronounced with an all-H melody, I am
positing that /H/ is realized as [  ] on one-syllable nouns, [   ] on two-syllable nouns,
and [    ] on three-syllable nouns. The H-tone docks on the final TBU and spreads
its high register feature (but not high tonal feature) one TBU leftwards, creating a [MH]
sequence. Later in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.3 we will see a similar phenomenon occurring
in infinitive verbs and in the associative construction.
After a melody associates with a noun stem, if there are any remaining unspecified
TBUs (as in the case of some three-syllable nouns), these TBUs are assigned a L-tone.
The waveforms and pitch traces in Figures 46 through 51 illustrate the six tonal
melodies found on two-syllable noun stems:
Figure 46. Underlying melody: /L/ Example word: [tɔ̀m bɛ]̀ 'bamboo'
In two-syllable /L/ nouns, both syllables are realized with a L-tone.
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Figure 47. Underlying melody: /M/ Example word: [kɛ ̄n zɛ]̄ 'gravel'
In two-syllable /M/ nouns, both syllables are realized with a M-tone.
Figure 48. Underlying melody: /H/ Example word: [bɔ̄ŋ ɡɔ]́ 'bone marrow'
In two-syllable /H/ nouns, the H-tone shifts rightwards yet spreads its h-register fea-
ture leftwards to the unspecified TBU. The syllables are realized as [MH].
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Figure 49. Underlying melody: /LM/ Example word: [kal̀ō] 'termite'
Two-syllable /LM/ nouns are realized on the surface as [LM].
Figure 50. Underlying melody: /LH/ Example word: [ɸal̀i]́ 'piece'
Two-syllable /LH/ nouns are realized as [LH].
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Figure 51. Underlying melody: /HL/ Example word: [múⁿda]̀ 'lamp'
Two-syllable /HL/ nouns are realized as [HL]. The specified L-tone prevents the H-
tone from shifting rightwards.
Nouns of class 1 (humans) and class 2 (plurals) involve prefixation onto the noun stem.
Noun prefixes in Mbati are always realized with a L-tone when nouns are pronounced
in isolation. It is common practice for Bantu scholars to analyze noun class prefixes as
unspecified for tone (Kisseberth and Odden 2003:60). I posit the same here but recognize
that it would not significantly change my analysis were they underlyingly specified with a
L-tone. Compare Figure 45 above with Figure 52, in which the plural forms of the nouns
are given:
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Figure 52. Tonal melodies of plural nouns1
The plural ɓa- is a productive prefix, but even the fossilized noun class prefixes are
still realized with a L-tone. mo-, i-, ma- and ɓo- are shown below, attached to noun stems
with the same melodies as in Figure 45:
1 One noun from Figure 45 is absent from Figure 52: tuɗja 'pus.' As a non-count noun, it has no plural
form.
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Figure 53. Tonal melodies of nouns with fossilized prefixes
6.2 Tonal Melodies of Verbs
The vast majority of Bantu languages have a two-way contrast on verb root melodies
(Marlo 2013:152). This is analyzed as either /H/ vs /L/ or as /H/ vs unspecified (∅)
(Kisseberth and Odden 2003:61). While Mbati has developed a third underlying tonal
level which is necessary for the analysis of noun melodies, it still maintains this typical
two-way contrast on verb roots. I analyze it here as /H/ vs /L/ but /H/ vs /∅/ would
also be a reasonable analysis.
6.2.1 Tonal melodies of verbs in the infinitive form
Verbal extensions and the infinitive marker el are unspecified for tone (see Section 4.2
for details on verbal morphology). Infinitive final vowels are specified for tone: -o is /L/,
-e is /M/, and -ɛ is /H/. Examples of /L/ verbs in the infinitive form without extensions
are given in (123) and examples of /L/ verbs in the infinitive form with extensions are
given in (124):
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(123) a. tòt-el̀-ò 'to sweat'
b. lòᵑɡ-el̀-ò 'to marry'
c. tùk-el̀-ē 'to cover'
d. kèŋ ɡ-el̀-ē 'to imitate'
e. tùᵐb-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be hot (object)'
f. lòl-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be bitter'
(124) a. nik̀-am̀-el̀-ò 'to bow'
b. liɓ̀-aǹ-el̀-ò 'to faint'
c. sim̀-at̀-aǹ-j-el̀-ē 'to think'
d. kɛɗ̀-ɛk̀-ɛǹ-j-el̀-ē 'to tickle'
e. k͡pab̀-al̀-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be flat'
f. kɔl̀-ɔǹ-el̀-ɛ ́ 'to be crooked'
/H/ verbs exhibit lexical tone shift in the infinitive form. Tone shift is a phenomenon
not uncommon among Bantu languages (Odden 2015:24), in which the tonal melody of a
morpheme shifts within the larger word or phrase. Shifting may be leftward or rightward
and may be lexical (within the word) or post-lexical (within the phrase). In the case of
Mbati infinitive verbs, the melody shifts one TBU to the right within the verbal word.
After the /H/ melody shifts to the right, it spreads its high register feature leftward
to the first TBU, thus the first two TBUs of the /H/ verb have the melody [MH]. Examples
of /H/ verbs in the infinitive form with no extensions:
(125) a. bān d-eĺ-ò 'to ascend'
b. k͡pɔl̄-eĺ-ò 'to detour'
c. eb̄-eĺ-ē 'to know'
d. sūɓ-eĺ-ē 'to land, alight'
e. lɛm̄-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be heavy'
f. fɛ ̄ŋ ɡ-eĺ-ɛ ́ 'to be sharp'
In the case of CV verb roots (which are morphologically rare — see Section 4.2),
the vowel hiatus created at the boundary between the root and following morpheme is
typically resolved by glide formation or elision (see Section 5.2.1). These strategies result
in the root tone being realized on the first TBU of the word. Tone shift is only within the
base; the root tone cannot shift to the final vowel since it is already specified for tone.
Examples of /H/ CV verbs in the infinitive form:
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(126) a. /tú-el-ò/ [tweĺò] 'to move away'
b. /ɸi-́el-e/̄ [ɸjeĺe]̄ 'to give'
c. /mɛ-́el-e/̄ [mɛĺe]̄ 'to put'
d. /ta-́el-e/̄ [taĺe]̄ 'to take'
Because verbal extensions are unspecified for tone; the TBU immediately following
a /H/ root is pronounced with a H-tone. Otherwise, verbal extensions are pronounced
with a L-tone. If a L-tone intervenes between the H-tone of a root and the H-tone of the
final vowel -ɛ, then tone of this final vowel is downstepped. Examples of /H/ verbs in the
infinitive form with extensions:
(127) a. fet̄-aḱ-al̀-el̀-ò 'to slander'
b. bi ̄ŋ ɡ-at́-aǹ-el̀-ò 'to roll'
c. ten̄-aḱ-aǹ-j-el̀-ē 'to chop'
d. tōs-iḱid̀j-el̀-ē 'to wave (hand)'
e. im̄-aĺ-el̀ꜜ-ɛ ́ 'to be straight'
f. tan̄-ań-el̀ꜜ-ɛ ́ 'to be red'
The following pitch traces illustrate the downstep of -ɛ that occurs after an intervening
L-tone. In Figure 54 (example 125e) the tone of the -ɛ is realized at the same pitch as the
second TBU [H], while in Figure 55 (example 127e), the tone of the -ɛ is realized at the
same pitch as the first TBU [M]. Compare the falling phrase-final H-tones in Figures 54
and 55 with the level phrase-final M-tone of Figure 56 (example 127c).
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Figure 54. Non-downstepped final vowel -ɛ. Example word: [lɛm̄eĺɛ]́ 'to be heavy'
Figure 55. Downstepped final vowel -ɛ. Example word: [im̄aĺel̀ꜜɛ]́ 'to be straight'
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Figure 56. Final vowel -e. Example word: [ten̄aḱaǹjel̀e]̄ 'to chop'
When /H/ CV verb roots have several extensions, tone shift occurs because there is
more than one TBU before the final vowel:
(128) a. /ɗi-́ikidi-el-e/̄ [ɗik̄id́jel̀e]̄ 'to gnaw'
b. /tú-ak-el-el-e/̄ [twak̄eĺel̀e]̄ 'to harvest'
c. /zi-́isi-el-e/̄ [zis̄jeĺe]̄ 'to burn, blaze'
6.2.2 Tonal melodies of verbs in the imperative form
Verbs in the imperative form do not exhibit the same tone shift as verbs in the infini-
tive form. Unlike the final vowels of infinitives, the final vowel of imperatives takes its
tone from the verb root (the tone of this final vowel could be analyzed as either /L/ or
toneless). Additionally, the root tone spreads over all extensions in the imperative. Thus
we have the following /L/ and /H/ verbs in the imperative form:









H-tone shift (in which a H-tone is realized on a different TBU than it is initially as-
sociated) and H-tone spread (in which a H-tone is realized on one or more other TBUs in
addition to the one on which is was initially associated) are both common Bantu tone phe-
nomena (Kisseberth and Odden 2003:62). Mbati verbs exhibit H-tone shift in the infinitive
form and H-tone spread in the imperative form.
There is an additional group of irregular imperatives, in which the root is L-toned and
the rest of the verb is H-toned:




Roughly one-third of these irregular imperatives are from /H/ verb roots and two-
thirds are from /L/ roots.
When imperative verbs are pronounced in a larger phrase, /H/ verbs appear to be
consistently downstepped relative to the words which follow them. For example, when
/H/ imperative verbs are followed by [MM] nouns, both words are pronounced at the
same level. I account for this by positing that imperative verb phrases are marked in their
construction by a floating /L/ boundary tone on their left edge.
(132) a. ꜜlóljá ɡat̄ā 'light a fire!'
b. ꜜóɓá bōⁿdō 'thresh grain!'
c. ꜜteńá ki ̄ŋ ɡō 'slaughter (cut neck)!'
For simplicity's sake, when /H/ imperatives occurred in data in earlier sections, I
transcribed them without the downstep arrow. They are underlyingly H, though when
spoken in a phrase, we can see that the H is realized on a low register. The boundary tone
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has no effect on L-toned verbs as they are already pronounced on a low register. Tonal
phenomena in verb phrases will be described below.
6.3 Tone in Multi-Lexeme Constructions
A few types of multi-lexeme constructions are found in the data, providing insight
into tone interaction across word boundaries. These multi-lexeme constructions are: com-
pound nouns, phrases using the connector na, noun phrases, verb phrases with nominal
objects, and phrases using the connector ⁿza.
6.3.1 Compound nouns
Compound nouns in Mbati do not undergo any tonal modifications:
(133) a. mò-ⁿdò + mò-ló → [mò-ⁿdò mò-ló] 'man'
b. mò-as̀i ̀ + ɲam̀à → [mò-as̀i ̀ ɲam̀a]̀ 'hunter'
c. mò-tɛt̀i ̀ + ɲam̀à → [mò-tɛt̀i ̀ ɲam̀a]̀ 'butcher'
d. mò-tɛt̀i ̀ + má → [mò-tɛt̀i ̀ ma]́ 'trader'
Far more common in the word-list are nouns in short phrases in which a floating tone
morpheme causes tonal modifications. These will be described below in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 [na] phrases
When phrases use the connector na, the tones bordering na do not undergo any type
of modification:
(134) a. lal̄eĺò + nà + waì ̄ + mò-ⁿdò → [lal̄eĺò nà waì ̯̄ mó-ⁿdò] 'adultery'
b. ɸeɸ̄eḱeɗ̀jel̀ē + mò-ⁿdò + nà + kòlò → [ɸeɸ̄eḱeɗ̀jel̀ē mó-ⁿdò nà kòlò] 'to stamp'
In these phrases the prefix of mo-ⁿdo is realized as H (because of a floating H-tone, as
we will see in the next section), but never are the tones bordering na modified. I analyze
na as underlyingly /L/.
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6.3.3 Associative constructions
Unlike in the two previous constructions, words in associative constructions do un-
dergo tonal modifications. Similar tonal modifications occur at word boundaries in the
following phrases: noun phrases, verb phrases with nominal objects, and phrases using
the connector ⁿza. A floating H-tone morpheme is part of the construction, placed between
two words in the phrase. This morpheme interacts with the tones of the neighboring words
and changes how they are realized on the surface. I will describe each phrase type in turn.
6.3.3.1 Noun phrases
Mbati noun phrases in which a head noun is followed by a modifying noun are a type
of associative construction. I posit that a floating H-tone is the associative morpheme
which occurs between the two nouns. The floating tone docks rightward and spreads its
high register feature leftward one TBU. This is most clearly seen when the last TBU of
the head noun and the first TBU of the modifying noun are L in isolation. In this case,
the floating associative morpheme results in a [MH] sequence across the word boundary.
The rightward TBU is realized as [H] because its L-tone is delinked and replaced by the
floating H-tone. The leftward TBU is realized as [M] because its L-tone is given a high
register feature. Recall that the underlying representation of a M-tone is a high register
feature associated with a low tone (Figure 43). Examples of this pattern are given in (135)
below:
(135) a. maǹà + ́+ kaj̀à → [maǹā kaj́a]̀ 'palm wine (alcohol of palm tree)'
b. ⁿdal̀à + ́+ mɔk̀ɔ̀ → [ⁿdal̀ā mɔḱɔ]̀ 'lip (skin of mouth)'
c. mò-ⁿdal̀i ̀ + ́+ i-̀lòᵑɡà → [mò-ⁿdal̀i ̄ i-́lòᵑɡa]̀ 'wife (woman of marriage)'
d. mò-ⁿdò + ́+ i-̀tùlɛ ̄ → [mò-ⁿdō i-́tùlɛ]̄ 'mad person (person of madness)'
e. bómù + ́+ bòli ̀ → [bòmū bóli]̀ 'left (direction)'
If the last TBU of the head noun is M in isolation, this TBU is unchanged in the phrase:
(136) a. ᵑɡō + ́+ mò-ⁿdal̀i ̀ → [ᵑɡō mó-ⁿdal̀i]̀ 'mother-in-law'
b. ɸōkō + ́+ mek̀ō → [ɸōkō meḱō] 'water hole'
c. ⁿziǹā + ́+ mò-tó → [ⁿziǹā mó-tó] 'louse (ant of head)'
d. mò-kūmē + ́+ mò-ⁿdò → [mò-kūmē mó-ⁿdò] 'coward'
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If the last TBU of the first noun is H in isolation, this TBU is upstepped to [S] in the
phrase. It appears that the high register feature of the floating H-tone has no effect on
M-tones but causes H-tones to be upstepped:
(137) a. lūkú + ́+ sɔɸ̀ɔ̄ → [lūkű sɔɸ́ɔ]̄ 'intestines (rope of abdomen)'
b. mɛǹɔ́ + ́+ ⁿzɔk̀ù → [mɛǹɔ̋ ⁿzɔḱù] 'tusk (tooth of elephant)'
c. k͡pwá + ́+ mò-ɸō → [k͡pwa̋ mó-ɸō] 'stalk (bone of corn)'
d. ɓɔ́ + ́+ mò-tè → [ɓɔ̋ mó-te]̀ 'branch (arm of tree)'
In the following pitch trace, we can see how the final TBU of the first noun is up-
stepped to [S] and how the first TBU of the second noun is replaced by the floating /H/:
Figure 57. [lūkű sɔɸ́ɔ]̄ 'intestines'
As already mentioned, if the modifying noun begins with L, this first TBU is realized
as [H]. I only have a few cases my data in which a modifying noun is of the melody /M/.
It appears that this melody remains unchanged after another word ending in a M-tone
(138a) and is realized as [S] after another word ending in a H-tone (138b and 138c).
More data is needed to confirm this pattern:
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(138) a. mò-ɗūkē + ́+ ɸōkō → [mò-ɗūkē ɸōkō] 'pit'
b. k͡pwá + ́+ bāŋ ɡā → [k͡pwa̋ ba̋ŋ ɡa]̋ 'jaw (bone of chin)'
c. wan̄á + ́+ ᵑɡō + ́+ bab̀à → [wan̄a̋ ᵑɡő bab́a]̀ 'uncle (father's brother)'
Monosyllabic /H/ nouns are downstepped after [S].
(139) a. wan̄á + ́+ ɓɔ́ → [wan̄a̋ ꜜɓɔ]́ 'finger (child of arm)'
b. ɓa-̀ná + ́+ ɓɔ́ → [ɓa-̀na̋ ꜜɓɔ]́ 'fingers (children of arm)'
c. ⁿzal̄i ́ + ́+ ɓɔ́ → [ⁿzal̄i ̋ ꜜɓɔ]́ 'fingernail (claw of arm)'
d. ⁿzōmú + ́+ ɗjá → [ⁿzōmű ꜜɗja]́ 'crust of food'
In the following pitch trace, we can see how the /H/ noun is downstepped:
Figure 58. [wan̄a̋ ꜜɓɔ]́ 'finger'
Monosyllabic /H/ nouns are not downstepped after nouns which end in M:
(140) a. mek̀ō + ́+ ɗjá → [mek̀ō ɗja]́ 'broth (water of food)'
b. sas̄ā + ́+ ɓɔ́ → [sas̄ā ɓɔ]́ 'hand'
Recall from Figure 45 that two-syllable /H/ nouns have the surface melody [MH].
Nouns of this melody are realized as [SꜜH] after [S]:
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(141) a. tùwá + ́+ ⁿzōló → [tùwa̋ ⁿzőꜜló] 'hair (of body)'
b. mò-mi ́ + ́+ wan̄á → [mò-mi ̋ wa̋ꜜ na]́ 'sons-in-law'
c. wan̄á + ́+ lūkú → [wan̄a̋ lűꜜkú] 'string (child of rope)'
d. mūli ́ + ́+ ɲān zó → [mūli ̋ ɲa̋ꜜ ⁿzó] 'day-before-yesterday'
e. dūᵑɡ͡bá + ́+ tal̄é → [dūᵑɡ͡ba̋ ta̋ꜜ le]́ 'large rock'
The melody [MH] is unchanged after nouns which end in L in isolation:
(142) a. ᵑɡèm bò + ́+ ᵐbūlá → [ᵑɡèm bō ᵐbūla]́ 'rainy season (time of rain)'
b. mò-k͡pò + ́+ lūkú → [mò-k͡pō lūkú] 'knot'
c. ᵐbùkà + ́+ ᵐbik̄i ́ → [ᵐbùkā ᵐbik̄i]́ 'kidney'
Two syllable /H/ nouns with a prefix have the surface melody [LMH]. I have two
cases in which these nouns occur as the modifying noun. In both cases, the H-tone is
downstepped:
(143) a. mek̀ō + ́+ mò-ɓɛl̄ɛ ́ → [mek̀ō mó-ɓɛ ̄ꜜ lɛ]́ 'milk'
b. ᵐbùkà + ́+ mò-tem̄á → [ᵐbùkā mó-tēꜜ ma]́ 'heart'
And finally, I have one case in which a /HL/ noun is the second word. In this case
the H-tone is upstepped to [S]:
(144) mò-ló + ́+ ᵑɡúdù → [mò-lő ᵑɡűdù] 'boar (male pig)'
6.3.3.2 Verb phrases
Short verb phrases in Mbati may consist of a verb followed by a nominal object. These
verb phrases also make use of the floating /H/ associative morpheme. If the last TBU of
the verb is /M/, it is unchanged in the larger phrase. If the last TBU is /L/, it is realized
as [M]. (My data did include any cases in which the last TBU of the verb was /H/.)
(145) a. lùtelē + ́+ ɲam̀à → [lùtel̀ē ɲaḿa]̀ 'to stalk animals'
b. lùtà + ́+ ɲam̀à → [lùtā ɲaḿa]̀ 'stalk animals!'
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The nominal objects in these phrases exhibit the same tonal modifications as the
second word in the other associative constructions. If the first TBU of the noun is L-toned
in isolation, it is realized as [H]:
(146) a. sweĺē + ́+ ɸà → [sweĺē ɸa]́ 'to sharpen knife'
b. ōkeĺē + ́+ mùᵐbà → [ōkeĺē múᵐba]̀ 'to stink'
c. tàn djel̀ē + ́+ mò-ɸō → [tàn djel̀ē mó-ɸō] 'to spread out maize'
d. lil̄eĺē + ́+ mò-tó → [lil̄eĺē mó-tó] 'to be stubborn'
If a two-syllable noun is of the pattern /M/, the final TBU falls phrase-finally.
(147) a. lōljeĺē + ́+ ɡat̄ā → [lōljeĺē ɡat̄ā ̀] 'to light a fire'
b. twak̄aĺē + ́+ tūlū → [twak̄aĺē tūlū ̀] 'to take off clothes'
c. ten̄eĺē + ́+ ki ̄ŋ ɡō → [ten̄eĺē ki ̄ŋ ɡō ̀] 'to slaughter (cut neck)'
This is a peculiarity of nominal objects that their phrase-final M-tones fall instead of
remaining level, as they do in isolation. For example, compare the pitch trace of [ɡat̄a]̄
in isolation with that of [lōljeĺē ɡat̄a]̄:
Figure 59. [ɡat̄a]̄ 'fire'
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Figure 60. [lōljeĺē ɡat̄a]̄ 'to light a fire'
I have already posited a /L/ boundary tone on the left edge of imperative verb phrases.
I here posit a floating /L/ boundary tone on the right edge of all verb phrases. Its pres-
ence would be invisible in the case of phrase-final L-tones and H-tones because these fall
normally. But it merges with the phrase-final M-tone to create a falling contour tone.
If the nominal object is a monosyllabic /H/, it is downstepped after /H/ verbs, but
not after /L/ verbs:
(148) a. eb̄eĺē + ́+ má → [eb̄eĺē ꜜma]́ 'to be intelligent (know something)'
b. ōɓeĺē + ́+ ɓɔ́ → [ōɓeĺē ꜜɓɔ]́ 'to clap hands'
c. mɛĺē + ́+ má → [mɛĺē ꜜma]́ 'to place, put something'
(149) a. sùmel̀ē + ́+ ɗjá → [sùmel̀ē ɗja]́ 'to cook food'
b. ùnel̀ē + ́+ má → [ùnel̀ē ma]́ 'to watch something'
If the nominal object is a multisyllabic /H/ (i.e. of the surface melodies [MH] or
[LMH]), the word-final H-tone is downstepped:
(150) a. sùmel̀ē + ́+ ⁿzōló → [sùmel̀ē ⁿzōꜜló] 'to protect by charm'
b. bin̄eĺē + ́+ kūᵐbá → [bin̄eĺē kūꜜᵐba]́ 'to dance'
c. as̀el̀ē + ́+ mò-tem̄á → [as̀el̀ē mó-tēꜜ ma]́ 'to hesitate'
d. kat̀el̀ē + ́+ mò-tem̄á → [kat̀el̀ē mó-tēꜜ ma]́ 'to be patient'
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6.3.3.3 [ⁿza] phrases
When phrases use the connector ⁿza, the melody of the first word is not modified,
but the melody of the noun after ⁿza may be changed. Specifically: If the first TBU of the
following word has a L-tone, it is replaced by a H-tone. If the first TBU of the following
word has a H-tone, it is downstepped. (I do not have cases in my data in which a word
beginning with a M-tone follows ⁿza.)
(151) a. mɔk̀ɔ̀ + ⁿzā + ɲòli ̀ → [mɔk̀ɔ̀ ⁿzā ɲóli]̀ 'beak (mouth of bird)'
b. mɛǹɔ́ + ⁿzā + ⁿzɔ́ → [mɛǹɔ́ ⁿzā ꜜⁿzɔ]́ 'fang (tooth of snake)'
c. ɡ͡bweĺò + ⁿzā + mwi ́ → [ɡ͡bweĺò ⁿzā ꜜmwi]́ 'east (arriving of the sun)'
d. k͡pel̄eĺò + ⁿzā + mwi ́ → [k͡pel̄eĺò ⁿzā ꜜmwi]́ 'west (going in of the sun)'
In the following pitch traces, we can compare mwi in isolation (Figure 61) with mwi
in a phrase (151d) (Figure 62). Again we see that a downstepped H-tone is realized at the
same pitch as a M-tone.
Figure 61. [mwi]́ 'sun'
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Figure 62. [k͡pel̄eĺò ⁿzā ꜜmwi]́ 'west'
The downstepping that occurs in examples (151a-151d) is similar to the downstepping
in example (148). More data is needed to clarify the process at work in these phrases.
6.4 Comparison with Previous Research
Bouquiaux and Thomas, in both their 1975 and 1994 articles, posit four tone levels for
Mbati. They acknowledge that this is a "scandaleux" proposition for many Bantu scholars
(1975:203). They compare Mbati with the Ubangian language Monzɔmbɔ and suggest
that their atypical tonal systems are a result of their isolation from related languages and
contact with other language families (1975:215).
While Monzɔmbɔ has many minimal pairs involving super-high tones (1975:207),
Mbati, according to their observations, more commonly displays this super-high tone in
the context of phrases (1975:212 and 1994:95). However, Bouquiaux and Thomas do
transcribe a few isolated Mbati words with a super-high tone, implying that this fourth
level is underlying.
Much of Bouquiaux and Thomas' 1994 article is spent describing a complex system
of tonal-raising which occurs at the word-boundaries of noun and verb phrases (1994:96-
103). Many of their descriptions do match what I have found in my data:
• L-tones on the final syllable of the first noun are elevated to M (1994:97).
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• M-tones on the final syllable of the first noun are unchanged beforeM andH (1994:97).
• M-tones on the final syllable of a verb are unchanged before L (1994:102-103).
• H-tones on the final syllable of multi-syllabic nouns are elevated to S (1994:96).
• L-tones on the first syllable of the second noun are generally elevated to H (whether
following nouns or verbs) (1994:99,102).
But other descriptions of theirs do not match what I have found. They say that:
• M-tones on the final syllable of the first noun are elevated to H before L and S
(1994:97).
However, in my data M remains unchanged before L.
• If the second noun is a monosyllabic noun of the pattern L, M, H, or S, it will be
unchanged (1994:98).
In my data, monosyllabic L is realized as H; monosyllabic M remains unchanged and
monosyllabic H may be either unchanged or downstepped.
• If the first noun is a monosyllabic H-tone, and the second noun has a L pattern
throughout, the first syllable of this second noun will be elevated to M (1994:99).
In my data, a first syllable L on the second noun is always realized as H, never M.
• If the second noun is of the pattern MH, it will become SH, unless it is preceded by
a monosyllabic H, in which case it will become HH (1994:100).
In my data, the pattern MH is unchanged following L or M and becomes SꜜH following
H.
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Bouquiaux and Thomas' discussions do not include any mention of H-tones falling at
the end of phrases. (They do include rising and falling tones in their list of phonemes but
not in their transcriptions.) Additionally, their discussions do not include any mention of
downstep. For example, they give the following transcription: wan̄a̋ ɓɔ́ 'finger' (1994:98).
In my data, this same phrase is pronounced as: wan̄a̋ ꜜɓɔ́ (see Figure 58). Perhaps the
dialect that they studied did not exhibit the same downstepping as is in my data.
In the rules that Bouquiaux and Thomas give for tonal-interactions across word-
boundaries in noun phrases, "S" generally remains unchanged, while "H" generally ele-
vates to "S." Additionally, the effect that these "S" or "H" tones have on following tones is
generally the same. Therefore, these could all be analyzed as the same underlying tone. I
do not see any need to transcribe a "super-high" tone on isolated words. The patterns on
isolated words can all be accounted for with three levels.
Bouquiaux and Thomas do give a few hypotheses to explain the phenomenon of tonal
raising: one is that the Bantu connective morpheme -á has been assimilated into Mbati,
not phonetically, but only in its tonal form (1994:103). Another hypothesis of theirs is
that Mbati has something similar to what they call a high relational morphotoneme of
the Gbaya group of Ubangian languages. They note that in neighboring Gbaya-Bofi, the
tone melody of the modifier of the noun or the complement of the verb is modified by this
H morphotoneme (1994:103). Bradshaw (1999) has described a floating H "associative
construction" for Gbaya-ɓokota2 which is remarkably similar to that of Mbati. When two
L-tones are adjacent across a word boundary in this construction, the left tone is realized
as M and the right tone is realized as H (unless the H-tone is blocked by a voiced obstruent)
(1999:30).
I agree with Bouquiaux and Thomas that the tone changes in certain Mbati phrases
must be caused by a floating /H/ morpheme. The effects of this morpheme are the most
clearly seen on L-toned TBUs. When L-toned TBUs are at the word boundary, the H-
tone replaces the tone of the right-ward TBU but exerts an influence on the left-ward
TBU by shifting it up in register. This results in a [MH] sequence. This same [MH]
2 I believe she is referring to the language also known as Bhogoto or Bokoto (ISO 639-3 code: bdt). This is
an Ubangian language spoken northwest of Mbati in the CAR.
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realization of a H-tone over two syllables is found in multi-syllabic nouns and infinitive
verbs. It seems that H-tones in Mbati prefer to shift rightwards, if possible. The floating
/H/ associative morpheme's effect on M and H-tones at word boundaries is more difficult
to explain. Apparently when on the left side of the word boundary, M-tones are immune
to its register-shifting effects. When on the right side of the word boundary, M-tones are
similarly immune unless they are preceded by a H-tone on the other side of the word
boundary. In this case, both tones on either side of the word boundary are realized at
a super-high level. H-tones behave the strangest of all. On the left side of the word
boundary, they are upstepped to super-high, but on the right side they are frequently
downstepped, especially when following a super-high tone. Perhaps having too many H-
tones in a row or having too many tones pronounced on an extra-high register is a violation
of the OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle). I certainly agree with Bouquiaux and Thomas




Mbati shares many characteristics with other Bantu languages, yet also remains unique
for several reasons. I will highlight here the findings from this study which have shown
Mbati to be "typically" Bantu and the findings which have shown Mbati to be exceptional
within its phonological, morphological, and tonal systems.
First, the ways in which Mbati follows typical Bantu patterns: Mbati only allows
open syllables and very limited consonant clusters (only those involving a consonant and
a glide). Mbati's alveolar and velar plosives exhibit a form of Bantu spirantization in which
they are affricated or palatalized before the high front vowel. Mbati's triangular seven-
vowel inventory is shared with most other Bantu C languages. Mbati nouns take class
prefixes and Mbati verbs take verbal extensions and final vowels. Mbati nouns and verbs
are built from roots (noun roots of the shape CVCV and verb roots of the shape CVC) which
may take suffixes to form a stem which then may take prefixes to form a word. Several
phonological phenomena regarding the vowel system of Mbati illustrate this underlying
morphological structure of Bantu nouns and verbs. Vowel harmony, vowel assimilation,
and various vowel hiatus resolution strategies apply at different stages of word-building.
The four highest vowels of Mbati's seven-vowel inventory are +ATR and the three low-
est vowels are −ATR. Within noun roots, mid vowels must harmonize according to this
feature. −ATR mid vowels in roots trigger complete assimilation of the low vowel in
any stem-internal affixes. All +ATR vowels are non-assimilating and block further as-
similation from occurring after them. The vowels of prefixes are outside of the stem and
therefore outside of the harmony domain. They do not harmonize or assimilate to root
vowels. Vowel harmony in which −ATR/+RTR is the dominant feature and vowel har-
mony in which total assimilation occurs within a given domain are attested elsewhere
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among Bantu C languages (Leitch 1996 and Morgan 1993). In a similar fashion, Mbati's
phonological system resolves vowel hiatus in different ways, depending on the nature of
the morphological boundary at which it occurs. Within a stem (e.g. between a root and
suffix), vowel hiatus is typically resolved by gliding of high vowels, diphthong formation,
and elision. Between a prefix and a stem, either diphthong formation or epenthesis of
a glottal stop are the preferred resolution strategies. Epenthesis does not occur within
stems and elision does not occur between a prefix and a stem. Both vowel hiatus reso-
lution and vowel assimilation in Mbati suggest that suffixes are joined to the root at a
closer level than are prefixes, which is a typical Bantu word-building pattern. The the-
ory of Lexical Phonology is useful for understanding the application of these phonological
rules which make reference to morphological domains. The Mbati tonal system has some
typical Bantu features: tone shift, tone spread, and register shift (upstep and downstep).
Additionally, noun prefixes are unspecified for tone and verb roots have a two-way (/H/
vs. /L/) contrast.
Next, the ways in which Mbati is exceptional among Bantu languages: Mbati's im-
plosives and labial-velar consonants, which are rare for a Bantu language, were likely
gained by contact with Ubangian languages. Mbati's three-way noun class system with
limited concord markers is a very reduced version of the Bantu class system as most Bantu
languages have between seven and eighteen noun classes (Katamba 2003). Indeed, even
Mbati retains fossilized evidence of a more complex noun class system in the past. The ex-
ceptional feature of Mbati verbal morphology is the use of a suffix as an infinitive marker
instead of a prefix. This marker does not seem to have any documented regional prece-
dents. Mbati is also remarkable among Bantu languages for having three contrasting tonal
levels (though this is not unattested (Odden 2015) or regionally unique (Grégoire 2003)).
These three levels are seen most clearly in the contrasting melodies found on noun stems.
Bouquiaux and Thomas mentioned that Bantu scholars are reluctant to accept descriptions
of Bantu languages with three or more tonal levels (1975:203). They also mentioned that
the "super-high" tone of Mbati is most commonly found in the context of certain phrases.
However, they still concluded that Mbati was a language of four tonal levels. I can confirm
much of their descriptions of tonal melodies on nouns in isolation and in short phrases.
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Ultimately, however, I draw a different conclusion about the four surface levels of Mbati.
I analyze the system as having three underlying tones and various register shifting effects.
The "super-high" tone can be explained as a H-tone that is realized on a higher register
than neighboring tones. Register Tier Theory is useful for understanding these shifts in
register.
And finally, there are many areas in which further research would be useful to clarify
aspects of the Mbati phonological, morphological, and tonal systems. For example, re-
search into longer noun phrases would reveal more about the inner workings of adjectives
and other modifiers and perhaps even turn up some additional noun class concord mark-
ers. A wider variety of words is needed to reveal more about the derivational system of
Mbati and clarify exactly which affixes are still productive. Further research with inflected
verbs would reveal whether or not Mbati uses prototypically Bantu markers for person,
tense, and aspect. More data in the form of inflected verbs could also confirm or alter
the analysis of the underlying tonal melodies of Mbati verb roots. One tonal phenomenon
that needs further research is that of the downstepping of H-tones within phrases. This
occasionally occurs when there is no apparent L-tone preceding the H-tone, floating or










The Mbati data in the following word-list is transcribed phonetically in the IPA. The





Enɡlish ɡloss French ɡloss Mbati Phonetic Form 
(Sinɡular)
Mbati Phonetic Form 
(Plural)
Surface Tone Pattern 
(Sinɡular)
Surface Tone Pattern 
(Plural)
0001 sky ciel ᵑɡoᵐbe [  $ ]
0002 sun soleil mwi [ ( ]
0003 moon lune soᵑɡe [   ]
0004 star étoile ⁿdotˢja ɓaⁿdotˢja [  ( ] [   ( ]
0005 fan (n) éventail mobɛbu ɓamobɛbu [   $ ] [    $ ]
0006 harmattan harmattan ɸɛji loᵐba [     ( ] / 
[     ( ]
0007 wind (n) vent ɸɛji [   ]
0008 cloud nuaɡe kutu [   ]
0009 rain pluie ᵐbula [  ( ]
0010 dew rosée moɗo kolo [      ]
0011 rainbow arc-en-ciel kɔᵑɡɔ [   ]
0012 storm oraɡe moloᵐbe ᵐbula [      ( ]





ja [  ]
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0015 world monde ikuᵐboⁿdo [     ]
0016 mountain montaɡne keᵑɡa ɓakeᵑɡa [   ] [    ]
0017 ditch fossé, riɡole ⁿzija meko ɓaⁿzija meko [ D     ] [  D     ]
0018 hole puits ɸoko ɓaɸoko [   ] [    ]
0019 crevice Essure, fente momali ᵐboⁿdo ɓamomali ᵐboⁿdo [      ] [      F ]
0020 pit fosse moɗuke ɸoko ɓamoɗuke ɸoko [       ] [        ]




ⁿdᶻima ɓaⁿdᶻima [   ] [    ]
0022 forest forêt ᵑɡoⁿdo ɓaᵑɡoⁿdo [   ] [    ]
0023 mud boue ɓele ɓaɓele [   ] [    ]
0024 dust poussière moɓutuɓutu ɓamoɓutuɓutu [     $ ] [      $ ]
0025 dirt, soil terre (sol) ᵐbɔⁿdɔ [   ]
0026 clay arɡile toma ɓatoma [  $ ] [   $ ]
0027 sand sable moᵐbaᵑɡa ɓamoᵐbaᵑɡa [    ] [     ]
0028 stone (small) caillou tale meko ɓatale meko [     $ ] [      $ ]
0029 ɡravel ɡravier kɛⁿzɛ ɓakɛⁿzɛ [   ] [    ]
0030 rock (larɡe) pierre duᵑɡb͡a tale ɓaduᵑɡb͡aka tale [     F ] [       F ]
0031 copper cuivre toᵑɡo ɓatoᵑɡo [  $ ] [   $ ]
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0032 iron fer ɓicʰi ɓaɓicʰi [   ] [    ]
0033 ɡold or lɔlɔ ɓaʔlɔlɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0034 water puits meko ɓameko [   ] [    ]
0035 ocean, sea océan, mer ᵑɡo meko moᵑɡwa ɓaᵑɡo meko moᵑɡwa [       $ ] [        $ ]
0036 bridɡe pont dana ɓadana [  $ ] [   $ ]
0037 brook, stream ruisseau ɸoᵑɡolo ɓaɸoᵑɡolo [    ] [     ]
0039 river bank bord (de 
rivière)
ᵐboᵑɡo ɓaᵐboᵑɡo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0040 well (n) puits ɸoko meko ɓaɸoko meko [      ] [       ]
0041 sprinɡ source; sources 
d'eau
moto meko ɓamoto meko [     $ ] [      $ ]
0042 tree arbre mote ɓamote [  $ ] [   $ ]
0043 baobab tree baobab buma ɓabuma [  ( ] [   ( ]




karité balawa ɓabalawa [    ] [     ]
0046 oil palm palmier à huile kaja ɓakaja [  $ ] [   $ ]
0047 silk-cotton tree,
kapok tree
kapokier (no Mbati term)
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0048 bush arbuste, 
buisson
kudu mote ɓakudu mote [      ] [       ]
0049 bamboo bambou tɔᵐbɛ ɓatɔᵐbɛ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0050 ɡrass herbe tuwa ɓatuwa [  ( ] [   ( ]
0050 little ɡrass petite herbe ɓana tuwa ɓaɓana tuwa [     ( ] [      ( ]
0051 reed roseau soᵑɡo ɓasoᵑɡo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0052 mushroom champiɡnon ɓuwa ɓaɓuwa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0053 calabash calebasse ᵐboso ɓaᵐboso [  ( ] [   ( ]
0054 bark (of tree) écorce (d'arbre) ᵐbaᵑɡo mote ɓaᵐbaᵑɡo mote [     $ ] [      $ ]
0055 corn cob épi (de maïs) mokele moɸo ɓamokele moɸo [       ] [        ]
0056 thorn épine koⁿda moɸo ɓakoⁿda moɸo [      ] [       ]
0057 leaf feuille ɸuɸa ɓaɸuɸa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0058 Aower Aeur ᵐbija mote ɓaᵐbija mote [ D     ] [      ]
0059 fruit fruit ᵐbukaᵐbuka ɓaᵐbukaᵐbuka [    $ ] [     $ ]
0060 seed ɡraine ᵐbolo ɓaᵐbolo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0061 vine liane luku ɓaluku [  ( ] [   ( ]
0062 skin (of fruit) peau, pelure 
(de fruit)
ɸotokolo ᵐbukaᵐbuka ɓaɸotokolo ᵐbukaᵐbuka [         $ ] [          $ ]
0063 root racine moⁿzaⁿzele ɓamoⁿzaⁿzele [     ] [      ]
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0064 stump souche ɡuli ɓaɡuli [  ( ] [   ( ]
0065 bulb, tuber bulbe, 
tubercule
k͡piᵑɡb͡a ɓak͡piᵑɡb͡a [   ] [    ]
0066 bud bourɡeon ɡb͡welɛ [  ( ]
0067 branch (of tree) branche 
(d'arbre)
ɓɔ mote ɓaɓɔ mote [    $ ] [     $ ]
0068 blade (of ɡrass) brin (d'herbe) ⁿzomu tuwa ɓaⁿzomu tuwa [     ( ] [      ( ]
0069 stone, pit noyau k͡pwɛ ɓak͡pwɛ [ ( ] [  ( ]
0070 shoot (new 
plant)
pousse, rejeton etoᵑɟi ɓatoᵑɟi [   ( ] [   ( ]
0071 stem, stalk (of 
maize, millet, 
etc.)
tiɡe (de maïs, 
de mil)
k͡pwa moɸo ɓak͡pwa moɸo [     ] [      ]
0072 trunk (of tree) tronc (d'arbre) mokɔkɔ ɓamokɔkɔ [    ] [     ]
0073 animal animal ɲama ɓaɲama [  $ ] [   $ ]
0074 monkey sinɡe kema ɓakema [  ( ] [   ( ]
0075 hyena hyène ɡb͡ɔᵑɡɔ ɓaɡb͡ɔᵑɡɔ [   ] [    ]
0076 lion lion ⁿdᶻisina ɓaⁿdᶻisina [    ] [     ]
0077 jackal chacal ɗika ɓaɗika [  $ ] [   $ ]
0078 leopard léopard ⁿduku ɓaⁿduku [   ] [    ]
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0079 buTalo buUe ᵐbɔkɔ ɓaᵐbɔkɔ [   ] [    ]
0080 elephant éléphant ⁿzɔku ɓaⁿzɔku [  $ ] [   $ ]
0081 hippopotamus hippopotame ᵑɡuɓu ɓaᵑɡuɓu [   ] [    ]
0082 warthoɡ phacochère ᵑɡoja ɓaᵑɡoja [   ] [    ]
0083 hare lièvre ⁿzaᵑɡama ɓaⁿzaᵑɡama [   $ ] [    $ ]
0084 porcupine porc-épic ᵑɡoᵐba ɓaᵑɡoᵐba [   ] [    ]
0085 rat rat ɸo ɓaɸo [ ( ] [  ( ]
0086 mouse souris ɓu ɓaɓu [  ] [   ]
0087 squirrel écureuil toka ɓatoka [  $ ] [   $ ]
0088 hedɡehoɡ hérisson saᵑɡana ɓasaᵑɡana [    ] [     ]
0089 mole taupe tutudi ɓatutudi [   W ] [    ( ]
0090 bat chauve-souris ɸuka ɓaɸuka [   ] [    ]
0091 fruit bat roussette 
(ɡrande 
chauve-souris)
ⁿdema ɓaⁿdema [  ( ] [   ( ]
0092 duck canard kanana ɓakanana [   $ ] [    $ ]
0092 duck canard iɓɛɓɛ ɓaiɓ̯ɛɓɛ / ɓaʔiɓɛɓɛ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0093 stork 
(marabou)
marabout ᵐboli meko ɓaᵐboli meko [     $ ] [      $ ]
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0094 bird oiseau ɲɔli ɓaɲɔli [  $ ] [   $ ]
0095 partridɡe perdrix ɡb͡wale ɓaɡb͡wale [  F ] [    ]
0096 hawk épervier, 
faucon
ⁿzaᵑɡa ɓaⁿzaᵑɡa [   ] [    ]
0097 python python kuma ɓakuma [  ( ] [   ( ]
0098 snake serpent ⁿzɔ ɓaⁿzɔ [ ( ] [  ( ]
0099 puT adder vipère ɸele ɓaɸele [  ( ] [   ( ]
0100 spittinɡ cobra cobra mokawu ɓamokawu [   $ ] [    $ ]
0101 chameleon caméléon ɡo ɓaɡo [  ] [   ]
0102 aɡama lizard 
(red-headed)
marɡouillat ⁿzɔkɔɓɔ ɓaⁿzɔkɔɓɔ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0103 lizard lézard ᵑɡb͡ota ɓaᵑɡb͡ota [   ] [    ]
0104 ɡecko ɡecko kɛⁿzɛkɛ ɓakɛⁿzɛkɛ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0105 turtle (water) tortue 
(aquatique)
sɔkɔli ɓasɔkɔli [   $ ] [    $ ]
0105 turtle (water) tortue 
(aquatique)
ɲɛᵑɡɛlɛbɛtu ɓaɲɛᵑɡɛlɛbɛtu [    $ ] [     $ ]
0106 tortoise (land) tortue 
(terrestre)
ɸeⁿda ɓaɸeⁿda [   ] [    ]
0107 crocodile crocodile boka ɓaboka [  $ ] [   $ ]
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0108 toad crapaud wela ɓawela [   ] [    ]
0109 froɡ ɡrenouille sɔᵑɡɛ ɓasɔᵑɡɛ [   ] [    ]
0110 Esh poisson swi ɓaswi [ ( ] [  ( ]
0111 cockroach cafard ɸɛɸɛsɛ ɓaɸɛɸɛsɛ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0112 locust locuste, criquet duᵑɡb͡a ɓaduᵑɡb͡a [  $ ] [   $ ]
0113 ant fourmi ⁿzina ɓaⁿzina [   ] [    ]
0114 army ant, 
soldier ant
fourmi soldat ᵑɡb͡olo ɓaᵑɡb͡olo [   ] [    ]
0115 mud wasp ɡuêpe-maçon ɡaɡa ɓaɡaɡa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0116 Ay (n) mouche ᵐbuɓu ɓaᵐbuɓu [  $ ] [   $ ]
0117 mosquito moustique ᵑɡuᵑɡu ɓutu ɓaᵑɡuᵑɡu ɓutu [     ( ] [      ( ]
0118 butterAy papillon ɸɛɸu ɗja ɓaɸɛɸu ɗja [    ( ] [     ( ]
0119 louse pou (de tête) ⁿzina moto ɓaⁿzina moto [     ( ] [      ( ]
0120 ɡrasshopper sauterelle ɲɔɲɔ ɓaɲɔɲɔ [   ] [    ]
0121 termite termite ⁿdɔᵑɡɛ ɓaⁿdɔᵑɡɛ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0121 termite termite kalo ɓakalo [   ] [    ]
0122 bee abeille ⁿzɔji ɓaⁿzɔji [  ( ] [   ( ]
0123 cricket ɡrillon ⁿzɛⁿzɛ ɓaⁿzɛⁿzɛ [   ] [    ]
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0124 spider araiɡnée totoli ɓatotoli [   $ ] [    $ ]
0125 scorpion scorpion ᵑɡb͡aᵑɡo ɓaᵑɡb͡aᵑɡo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0126 crab crabe wala ɓawala [   ] [    ]
0127 snail escarɡot kɔlɔ ɓakɔlɔ [   ] [    ]
0128 earthworm ver de terre moⁿzɔ ᵑɡɔiᵑɡɔ ɓamoⁿzɔ ᵑɡɔiᵑɡɔ [      ( ] [       ( ]
0129 millipede iule, mille-
pattes
ᵑɡɔᵑɡɔnɔ ɓaᵑɡɔᵑɡɔnɔ [    ] [     ]
0130 horn corne ⁿzeka ɓaⁿzeka [  ( ] [   ( ]
0131 tail queue mela ɓamela [  ( ] [   ( ]
0132 hoof sabot mosataka ɓamosataka [     ] [      ]
0133 elephant's trunk trompe 
(d'éléphant)
bate ɓabate [  $ ] [   $ ]
0134 hump (of cow) bosse (de 
vache)
tuⁿdu ɓatuⁿdu [   ] [    ]
0135 mane crinière mokaⁿzakaⁿza ɓamokaⁿzakaⁿza [      ] [       ]
0136 elephant's tusk défense 
(d'éléphant)
mɛnɔ ⁿzɔku ɓamɛnɔ ⁿzɔku [     $ ] [      $ ]
0137 udder pis, mamelle moɓɛlɛ ɓamoɓɛlɛ [   ( ] [    ( ]
0138 winɡ aile moɸɛɸu ɓamoɸɛɸu [   $ ] [    $ ]
0139 ɡizzard ɡésier tobolo ɓatobolo [   ( ] [    ( ]
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0140 claw ɡriTe ⁿzali ɓaⁿzali [  ( ] [   ( ]
0141 feather plume tuwa ɓatuwa [  ( ] [   ( ]
0142 beak, bill bec mɔkɔ ⁿza ɲɔli ɓamɔkɔ ⁿza ɓaɲɔli [       $ ] [         $ ]




ⁿzɔᵑɟi ɓaⁿzɔᵑɟi [  $ ] [   $ ]
0144 fanɡ (of snake) crochet (de 
serpent)
mɛnɔ ⁿza ⁿzɔ ɓamɛnɔ ⁿza ⁿzɔ [      F ] [       F ]
0145 Esh bone arête de 
poisson
ɸekeɸeke ɓaɸekeɸeke [    ( ] [     ( ]
0146 cowrie shell cauris ⁿzolo ⁿza moⁿzɔ ᵑɡɔiᵑɡɔ ɓaⁿzolo ⁿza moⁿzɔ 
ᵑɡɔiᵑɡɔ
[           F ] [            
F ]
0147 caterpillar chenille mokoᵑɡo ɓamokoᵑɡo [   $ ] [    $ ]
0148 maɡɡot (in 
rotten meat)
asticot ᵑɡusu ɓaᵑɡusu [   ] [    ]
0149 eɡɡ œuf mɔkɛ ɓamɔkɛ [   ] [    ]
0150 nest nid ⁿda ɲɔli ɓaⁿda ɲɔli [    $ ] [    $ ]
0151 Aock (of birds) vol, volée 
(d'oiseaux)
ɸuᵐbelo [   $ ]
0152 human beinɡ, 
person
personne moⁿdo ɓaⁿdo [  $ ] [  $ ]
0153 body corps ⁿzolo ɓaⁿzolo [  ( ] [   ( ]
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0154 neck cou cʰiᵑɡo ɓacʰiᵑɡo [   ] [    ]
0155 forehead front ɡome ɓaɡome [   ] [    ]
0156 cheek joue tuᵑɡa ɓatuᵑɡa / ɓaʔtuᵑɡa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0157 chin menton baᵑɡa ɓabaᵑɡa [   ] [    ]
0158 nape of neck nuque iɗoka ɓaʔiɗoka [   $ ] [    $ ]
0159 head tête moto ɓamoto [  ( ] [   ( ]
0160 throat ɡorɡe ⁿzocʰilo ɓaⁿzocʰilo [   ( ] [    ( ]
0161 jaw mâchoire k͡pwa baᵑɡa ɓak͡pwa baᵑɡa [     W ] [     W ]
0162 face visaɡe ileᵑɡe ɓail̯eᵑɡe / ɓaʔileᵑɡe [    ] [     ] /
[    F ]
0163 eye œil isɔ ɓais̯ɔ / ɓaʔisɔ [  ( ] [   ( ]
0164 ear oreille matˢi ɓamatˢi [  ( ] [   ( ]
0165 nose nez ɗjolo ɓaɗjolo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0166 mouth bouche mɔkɔ ɓamɔkɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0167 tonɡue lanɡue lɛji ɓalɛji [  ( ] [  ( ]
0168 palate palais (de la 
bouche)
kadoli ɓakadoli [    ] [     ]
0169 lip lèvre ⁿdala mɔkɔ ɓaⁿdala mɔkɔ [     $ ] [      $ ]
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0170 tooth dent mɛnɔ ɓamɛnɔ [  ( ] [   ( ]
0171 molar tooth molaire mokɛku ɓamokɛku [    ] [     ]
0172 back dos mokɔᵑɡɔ ɓamokɔᵑɡɔ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0173 shoulder épaule totoko ɓatotoko [   $ ] [    $ ]
0174 side (of body) côté (du corps),
Aanc
ᵐbaⁿze ɓaᵐbaⁿze [   ] [    ]
0175 navel nombril sɛkɔ ɓasɛkɔ [  ( ] [   ( ]






sɔɸɔ ɓasɔɸɔ [   ] [    ]
0178 buttock fesse iⁿdᶻi ɓai ̯n dᶻi / ɓaʔiⁿdᶻi [  F ] / [  $ ] [    ] / [   $ ]
0179 waist taille iᵑɡb͡eⁿde ɓai ̯ŋ ɡb͡eⁿde [    ] [     ]
0180 anus anus ɸokoʔiⁿdᶻi ɓaɸokoiⁿdᶻi [      ]
0181 arm bras ɓɔ ɓaɓɔ [ ( ] [  ( ]
0182 elbow coude kɔlɔⁿdɔ ɓakɔlɔⁿdɔ [    ] [     ]
0183 hand main sasa ɓɔ ɓasasa ɓɔ [    ( ] [     ( ]
0184 armpit aisselle siɸalo ɓasiɸalo [   ( ] [    ( ]
0185 thiɡh cuisse ɓɛlɔ ɓaɓɛlɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
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0186 knee ɡenou lwi ɓalwi [ ( ] [  ( ]
0187 calf of leɡ mollet duku tˢiɓi ɓaduku tˢiɓi [     ( ] [      ( ]
0188 foot pied kolo ɓakolo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0189 heel talon motˢiⁿdᶻi ɓamotˢiⁿdᶻi [    ] [     ]
0190 ankle cheville mok͡pɔlɔkɔsɔ ɓamok͡pɔlɔkɔsɔ [      ] [       ]
0191 hip hanche ɡu kolo ɓaɡu kolo [    $ ] [     $ ]
0192 leɡ jambe moɸalaᵑɡa ɓamoɸalaᵑɡa [     ] [      ]
0193 Enɡer doiɡt wana ɓɔ ɓana ɓɔ [    F ] [    F ]
0194 Enɡernail onɡle ⁿzali ɓɔ ɓaⁿzali ɓɔ [    F ] [     F ]
0195 skin (of man) peau 
(d'homme)
ⁿdala ɓaⁿdala [  $ ] [   $ ]
0196 beard barbe ⁿzeᵐbe ɓaⁿzeᵐbe [   ] [    ]
0197 hair (of head) cheveux (de 
tête)
tuwa moto ɓatuwa moto [ ^    ( ] [  ^    ( ]
0198 hair (of body) poil (du corps) tuwa ⁿzolo ɓatuwa ⁿzolo [ ^    F ] [  ^    F ]
0199 bone marrow moelle bɔᵑɡwɛ ɓabɔᵑɡwɛ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0199 bone marrow moelle bɔᵑɡɔ ɓabɔᵑɡɔ [  ( ] [   ( ]
0200 bone os k͡pwa ɓak͡pwa [ ( ] [  ( ]
0201 muscle muscle ɸuⁿda ɓaɸuⁿda [  ( ] [   ( ]
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0202 tendon tendon mosisa ɓamosisa [    ] [     ]
0203 liver foie mibale ɓamibale [   $ ] [    $ ]
0204 lunɡ poumon ɸuɸulu ɓaɸuɸulu [    ] [     ]
0205 kidney rein ᵐbuka ᵐbicʰi ɓaᵐbuka ᵐbicʰi [     ( ] [      ( ]
0206 ɡall bladder vésicule biliaire ⁿzɔᵑɟi ɓaⁿzɔᵑɟi [  $ ] [   $ ]
0207 intestines intestins; ventre
(interne)
luku sɔɸɔ ɓaluku sɔɸɔ [      ] [       ]
0208 heart cœur motema ɓamotema [   ( ] [    ( ]





mototoᵐbo ɓamototoᵐbo [    ( ] [    ( ]
0210 penis pénis ⁿzoka ɓaⁿzoka [  $ ] [   $ ]
0211 breast sein (mamelle) moɓɛlɛ ɓamoɓɛlɛ [   ( ] [    ( ]
0212 vaɡina vaɡin ⁿdu ɓaⁿdu [ ( ] [  ( ]
0213 bile, ɡall bile ⁿzɔᵑɟi ɓaⁿzɔᵑɟi [  $ ] [   $ ]
0214 breath souUe, haleine memo [  ( ]
0215 saliva salive sɔji ɓasɔji [  ( ] [   ( ]
0216 nasal mucus, 
snot
morve meko ɗjolo [     ( ]
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0217 blood sanɡ maliᵑɡo [    ]
0218 urine urine mɛɲɛ [  ( ]
0219 excrement, 
faeces
excrément tˢiɓi [  ( ]
0220 noise bruit, son zokela [   $ ]
0220 sound (n) bruit, son ɟitˢi [   ]
0221 odour, smell 
(n)
odeur muᵐba [  $ ]
0222 strenɡth force loᵐba [   ]
0223 ɡoiter ɡoitre dɔdɔkɔ ɓadɔdɔkɔ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0224 hernia 
(umbilical)
hernie ᵐbili [  ( ]
0225 illness, disease maladie tɔkɔ ɓatɔkɔ [   ] [    ]
0226 pimple bouton (sur la 
peau)
ɸika ɓaɸika [  $ ] [   $ ]
0227 leprosy lèpre ᵑɡb͡ɛlɛ [   ]
0228 pus pus tuɗja [  ( ]
0229 wound, sore plaie, blessure ɸola ɓaɸola [   ] [    ]
0230 scar cicatrice ⁿdola ɓaⁿdola [   ] [    ]
0231 bruise (n) contusion, bleu ⁿdolo ɓaⁿdolo [   ] [    ]
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0232 poison (n) poison moɓɛ motɔli ɓamoɓɛ motɔli [      $ ] [       $ ]




molaᵐbe [    ]
0234 blind person aveuɡle (un) kodo isɔ ɓamu kodo isɔ [     ( ] [         ]
0235 deaf (mute) 
person
sourd-muet moⁿdo cʰiⁿda ɓamu cʰiⁿda [      ] [      ]
0236 hump (of 
hunchback)
bosse kutuᵑɡb͡a [    ]
0237 pain (n) douleur kɔnɔkele ⁿzolo ɓakɔnɔkele ⁿzolo [       F ]




bitˢiᵑɡoɗo [     ]
0239 medicine médicament, 
remède
motɔli ɓamotɔli [    ] [     ]






moᵑɡaᵑɡa ɓaᵑɡaᵑɡa / ɓamoᵑɡaᵑɡa [   $ ] [   $ ] / [    $ ]
0241 mad person fou (un), 
insensé
moⁿdoʔitulɛ ɓamuʔitulɛ [       ] [      F ]
0241 mad/ madness fou itulɛ [    ]
0241 mad person fou (un), 
insensé
motule moⁿdo ɓatule ɓaⁿdo [      $ ] [      $ ]














iloᵑɡa ɓail̯oᵑɡa / ɓaʔiloᵑɡa [   $ ] [   $ ] / [    $ ]
0246 virɡin vierɡe ɡb͡iᵑɡb͡a moseka ɓaɡb͡iᵑɡb͡a ɓaseka [      $ ] [       $ ]
0247 adultery adultère lalelo na wai ̯moⁿdo [           $ ]
0248 twin jumeau ɓasa ɓaɓasa / ɓana ɓasa [  ( ] [   ( ]
0249 baby bébé ɡb͡idicʰili wana ɓaɡb͡idicʰili ɓana [       ( ] [        ( ]
0250 child enfant wana ɓana [  ( ] [  ( ]
0251 boy ɡarçon wana moⁿdo molo ɓana ʔiⁿdo molo [        F ] [        F ]
0252 old person vieillard(e) monuni ɓanuni [   $ ] [   $ ]
0253 elder ancien kokolo moⁿdo ɓakokolo ɓaⁿdo [      $ ] [       $ ]
0253 elder ancien kolo moⁿdo ɓakolo ɓaⁿdo [     $ ] [      $ ]
0254 man (male) homme (mâle) moⁿdo molo ɓaʔiⁿdo molo [     ( ] [      ( ]
0255 woman femme moⁿdali ɓaʔiⁿdali [   $ ] [    $ ]
0256 death mort (la) lːo [ ( ]
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0257 corpse cadavre iɓiᵐbi ɓaiɓ̯iᵐbi / ɓaʔiɓiᵐbi [    [     ]




l'occasion de la 
mort)
ɡb͡esakalo ɓaɡb͡esakalo [    $ ] [     $ ]
0259 mourninɡ deuil ɸili [  $ ]
0260 ɡrave tombe, 
tombeau
ⁿdeᵐba ɓaⁿdeᵐba [  $ ] [   $ ]
0261 inheritance héritaɡe toliʔiweli ɓatoliʔiweli [      F ] [       F ]
0262 soul, spirit (of 
livinɡ person)
âme, esprit ᵑɡa [  ]
0262 soul, spirit (of 
livinɡ person)
âme, esprit molimo [   $ ]
0263 stupid person imbécile, idiot moⁿdo ʔiɸukuluku ɓamu ʔiɸukuluku [        $ ] [        $ ]
0264 shame (n) honte sːɔ [ ( ]
0265 fear (n) crainte ɓɔ [  ]
0266 announcement annonce mosako ɓamosako [    ] [     ]
0267 truth vérité dᶻiⁿdᶻidjo ɓadᶻiⁿdᶻidjo [   ( ] [    ( ]
0268 lie (n) 
(falsehood)
mensonɡe itena ɓait̯ena / ɓaʔitena [   ( ] [    ( ]
0269 quarrel querelle jomano ɓajomano / ɓaʔjomano [   $ ] [    $ ]
0270 promise (n) promesse mɛle mɔkɔ ɓamɛle mɔkɔ [     $ ] [      $ ]
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0271 news nouvelles mosako ɓamosako [    ] [     ]
0272 lanɡuaɡe lanɡue, lanɡaɡe mɔkɔ ɓoji ɓamɔkɔ ɓoji [    ` ] [    ` ]
0273 story (tale) conte, histoire ᵑɡano ɓaʔᵑɡano [  $ ] [   $ ]
0274 proverb proverbe sicʰi ɓasicʰi [   ] [    ]
0275 friend ami, camarade ⁿdᶻiᵑɡe ɓaⁿdᶻiᵑɡe [   ] [    ]
0276 neiɡhbour voisin ikucʰi ɓamuʔikucʰi [    ] [       ]
0277 relative (by 
blood)
parent, relation iɓota ɓamuʔiɓota / 
ɓanaʔiɓota
[    ] [       ] /
[      $ ]
0278 ancestor ancêtre tonaɡulu ɓatonaɡulu [    $ ] [     $ ]
0279 mother mère ina ɓaʔina [  $ ] [   $ ]
0280 father père baba ɓababa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0281 brother (elder) frère aîné moɓeke moⁿdo ɓaɓeke ɓaⁿdo [      $ ] [      $ ]
0281 brother (elder) frère aîné ᵐboⁿdo moⁿdo ɓaᵐboⁿdo ɓaⁿdo [     $ ] [      $ ]
0282 sister (younɡer) sœur cadette moⁿdo mulimu moⁿdali ɓamu mulimu ʔiⁿdali [          $ ] [          $ ]
0283 dauɡhter Elle wana moⁿdali ɓana ʔiⁿdali [      $ ] [      $ ]
0284 son Els wana moⁿdo molo ɓana ʔiⁿdo molo [        F ] [        F ]
0285 descendant descendant ᵑɡoko ɓaᵑɡoko [   ] [    ]
0286 father's brother oncle paternel wana ᵑɡo baba ɓana ᵑɡo baba [       $ ] [       $ ]
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(uncle)
0287 cousin cousin moika ɓaik̯a [   $ ] [   $ ]
0288 fellow-wife, co-
wife
co-épouse mokɔᵐbɛ ɓamokɔᵐbɛ [   ( ] [    ( ]
0289 wife femme, épouse moⁿdaliʔiloᵑɡa ɓai ̯n daliʔiloᵑɡa [       $ ] [       $ ]
0290 husband mari, époux moⁿdo molo ʔiloᵑɡa ɓai ̯n do molo ʔiloᵑɡa [         $ ] [         $ ]
0291 brother-in-law beau-frère bɛⁿdɛ ɓabɛⁿdɛ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0292 sister-in-law belle-sœur kɔtˢi mwɛᵑɡɛ ɓakɔtˢi mwɛᵑɡɛ [     $ ] [      $ ]
0293 son-in-law beau-Els momi wana ɓamomi ɓana / momi 
ɓana
[     F ] [      ( ] /
[     ( ]
0294 father-in-law beau-père mocʰilo ɓamocʰilo [    ] [     ]
0295 dauɡhter-in-law belle-Elle wai ̯wana ɓai ̯ɓana / ɓawali ɓana [     ( ] [     ( ] /
[       ]
0296 mother-in-law belle-mère ᵑɡo moⁿdali ɓaᵑɡo moⁿdali [     $ ] [      $ ]
0297 widower veuf mosaᵐbali molo ɓasaᵐbali molo [       ( ]
0298 widow veuve mosaᵐbali wali ɓasaᵐbali wali [       ( ] [       F ]






wana mosaᵐba ɓana ɓasaᵐba [       ] [       ]
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0301 tribe, ethnic 
ɡroup
tribu ituka ɓait̯uka [    ] [    ]
0301 tribe, ethnic 
ɡroup
tribu ituka ɓoji ɓaʔituka ɓoji [     ( ] [      ( ]
0302 ɡuest, visitor hôte, convié, 
visiteur, 
"étranɡer"
moɡɛnɛ ɓaɡɛnɛ [   $ ] [   $ ]
0303 crowd foule ɟili [   ]
0304 music musique cʰiⁿdaⁿda ɓaʔcʰiⁿdaⁿda [   $ ] [    $ ]
0305 sonɡ chant, chanson ⁿzeᵐbo ɓaⁿzeᵐbo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0306 balafon balafon (no Mbati term)
0307 bell cloche ᵑɡb͡oᵑɡa ɓaᵑɡb͡oᵑɡa [  $ ] [   $ ]





ᵑɡɔmɔ ɓaᵑɡɔmɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0309 biɡ(ɡest) drum tambour 
(ɡrand)
ᵑɡo ᵑɡɔmɔ ɓaᵑɡo ᵑɡɔmɔ [    $ ] [     $ ]
0310 Aute Aûte motɔᵑɡɔ ɓamotɔᵑɡɔ [   ( ] [    ( ]





mamu ɓoji ɓamamu ɓoji / ɓama 
ɓoji











ᵐbuⁿza ɓaᵐbuⁿza [  $ ] [   $ ]
0315 coward lâche, poltron mokume moⁿdo ɓakume ɓaⁿdo [      $ ] [      $ ]
0316 pity (n) pitié, 
compassion
ikɛmisja [    ( ]
0317 slave esclave moɲa ɓamoɲa [  $ ] [   $ ]






jwela ɓajwela [  ( ] [   ( ]





moⁿdo motuᵑɡe ɓamu motuᵑɡe [       ] [       ]
0323 aɡreement accord okanelo ɓaʔokanelo [    $ ] [     $ ]
0324 enemy ennemi ɓotoni [    ]
0325 war ɡuerre ɓita ɓaɓita [   ] [    ]
0326 bow (huntinɡ) arc (de chasse) ᵑɡb͡aᵑɡo ɓaᵑɡb͡aᵑɡo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0327 arrow Aèche isɔ ᵐbano ɓaʔisɔ ᵐbano [     $ ] [      $ ]
0328 ɡun fusil batacʰi ɓabatacʰi [   $ ] [    $ ]
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0329 lance (spear) 
(n)
lance (épée) ikɔᵑɡɔ ɓaʔikɔᵑɡɔ [    ] [     ]
0330 club, cudɡel massue kɔᵐbɔ ɓakɔᵐbɔ [   ] [    ]
0331 peace paix zela [  $ ] [   $ ]




moteᵑɡb͡e [    ]




meli ɓameli / ɓaʔmeli [  ( ] [   ( ]




molocʰi [   $ ]




motɔli ɓamotɔli [    ] [     ]
0335 sorcerer (male) sorcier moleᵐba ɓaleᵐba [   $ ] [   $ ]
0336 blessinɡ bénédiction tuɸa ɓatuɸa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0337 curse (n) malédiction moɓe koᵐbo ɓamoɓe koᵐbo [     F ] [      $ ]
0338 fortune-teller, 
diviner
devin, diseur motuᵐbiɸaka ɓatuᵐbiɸaka [     $ ] [     $ ]
0339 sacriEce sacriEce saɗaka ɓasaɗaka [   $ ] [    $ ]
0340 mat natte ᵐbaⁿzala ɓaᵐbaⁿzala [   $ ] [    $ ]
0341 stool tabouret ɡb͡eⁿdekele ɓaɡb͡eⁿdekele [    $ ] [     $ ]
0342 bed lit jaᵑɡo ɓajaᵑɡo / ɓaʔjaᵑɡo [  ( ] [   ( ]
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0343 food aliments, 
nourriture
ɗja ɓaɗja [ ( ] [  ( ]
0344 mortar, 
poundinɡ pot
mortier soᵐba ɓasoᵐba / ɓaʔsoᵐba [   ] [    ]
0345 pestle, 
poundinɡ stick
pilon wana soᵐba ɓana soᵐba [      ] [     ]
0346 Aour farine ᵐbutu [  $ ]




ᵐbija ɓaᵐbija [ D  ] [  D  ]





sɛkɔ ɓasɛkɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0350 plate assiette isɛnɛ ɓais̯ɛnɛ [    ] [     ]
0351 bowl bol, assiette 
creuse
duʔisɛnɛ ɓaduis̯ɛnɛ [      ] [  f  F ]
0352 ɡroundnut, 
peanut
arachide ɡb͡ɔlɔ ɓaɡb͡ɔlɔ [   ] [    ]
0353 cola nut noix de kola mako ɓamako [   ] [    ]
0354 maize, corn maïs moɸo ɓamoɸo / ɓaʔmoɸo [   ] [    ]
0355 millet (rainy 
season)
mil (saison de 
pluies)
zulu ɓazulu / ɓaʔzulu [  $ ] [   $ ]
0356 rice riz lɔsɔ ɓalɔsɔ / ɓaʔlɔsɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
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0357 sesame seed sésame (ɡraines
de)
sɛkɛlɛ ɓasɛkɛlɛ [    ] [     ]




ari.a ɓaʔari.a [    ] [     ]
0359 banana banane motela ɓamotela [    ] [     ]
0360 plantain plantain kɔⁿdᶻi ɓakɔⁿdᶻi [  $ ] [   $ ]
0361 lemon citron dᶻidɔɗɔ ɓadᶻidɔɗɔ [   $ ] [    $ ]
0362 ɡuava ɡoyave ᵑɡɛlɛɸu ɓaᵑɡɛlɛɸu [   $ ] [    $ ]
0363 pawpaw, 
papaya
papaye ɸaɸai̯ ɓaɸaɸai̯ [  ( ] [   ( ]
0364 eɡɡ-plant auberɡine kuᵐbe ᵐboⁿdo ɓakuᵐbe ᵐboⁿdo [     ( ] / 
[     W ]
[      ( ] / 
[      W ]
0365 okra ɡombo masaᵑɡa ɓamasaᵑɡa [   $ ] [    $ ]
0366 yam iɡname ɓilo ɓaɓilo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0367 cassava, 
manioc
manioc ɡoɟila ɓaʔɡoɟila [   $ ] [    $ ]
0368 sweet potato patate douce ba ɓolo ɓaba ɓolo [    $ ] [     $ ]
0369 fat ɡraisse maula ɲama ɓamaula ɲama [      $ ]
0370 meat viande ɸuⁿda ɓaɸuⁿda [  ( ] [   ( ]
0371 milk (n) lait meko moɓɛlɛ ɓameko moɓɛlɛ [      F ] [       F ]
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0372 salt sel moᵑɡwa ɓamoᵑɡwa / 
ɓaʔmoᵑɡwa
[   $ ] [   $ ]




ⁿdoᵑɡo ɓaⁿdoᵑɡo [   ] [    ]
0374 oil huile ma.ula [   ( ]
0375 pap, mushy 
food
bouillie mɔlɔ [  $ ]
0376 crust (n) croûte ⁿzomu ɗja ɓaⁿzomu ɗja [    F ] [     F ]
0377 bread pain ɓala ɓaɓala [  $ ] [   $ ]
0378 soup, broth soupe meko ɗja [    ( ]
0379 palm wine vin de palme mana kaja ɓamana kaja [     $ ]
0380 alcohol 
(ɡeneral)
alcool (ɡénéral) mana ɓamana [   ] [    ]
0381 tobacco tabac ᵐbaᵑɡa ɓaᵐbaᵑɡa [  ( ] [   ( ]





tulu ɓatulu [   ] [    ]
0383 shoe, sandal chaussure, 
sandale
k͡pɔk͡pɔ ɓak͡pɔk͡pɔ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0384 trousers pantalon ɸataɗo ɓaɸataɗo [   ( ] [    ( ]




baasi tulu ɓabaasi tulu [ g     ] [  g     ]
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0386 loincloth culotte moᵑɡɔɗu ɓamoᵑɡɔɗu [    ] [     ]
0387 bracelet bracelet koᵑɡa ɓakoᵑɡa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0388 bead perle leᵑɡe ɓaleᵑɡe / ɓaʔleᵑɡe [  $ ] [   $ ]





tenele ⁿzoka [      $ ]
0391 Ere feu ɡata [   ]
0392 Aame Aamme mololi ɓamololi [   $ ] [    $ ]
0393 ashes cendres utu [  $ ]
0394 smoke fumée mululu [   $ ]
0395 Erewood bois à brûler ko ɓako [ ( ] [  ( ]
0396 charcoal charbon de bois kala ɓakala [  ( ] [   ( ]
0397 Ereplace foyer ɓuluka ɓaɓuluka [    ] [     ]
0398 broom balai ɗjɔᵐbɔlɔ ɓaɗjɔᵐbɔlɔ [    $ ] [     $ ]





moⁿdo ɓoji ɓamu ɓoji [    ( ] [    ( ]
0401 work (n) travail ɓela ɓaɓela [  $ ] [   $ ]
0402 sickle faucille bolo ʔisja ɓabolo ʔisja [     ( ] [      ( ]
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0403 harvest season moisson, 
récolte
ɓunelɛ [   ( ]
0403 harvest season moisson, 
récolte
twelɛ [  ( ]
0404 rubber caoutchouc, 
latex
moⁿdeᵐbo ɓamoⁿdeᵐbo [    ] [     ]
0405 cotton coton ɸuɸu ɓaɸuɸu [   ] [    ]
0406 winnow (n) van k͡pɛk͡pɛɗɛ ɓak͡pɛk͡pɛɗɛ [   ( ] [    ( ]
0407 ɡranary ɡrenier ɟilo ɓaɟilo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0408 farmer cultivateur mosi sjo ɓasi sjo [    ( ] / [    W ] [    ( ] / [    W ]
0409 hoe (n) houe koᵑɡo ɓakoᵑɡo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0410 Eeld champ sːjo ɓasːjo [ ( ] [  ( ]
0411 ɡarden jardin sjo ᵐbɛiⁿda ɓasjo ᵐbɛiⁿda [     F ] [      F ]
0412 ox (ɡeneral 
term), bovine
bœuf ⁿdaja ɓaⁿdaja [  $ ] [   $ ]
0413 bull taureau molo ⁿdaja ɓamolo ⁿdaja [     $ ] [      $ ]
0414 cow (female) vache wali ⁿdaja ɓawali ⁿdaja [     $ ] [      $ ]
0415 ram bélier molo taɓa ɓamolo taɓa [     $ ] [      $ ]
0416 sheep mouton taɓa ɓataɓa [  $ ] [   $ ]
0417 ɡoat chèvre ᵐboli ɓaᵐboli [  ( ] [   ( ]
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0418 piɡ porc, cochon ᵑɡudu ɓaᵑɡudu [  $ ] [   $ ]
0419 boar (male piɡ) verrat molo ᵑɡudu ɓamolo ᵑɡudu [     $ ] [      $ ]
0420 doɡ chien ᵐbwa ɓaᵐbwa [ ( ] [  ( ]
0421 cat chat ɲawu ɓaɲawu [   ] [   ]
0422 donkey âne ilele ɓaʔilele [    ] [     ]
0423 camel chameau maᵑɡo ɓamaᵑɡo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0424 horse cheval ᵐbalata ɓaᵐbalata [    ]
0425 butcher (n) boucher motɛtˢi ɲama ɓatɛtˢi ɲama [      $ ] [      $ ]
0426 rooster (cock) coq molo kɔkɔ ɓamolo kɔkɔ [      ] [       ]
0427 hen poule wai ̯kɔkɔ ɓawai ̯kɔkɔ [      ] [       ]
0428 hunter chasseur mo̯asi ɲama ɓaasi ɲama [      $ ] [      $ ]
0429 track (animal) 
(n)
trace (des pas 
d'animal)
maⁿda ɓamaⁿda [   ] [    ]
0430 huntinɡ net Elet de chasse ɓoja ɓaɓoja [  ( ] [   ( ]
0431 trap (n) pièɡe ᵐbalo ɓaᵐbalo [  ( ] [   ( ]
0432 honey miel ɓolo [  $ ]
0433 beehive ruche ⁿda ɓolo ɓaⁿda ɓolo [    $ ] [     $ ]
0434 Eshhook hameçon joᵑɡo ɓajoᵑɡo / ɓaʔjoᵑɡo [   ] [    ]
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0435 Esh trap nasse maᵑɡa ɓamaᵑɡa [  $ ] [   $ ]





ɡb͡alaᵑɡo ɓaɡb͡alaᵑɡo [   $ ] [    $ ]
0438 camp, 
encampment
campement ja ɓaja [ $ ] [  $ ]
0439 hut case ⁿda ᵐboⁿdo ɓaⁿda ᵐboⁿdo [     ] [      ]
0440 wall mur ɓeᵐbako ɓaɓeᵐbako [   $ ] [    $ ]
0441 Aoor plancher, sol moᵐbaᵑɡa ɓamoᵐbaᵑɡa [   $ ] [    $ ]
0442 door, doorway 
cover
porte liɓako ɓaliɓako [   $ ] [    $ ]
0443 window fenêtre tola liɓako ɓatola liɓako [      $ ] [       $ ]
0444 plaster (n) crépissaɡe, 
plâtre
swele ᵐbɛiⁿda [      F ]
0445 path, road chemin, route ⁿzela ɓaⁿzela [  $ ] [   $ ]
0446 crossroads, 
intersection
carrefour sakasaka ɓasakasaka [     ] [      ]
0447 thread (n) El kosa ɓakosa [   ] [    ]
0448 cloth tissu tulu ɓatulu [   ] [    ]
0449 weaver tisserand molo tulu ɓalo tulu [      ] [      ]
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0450 blacksmith forɡeron moⁿdoituli ɓamwituli [       ] [       ]
0451 wood bois ⁿzomu mote ɓaⁿzomu mote [      ] [       ]
0452 basket panier, 
corbeille
saᵑɟi ɓasaᵑɟi [  ( ] [   ( ]
0453 bucket, pail seau cʰiliᵑɡo ɓacʰiliᵑɡo [   W ] [    W ]
0454 knife couteau ɸa ɓaɸa [ $ ] [  $ ]





ⁿzɛⁿzɛ ɓaⁿzɛⁿzɛ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0457 headpad coussinet de 
portaɡe
kata ɓakata [  $ ] [   $ ]
0458 baɡ sac muka ɓamuka [  ( ] [   ( ]
0458 baɡ sac ɸɛᵑɡɛ ɓaɸɛᵑɡɛ [  $ ] [   $ ]
0459 owner propriétaire mukuni ma ɓamukuni ma [     F ] [      F ]
0460 rich man riche (un) lwa ma ɓalwa ma [   $ ] [    $ ]
0461 belonɡinɡs biens, 
possessions
lwele ma ɓalu ma [    F ] [    ( ]
0462 ɡift cadeau, don ɸjele moⁿdo ma ɓaɸja ɓaⁿdo ma [       F ] [       F ]
0463 price prix moᵑɡo ɓamoᵑɡo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0464 market (n) marché ɡala ɓaɡala [  ( ] [   ( ]
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0465 trader commerçant motɛtˢi ma ɓatɛtˢi ma [     ( ] [     ( ]
0466 debt dette kola ɓakola [   ] [    ]
0467 money arɡent, 
monnaie
kɔɸɔlɔ ɓakɔɸɔlɔ [    ] [     ]
0467 money arɡent, 
monnaie
koᵑɡe ɓakoᵑɡe [   ] [    ]
0468 thief voleur moⁿdo ʔiɓa ɓamu ʔiɓa [     ( ] [     ( ]
0469 canoe piroɡue, canoë ɓwato ɓaɓwato [  ( ] [   ( ]
0470 load, burden 
(n)
charɡe, fardeau toli ɓatoli [  $ ] [   $ ]
0471 heap (n) tas duku ɓaduku / ɓaʔduku [  $ ] [   $ ]
0472 knot nœud mok͡po luku ɓamok͡po luku [     ( ] [      ( ]
0473 rope corde luku ɓaluku / ɓaʔluku [  ( ] [   ( ]
0474 strinɡ (n) Ecelle wana luku ɓana luku [     F ] [     F ]
0475 half (n) moitié ᵑɟiⁿdᶻi ɓaᵑɟiⁿdᶻi [  ( ] [   ( ]
0476 piece morceau ɸali ɓaɸali [  ( ] [   ( ]
0477 liɡht lumière ɛnɛnini ma [      ( ]
0478 torch torche kaⁿzi ɓakaⁿzi [  $ ] [   $ ]
0478 lamp lampe muⁿda ɓamuⁿda [  $ ] [   $ ]
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0479 darkness obscurité wiwi [   ]
0480 shadow ombre mozizi ɓamozizi [   ( ] [    ( ]
0481 rust (n) rouille moᵑɡaᵑɡaim̯a ɓamoᵑɡaᵑɡaim̯a [    $ ] [     $ ]
0482 rubbish ordures zuku ɓazuku / ɓaʔzuku [  $ ] [   $ ]
0483 time temps ᵑɡeᵐbo ɓaᵑɡeᵐbo [  $ ] [   $ ]
0484 daytime jour, journée 
(lumière)
ɸuma ɓaɸuma [   ] [    ]
0485 day jour ᵐbunu ɓaᵐbunu [  ( ] [   ( ]
0486 niɡht nuit ɓutu [  ( ]
0487 dusk, twiliɡht 
(after sunset)
crépuscule mwi ʔakɛjɛᵐbɛ [      $ ]
0488 morninɡ matin kokoᵐbe [   $ ] [    $ ]
0489 month mois soᵑɡe ɓasoᵑɡe [   ] [    ]
0490 rainy season saison de pluies ᵑɡeᵐbo ᵐbula ɓaᵑɡeᵐbo ᵐbula [     ( ]
0491 dry season saison sèche ᵑɡeᵐbo ja ɓaᵑɡeᵐbo ja [     ] [      ]
0492 year an, année moɓwa ɓamoɓwa / ɓaʔmoɓwa [  ( ] [   ( ]
0493 end (n) En silaka ɓasilaka [    ] [     ]
0494 east Est ɡb͡welo ⁿza mwi [      F ]
0495 north Nord ɸali ⁿza mwi moloᵐbɛ [          F ]
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0496 west Ouest k͡pelelo ⁿza mwi [       F ]
0497 bottom fond motˢikalɛ ɓatˢikalɛ [    $ ] [    ( ]
0498 middle milieu ᵐbiliᵑɡɛ ɓaᵐbiliᵑɡɛ [   ( ] [    ( ]
0498 environment milieu ᵐbiliᵑɡa ɓaᵐbiliᵑɡa [    ] [     ]
0499 edɡe (n) bord, marɡe mɔkɛ [  ( ]
0499 edɡe (n) bord, marɡe motate [   ( ]
0500 point (n) pointe moɸɛᵑɡe ma ɓaɸɛᵑɡe ma [     ( ] [     ( ]
0501 thinɡ chose mːa ɓamːa [ ( ] [  ( ]
0502 namesake homonyme ⁿdoji ɓaⁿdoji [   ]




Enɡlish ɡloss French ɡloss Mbati Phonetic Form 
(InEnitive)






0527 fan (v) éventer bitele bita [    ] [   ]
0528 melt (intr) fondre sɛⁿdᶻisjele sɛⁿdᶻisja [     ] [   F ]
0529 Aow couler lɔcʰisjele lɔcʰisja [     ] [   F ]
0530 sprinkle asperɡer ɲasakele ɲasaka [     ] [   F ]
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0531 pour verser bilaɲele bilaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0532 spill (liquid) (tr) renverser, répandre 
(un liquide)
bisicʰidjele bisicʰidja [      ] [    F ]
0533 drip déɡoutter, éɡoutter cʰilele cʰila [    ] [  $ ]
0534 strain (food) (v) passer, Eltrer, éɡoutter amele ama [    ] [  F ]
0535 dry up, evaporate tarir, évaporer emele emelisja [    ] [    F ]
0536 Aoat Aotter jɛlele jɛlja [    ] [  F ]
0537 dip plonɡer, tremper (dans
l'eau)
luɓele luɓa [    ] [  $ ]
0538 ripen, become ripe mûrir tanisjele tanisja [     ] [   F ]
0539 ɡrow (of plants) pousser (plantes) kalisjele kalisja [     ] [   F ]
0540 sprout (v) apparaître, pousser ɡb͡osjele ɡb͡osja [    ] [  F ]
0541 lay (eɡɡs) pondre (œuf) bisjele mɔkɛ bisa mɔkɛ [       ] [     F ]
0542 incubate, set (on 
eɡɡs)
couver tukele mɔkɛ tuka mɔkɛ [       ] [      ]
0543 stinɡ (v) piquer tumele tuma [    ] [  F ]
0544 bite (snake) mordre, piquer 
(serpent)
twele to̯a [   ] [ ( ]
0545 perch percher (se) lɛɡɛmele lɛɡɛmɛ [     ] [   F ]
0546 Ay (v) voler ɸuᵐbele ɸuᵐba [    ] [  $ ]
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0547 land (v), aliɡht aterrir, se poser suɓele suɓa [    ] [  F ]
0548 Aap the winɡs battre les ailes oɓele moɸɛɸu oɓa moɸɛɸu [       $ ] [      $ ]
0549 slither (snake) onduler, ɡlisser ɔlwele ɔlwa [    ] [  F ]
0550 dive plonɡer luɓele luɓa [    ] [  $ ]
0550 dive plonɡer liⁿdᶻjele liⁿdᶻja [    ] [  $ ]
0551 bark (as doɡ) (v) aboyer (p. ex. un 
chien)
ɡb͡okele ɡb͡oka [    ] [  F ]
0552 crow (as a rooster) 
(v)
chanter (p. ex. coq) tɔᵑɡele tɔᵑɡɔ [    ] [  F ]
0553 ɡrowl ɡroɡner zwelo zwa [  $ ] [ ( ]
0554 hiss siUer (reptile) tɔᵑɡele tɔᵑɡɔ [    ] [  F ]
0555 yawn bâiller asamelo asama [    $ ] [   $ ]
0556 breathe respirer emelo ema [   $ ] [  F ]
0557 snore ronAer swele ᵑɡɔlu swa ᵑɡɔlu [     $ ] [    $ ]
0558 blow (with mouth) souUer bitele bita [    ] [  $ ]
0559 sneeze (v) éternuer cʰiselo cʰisa [   $ ] [  F ]
0560 couɡh (v) tousser kɛtulelo kɛtula [    $ ] [   F ]
0561 belch roter; éructer; roter ɓɛelo ɓɛ [  $ ] [ $ ]
0562 spit cracher tɛɓele tɛɓja [    ] [   ] / [  F ]
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0563 bleed saiɡner ɡb͡wele maliᵑɡo ɡb͡wa [      F ] [ F ]
0564 perspire, sweat transpirer totelo tota [   $ ] [  $ ]
0565 urinate uriner ɲele mɛɲɛ ɲa mɛɲɛ [     F ] [    F ]
0566 defecate déféquer, chier ɲele tˢiɓi ɲa tˢiɓi [     ( ] [    ( ]
0567 wipe oT (excreta) essuyer (s') (des 
excréments)
suᵑɡelele suᵑɡola [     ] [   F ]
0568 break wind, fart péter ɲele muⁿzɛ ɲa muⁿzɛ [     F ] [    F ]
0569 see voir unele una [    ] [  $ ]
0570 look at, watch reɡarder unele ma una ma [     ( ] [    ( ]
0571 disappear disparaître ɲamanele ɲamana [     ] [   F ]
0572 hear entendre okele oka [    ] [   ]
0573 listen écouter okelele oka [     ] [   ]
0574 squeak (wheel) (v) ɡrincer, crier sinaɲele sinaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0575 rinɡ (bell) (v) sonner (une cloche) oɓele ᵐboᵑɡa oɓa ᵐboᵑɡa [      $ ] [     $ ]
0576 taste ɡoûter keᵑɡele keᵑɡa [    ] [   ]
0577 stink, smell (bad) puer, sentir mauvais okele muᵐba oka muᵐba [      $ ] [     $ ]
0578 smell (v) sentir uᵐbalele uᵐbala [     ] [   F ]
0579 tickle (v) chatouiller kɛɗɛkɛɲele kɛɗɛkɛɲa [      ] [    F ]
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0580 touch, feel (active) toucher dᶻilele dᶻila [    ] [  F ]
0581 rest reposer (se) emelele ema [     ] [  F ]
0582 ɡet well, recover remettre (se), ɡuérir 
(se)
kalelo kala [   $ ] [  $ ]
0583 vomit (v) vomir lwakelo lwaka [   $ ] [  $ ]
0584 wound (animal) blesser (un animal) ɸolisjele ɸolisja [     ] [   F ]
0585 hurt oneself blesser (se) ɸolisjele ⁿzolo ɸolisja [       F ] [   F ]
0586 stab poiɡnarder tumele tuma [    ] [  F ]
0587 poison (a person) (v) empoisonner seɸele seɸa [    ] [  $ ]
0588 ɡroan (with pain) ɡémir (de douleur) taɓanelo taɓana [    $ ] [   F ]
0589 faint évanouir (s') liɓanelo liɓana [    $ ] [   F ]
0590 heal (tr), cure (v) ɡuérir kalisjele kalisja [     ] [   F ]
0591 marry marier (se), épouser loᵑɡelo loᵑɡa [   $ ] [  $ ]
0592 divorce (v) divorcer kaɓanelo kaɓana [    $ ] [   F ]
0593 caress (v) caresser mɔmɔkele mɔmɔkɔ [     ] [   F ]




botelo bota [   $ ] [  F ]
0595 nurse, suckle (baby) 
(tr)
téter, allaiter nuᵑɟisjele nuᵑɟisja [     ] [   F ]
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0596 brinɡ up (a child) élever (un enfant) dalele dalja [    ] [  F ]
0597 look after prendre soin (de 
quelqu'un)
balele moⁿdo bala [      $ ] [   ]
0598 ɡrow up ɡrandir bekelo beka [   $ ] [  F ]
0599 die mourir welo wa [  $ ] [ F ]
0600 drown (intr) noyer (se) liⁿdelo liⁿda [   $ ] [  $ ]
0601 kill, murder tuer olelo ola [   $ ] [  $ ]
0602 bury enterrer, ensevelir onele ona [    ] [  F ]
0603 think penser simataɲele simataɲa [      ] [    F ]
0604 learn apprendre keᵑɡele keᵑɡa [    ] [  $ ]
0605 know (somethinɡ or 
someone)
connaître, savoir ebele eba [    ] [  F ]
0606 believe croire ɓeᵐbelele ɓeᵐbela [     ] [   F ]
0607 aɡree mettre d'accord (se) okanelo okana [    $ ] [   F ]
0608 forɡet oublier ɛmjele ɛmja [    ] [  $ ]
0609 decide décider kelele kelela [    ] [   F ]
0610 choose (tr), pick (tr) choisir sɔlele sɔlɔ [    ] [  F ]
0611 ask, request demander ulaɲele ulaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0612 plead, implore supplier, implorer simakele simaka [     ] [   F ]
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0613 advise conseiller ᵐbwele ᵐbwɛ [   ] [ ( ]
0614 persuade persuader tosjele tosja [    ] [  F ]
0615 threaten menacer asele asa [    ] [  $ ]
0616 allow, permit permettre ɸjele ⁿzela ɸja ⁿzela [     $ ] [    $ ]
0617 forbid interdire katele kata [    ] [  $ ]
0618 prevent empêcher dolele dola [    ] [  l ]
0619 oTer (v) oTrir kaɓele kaɓa [    ] [  $ ]
0620 accept, receive accepter, recevoir ɓeᵐbelele ɓeᵐbela [     ] [   l ]
0621 refuse refuser cʰilele cʰila [    ] [  $ ]
0622 conɡratulate féliciter kacʰjele kacʰja [    ] [  $ ]
0623 rejoice réjouir (se) molɛɓɔ lwa molɛɓo [   $ ] [     $ ]
0624 calm (oneself) calmer (se) jɛlo sjɔ̃ jɛ sjɔ̃ [     ] [    ]
0625 hate (v) haïr, détester tonele tona [    ] [  F ]
0626 annoy, disturb embêter, déranɡer saɓaɲele saɓaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0627 friɡhten eTrayer ɸjele ɓɔ ɸja ɓɔ [    ( ] [   ( ]
0628 say prononcer, dire ('say') ɸetelo ɸeta [   $ ] [  F ]
0629 speak, talk parler, dire 
(communiquer, 'speak',
'talk')
iɸeto ɓaɸete [   ( ] [   F ]
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0630 shout (v), cry out hurler, parler fort, 
crier
zwelo zwa [  $ ] [ ( ]
0631 whisper (v) chuchoter itɔᵑɟitɔᵑɟi tɔᵑɡɔ [      ] [   ]
0632 announce annoncer tɔᵑɡɔɓɔɲelɛ tɔᵑɡɔɓɔɲa [     ( ] [    $ ]
0633 explain expliquer kakwele kakwaɲa [    ] [   F ]
0634 deny nier tatele tata [    ] [  $ ]
0635 chat (v) causer bɛsele bɛsɛ [    ] [  F ]
0636 call (someone) appeler, interpeller esele moⁿdo esɛ [      $ ] [  ( ]
0637 ɡreet (v) saluer bais̯jele bais̯ja [     ] [   F ]
0638 say ɡoodbye, take 
leave of
prendre conɡé uʔⁿdᶻjele uʔⁿdᶻja [    ] [  F ]
0638 say ɡoodbye, take 
leave of
prendre conɡé uⁿdᶻjele uⁿdᶻja [    ] [  F ]
0639 answer, reply (v) répondre uᵐbais̯jele djo uᵐbais̯jai ̯djo [      ( ] [     ( ]
0640 arɡue disputer (se) jomano omana [   $ ] [   $ ]
0641 boast, braɡ vanter (se) tumelo tuma [   $ ] [  F ]
0642 insult (v) insulter ⁿzoᵑɡanelo moⁿzoᵑɡa [    $ ] [   ( ]
0643 slander (v) calomnier ɸetakalelo ɸetakala [     $ ] [    F ]
0644 ɡrumble, complain plaindre (se), râler taɓaʔnelo taɓakana [    $ ] [    F ]
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0645 wave (hand as a 
ɡreetinɡ) (v)
faire siɡne de la main tosicʰidjele tosicʰidja [      ] [     ]
0645 wave (hand as a 
ɡreetinɡ) (v)
faire siɡne de la main toʔsjele toʔsja [    ] [   ]
0646 clap (hands) battre les mains (se) oɓele ɓɔ oɓa ɓɔ [     F ] [    F ]
0646 clap (hands) battre les mains (se) oɓele oɓa [    ] [  F ]
0647 smile sourire tenele mini tɔlɔ tena mini tɔlɔ [         $ ] [        $ ]
0648 lauɡh rire ɔlele tɔlɔ ɔlɔ tɔlɔ [      $ ] [     $ ]
0649 cry, weep pleurer lelo lela [  $ ] [  $ ]
0650 teach enseiɡner tosjele tosja [    ] [  F ]
0650 teach enseiɡner tosjele ᵐbala tosja ᵐbala [      $ ] [     $ ]
0651 show montrer tosjele moma tosja moma [      $ ] [     $ ]
0652 invite inviter esele esa [    ] [  F ]
0653 meet, encounter rencontrer bumakanelo bumakana [     $ ] [    F ]
0654 assemble, meet 
toɡether
rassembler (se) ɡb͡esakanelo ɡb͡esakana [     $ ] [   F ]
0655 sinɡ chanter sɛsele sɛsɛ [    ] [  $ ]
0656 whistle (v) siUer tɔᵑɡele ɸoⁿza tɔᵑɡɔ ɸoⁿza [      $ ] [     $ ]
0657 dance (v) danser binele kuᵐba bina kuᵐba [      F ] [     F ]
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0658 play (child) (intr) jouer ɸekelo ɸeka [   $ ] [  $ ]
0659 respect (v) respecter lɛmisjele moⁿdo lɛmisja moⁿdo [       $ ] [      $ ]
0660 despise, disdain mépriser ᵑɡb͡ɔdjele ᵑɡb͡ɔdja [    ] [  F ]
0661 love (v) aimer oⁿdele oⁿda [    ] [  F ]
0662 abandon abandonner cʰilele cʰila [    ] [  $ ]
0663 help aider ɡb͡akolele ɡb͡akola [     ] [   F ]
0664 deceive tromper luᵐbele luᵐba [    ] [  F ]
0665 suTer souTrir dula wadula [  $ ] [   $ ]
0666 avoid éviter k͡pɔlɔkele k͡pɔlɔkɔ [     ] [   F ]
0667 obey obéir okele mɔkɔ oka mɔkɔ [      $ ] [     $ ]
0668 serve servir kelele kelela [    ] [   F ]
0669 accuse accuser tɔlele itola [    ] [   F ]
0670 swear jurer, prêter serment moɓika ɓika [   $ ] [  $ ]
0671 judɡe (v) juɡer tenele ᵑɡb͡aᵑɡa tena ᵑɡb͡aᵑɡa [      $ ] [     $ ]
0672 punish punir katele kata [    ] [  $ ]
0673 Eɡht battre  (se), combattre oɓanelo oɓana [    $ ] [   F ]
0674 take revenɡe venɡer (se) sicʰidjele sicʰidja [     ] [   F ]
0675 conquer, defeat vaincre ɸuⁿdelo na loᵐba ɸuⁿda na loᵐba [         ] [       F ]
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0676 spy (v), spy on espionner ; épier bɔᵑɡelo bɔᵑɡɔ [   $ ] [  F ]
0677 shoot (v) tirer (une arme) oɓele ᵑɡoᵐbe oɓa ᵑɡoᵐbe [      $ ] [     $ ]
0678 resolve, settle 
(dispute)
résoudre, réɡler (une 
dispute)
sekaɲele sekaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0679 protect by charm protéɡer par fétiche sumele ⁿzolo suma ⁿzolo [      F ] [     F ]
0679 protect by charm protéɡer par fétiche laᵐbele ⁿzolo laᵐba ⁿzolo [      F ] [     F ]
0680 pray prier molako laka [   $ ] [  $ ]




ɓaɓele meko ɓaɓa meko [      F ] /
[       ]
[     F ]
0682 cook (v) cuire, cuisiner (faire) sumele ɗja suma ɗja [     ( ] [    ( ]
0683 fry frire olele ola [    ] [  F ]




tɛtɛkɛlɛ tɛtɛlɛ [    F ] [   F ]
0685 peel (v) peler, éplucher tɛtɛkɛlɛ tɛtɛlɛ [    F ] [   F ]
0686 husk (corn) (v) décortiquer (maïs) tɛtɛkɛlɛ tɛtɛlɛ [    F ] [   F ]
0687 pound piler tulele tula [    ] [  F ]
0688 swallow avaler mɛlele mɛlɛ [    ] [  $ ]
0689 lick lécher lɛlele lɛkɛ [    ] [  F ]
0690 eat manɡer ɗjele ɗja [   ] [ ( ]
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0691 choke étranɡler (s') ᵑɡb͡ukelo ᵑɡb͡uka [   $ ] [  F ]
0691 choke étranɡler (s') ɓwele cʰiᵑɡo ɓwa cʰiᵑɡo [     F ] [    F ]
0692 chew mâcher tɛulele tɛula [     ] [   F ]
0693 bite (v) mordre twele to̯a [   ] [ F ]
0694 crunch croquer tocʰidjele tocʰidja [     ] [   F ]
0695 ɡnaw ronɡer ɗicʰidjele ɗicʰidja [     ] [   F ]
0696 drink boire nwele nwa [   ] [ F ]
0697 suck sucer lɛkele lɛlɛ [    ] [  F ]
0698 ferment (alcohol) (v) fermenter tɔcʰisjele tɔcʰisja [     ] [   F ]
0699 undress déshabiller (se) twakele tulu twa tulu [      F ] [    F ]
0700 strinɡ, thread 
(beads) (v)
enEler (perles) sɔᵑɡele sɔᵑɡɔ [    ] [  F ]
0701 plait, braid (hair) tresser (les cheveux) katele kata [    ] [  $ ]
0702 shave (v) raser (se) solele sola [    ] [  $ ]
0703 liɡht (Ere) (v) activer (un feu) loljele ɡata lolja ɡata [      F ] [     F ]
0704 quench, extinɡuish éteindre limele ɡata limja ɡata [      F ] [     F ]
0705 burn (intr), blaze brûler (intransitif) zisjele zisja [    ] [  F ]
0706 wash (clothes, 
utensils)
laver (habits) siᵑɡele siᵑɡa [    ] [  $ ]
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0707 bathe, wash oneself laver (se) ɔkele ɔkɔ [    ] [  F ]
0708 dry out (clothes) sécher aɲele aɲa [    ] [  F ]
0709 sweep balayer k͡pulele k͡pula [    ] [  F ]
0710 sleep (v) dormir lalelo lala [   $ ] [  F ]
0711 wake up (intr) réveiller (se) suselo susa [   $ ] [  $ ]
0712 dwell, inhabit habiter ɛsinelo ɛsina [    $ ] [   F ]
0713 try essayer keᵑɡele keᵑɡa [    ] [  $ ]
0714 Enish, complete (v) Enir silele silisja [    ] [   F ]
0715 succeed réussir unele na bolɛ una na bolɛ [        F ] [       F ]
0716 fail échouer ɓwelo ɓwa [  $ ] [ F ]
0717 cultivate, farm (v) cultiver sjele sjo sja sjo [    F ] [   F ]
0718 sow, plant semer, planter onele sjo ona sjo [     F ] [    F ]
0719 hoe (v) sarcler, biner ɡb͡alele tuwa ɡb͡ala tuwa [      ( ] [     ( ]




ɓunele ɓuna [    ] [  F ] 




twakelele twa [     ] [ ( ]
0721 pick, pluck (fruit) cueillir (fruit) ɓunele ᵐbukaᵐbuka ɓuna ᵐbukaᵐbuka [        $ ] [       $ ]
0722 harvest (maize) (v) récolter (le maïs) ɓunele moɸo ɓuna moɸo [      F ] [     F ]
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0723 thresh, beat (ɡrain) battre (la céréale) oɓele boⁿdo oɓa boⁿdo [      F ] [     F ]




katele kata [    ] [  $ ]
0725 feed (animals) donner à manɡer (aux 
animaux)
ɸjele ɗja ɸja ɗja [    ( ] [   ( ]
0726 skin (animal) (v) écorcher (peau 
d'animal)
toɓolele toɓola [     ] [   F ]
0727 slauɡhter, kill 
(animal for 
butcherinɡ)
éɡorɡer, abattre (un 
animal)
tenele cʰiᵑɡo tena cʰiᵑɡo [      F ] [     F ]
0728 pluck (feathers) plumer, arracher les 
plumes
twele tuwa twa tuwa [     ( ] [    ( ]
0729 hunt (v) chasser asele ɲama asa ɲama [      $ ] [     $ ]
0730 stalk (v) traquer lutele ɲama luta ɲama [      $ ] [     $ ]
0731 Esh (v) pêcher, faire la pêche bisjele ɡɛli bisa ɡɛli [      $ ] [     $ ]
0732 build construire, bâtir sumele suma [    ] [  $ ]
0733 sew coudre tumele tuma [    ] [  F ]
0734 weave tisser lwele lo̯a [   ] [ F ]
0735 hollow out (loɡ) creuser, évider 
(rondin)
ɸokele ɸoka [    ] [  $ ]
0736 carve tailler ɸaɸele ɸaɸa [    ] [  $ ]
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0737 draw water puiser (l'eau) tokele toka [    ] [  F ]
0738 have, possess avoir, posséder lwele lwa [   ] [ ( ]
0739 ɡive donner ɸjele ɸja [   ] [ ( ]
0740 beɡ (for money) mendier lelakele lela [    $ ] [  $ ]
0741 buy acheter soᵐbele soᵐba [    ] [  F ]
0742 sell vendre tɛtele tɛtɛ [    ] [  $ ]




aᵑɡasaɲele aᵑɡasaɲa [     F ] [    F ]
0744 borrow emprunter kwele kola kwa kola [     F ] [    F ]
0745 lend prêter ɡb͡akele ɡb͡aka [    ] [  F ]
0746 steal voler (dérober) iɓele iɓa [    ] [  F ]
0747 snatch, seize saisir, arracher ɓwele ɓwa [   ] [ F ]
0748 stand debout (être, se tenir) imalelo imala [    $ ] [   F ]
0749 rise up (intr) lever (se) nuᵑɡb͡elo nuᵑɡb͡a [   $ ] [  $ ]
0750 sit s'asseoir ɛsinelo ɛsina [    $ ] [   F ]
0751 squat s'accroupir sɔkɔmelo sɔkɔmɔ [    $ ] [   F ]
0752 lie down coucher (se) laᵑɡalelo laᵑɡala [    $ ] [   F ]
0753 kneel s'aɡenouiller ɡb͡usamelo ɡb͡usama [    $ ] [   F ]
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0754 bow (as in ɡreetinɡ) incliner (s') (pour 
saluer)
nikamelo nikama [    $ ] [   F ]
0755 bend down, stoop courber (se) uᵐbanelo uᵐbana [    $ ] [   F ]
0756 shiver, tremble frissonner, trembler kokomelo kokoma [    $ ] [   F ]
0757 move (intr) bouɡer, se déplacer imakalelo imakala [     $ ] [    F ]
0758 walk marcher kɛkelo kɛkɛkɛ [   $ ] [   F ]
0759 run courir baᵑɡanelo baᵑɡana [    $ ] [   F ]
0760 crawl ramper, marcher à 
quatre pattes
k͡patamelo k͡patama [    $ ] [   F ]
0761 jump (v) sauter k͡pedelo k͡peda [   $ ] [  F ]
0762 wander errer jɛlɛkelo jɛlɛkɛ [    $ ] [   F ]
0763 limp boiter tɛᵑɡulelo tɛᵑɡula [    $ ] [   F ]
0764 stumble trébucher, broncher tˢitˢibanelo tˢitˢibana [     $ ] [    F ]
0765 slide ɡlisser ɔlwelo ɔlwa [   $ ] [  $ ]
0766 ascend, ɡo up monter baⁿdelo baⁿda [   $ ] [  F ]
0767 descend, ɡo down descendre suɓelo suɓa [   $ ] [  F ]
0768 fall (intr) tomber k͡pwelo k͡pwa [  $ ] [ F ]
0769 surround entourer liᵑɡelo liᵑɡa [   $ ] [  F ]
0770 roll rouler biᵑɡatanelo biᵑɡatana [     $ ] [    F ]
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0771 swinɡ (v), ɡo back 
and forth
balancer jɛlɛlo jɛlɛ [   $ ] [  F ]
0772 approach (v) s'approcher oᵑɡanelo oᵑɡana [    $ ] [   F ]
0773 ɡo aller kɛlo kɛ [  $ ] [ $ ]
0774 come venir jwelo jo [  $ ] [ $ ]
0775 leave (place) quitter, partir ɛᵑɡelo ɛᵑɡɛ [   $ ] [  F ]
0776 arrive arriver ɡb͡welo ɡb͡wa [  $ ] [ F ]
0777 enter, ɡo in entrer k͡pelelo k͡pela [   $ ] [  F ]
0778 come (or ɡo) out, 
exit (v)
sortir ɡb͡welo ɡb͡wa [  $ ] [ F ]
0779 overtake, pass (tr) surpasser, dépasser ɸuⁿdelo ɸuⁿda [   $ ] [  F ]
0780 ɡo round, detour contourner k͡pɔlelo k͡pɔlɔ [   $ ] [  F ]
0781 cross (river) traverser (une rivière) saɸele meko saɸa meko [      F ] [     F ]
0782 return, ɡo back retourner uᵐbaɲelo uᵐbaɲa [    $ ] [   F ]
0783 travel, ɡo on a trip 
(v)
voyaɡer kɛ ʔicʰjɔ kɛ [    $ ] [ $ ]
0784 swim naɡer oɓele meko oɓa meko [      F ] [     F ]
0785 move away, miɡrate émiɡrer, déménaɡer twelo twa [  $ ] [ ( ]
0786 accompany accompaɡner kaᵐbajelo kaᵐbɛ [    $ ] [  ( ]
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0787 follow suivre tuᵑɡamele moⁿdo tuᵑɡa moⁿdo [       $ ] [     $ ]
0788 lead, ɡuide (v) diriɡer, ɡuider tosjele ⁿzija tosja ⁿzija [     ( ] [    ( ]
0789 chase (v) poursuivre, faire la 
chasse
beᵑɡelele beᵑɡɛ [     ] [  F ]
0790 escape échapper, s'évader kalelo kala [   $ ] [  $ ]
0791 Aee, run away from enfuir (s') baᵑɡanelo baᵑɡana [    $ ] [   F ]
0792 hesitate hésiter asele motema asa motema [       F ] [      F ] 
0793 wait attendre ɓoⁿdela ɓoⁿda [   $ ] [  $ ]
0794 carry on head porter sur la tête tobalele tobala [     ] [   F ]
0795 throw lancer bisele bisa [    ] [  $ ]
0796 catch (object in air) attraper (un objet dans
l'air)
ɓwele ɓwa [   ] [ $ ]
0797 shake (tr) secouer k͡pitˢjele k͡pitˢja [    ] [  $ ]
0798 knock down, knock 
over (an object)
terrasser (un objet) uⁿzele uⁿza [    ] [  $ ]
0799 raise, lift soulever itaɲele itaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0800 hanɡ up accrocher kɔtele kɔtˢja [    ] [  F ]
0801 lower (tr) baisser silisjele silisja [     ] [   F ]
0802 pack (v) emballer, empaqueter katakele kataɲa [     ] [   F ]
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0803 pull tirer lutele luta [    ] [  $ ]
0804 push pousser tutele tuta [    ] [  F ]
0805 brinɡ apporter, amener jwelo nɛ jo nɛ [    F ] [   F ]
0806 take (away), carry 
away
emporter kɛlo nɛ kɛ nɛ [    F ] [   F ]
0807 send (somethinɡ to 
someone)
envoyer (qqch à qqun) tomele toma [    ] [  F ]
0808 drive away chasser beᵑɡele beᵑɡa [    ] [  $ ]
0809 pick up ramasser tɛkekele tɛkela [     ] [   F ]
0810 hold tenir ɓwele ɓwa [   ] [ $ ]
0811 coil (rope) (v) enrouler kɔlele kɔlɔ [    ] [  $ ]
0812 close, shut (tr) fermer (un carton, une
porte)
katele kata [    ] [  $ ]
0813 cover (v) couvrir tukele tuka [    ] [  $ ]
0814 uncover découvrir lwele lwa [   ] [ F ]
0815 unwrap défaire ɔlɔkelele ɔlɔkɔlɔ [     $ ] [    F ]
0816 wrap up envelopper boᵐbele boᵐbo [    ] [  F ]
0817 smear (tr) enduire sokelele sokela [     ] [   F ]
0818 ɡet, obtain obtenir, recevoir lwele lwa [   ] [ F ]
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0819 take prendre tale ta [   ] [ F ]
0820 throw away, ɡet rid 
of
jeter bisele bisa [    ] [  $ ]
0821 arranɡe arranɡer, mettre en 
ordre
sekaɲele sekaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0822 ɡather rassembler, ramasser ɡb͡esaɲele ɡb͡esaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0823 heap up entasser mɔkɔkɔɲele mɔkɔkɔɲa [      ] [    F ]
0824 scatter (tr) éparpiller, répandre bisicʰidjelo bisicʰidja [     $ ] [    F ]
0824 scatter (tr) éparpiller, répandre akakaɲelo akakaɲa [     $ ] [    F ]
0825 spread out (maize) 
(tr)
étaler (maïs) taⁿdᶻjele moɸo taⁿdᶻja moɸo [      F ] [     F ] 
0826 join, put toɡether joindre, unir, relier ɡb͡esaɲele ɡb͡esaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0827 fasten, bind (load) attacher, lier (un 
fardeau)
katele kata [    ] [  F ]
0828 mix (v) mélanɡer ɡb͡esakaɲele ɡb͡esaɲa [      ] [   F ]
0829 stir remuer k͡pitˢjele k͡pitˢja [    ] [  $ ]
0830 tie (knot) attacher, nouer kataɲele kataɲa [     ] [   F ]
0831 untie dénouer ɔlɔkɔlele ɔlɔkɔlɔ [      ] [    F ]
0832 put, place, set mettre, placer mɛle ma mːɛ [    F ] [ F ]
0833 load (v) charɡer kɔɓjele kɔɓja [    ] [  $ ]
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0834 unload décharɡer boᵑɡolele boᵑɡola [     ] [   F ]
0835 hide (tr) cacher sɔlele sɔlɔ [    ] [  F ]
0836 look for chercher, essayer de 
trouver
asele asa [    ] [  $ ]
0837 End trouver lwele lwa [   ] [ F ]
0838 lose (tr) perdre buᵑɡele buᵑɡa [    ] [  F ]
0839 beat battre oɓele oɓa [    ] [  F ]
0840 bump (v), knock 
aɡainst
heurter, coɡner ɗokele ɗoka [    ] [  F ]
0841 hit, strike frapper, donner un 
coup
oɓele oɓa [    ] [  F ]
0842 slap (v) ɡiAer aⁿzele aⁿza [    ] [  F ]
0843 kick donner un coup de 
pied
ɸeɸeɗjele ɸeɸeɗa [     ] [   F ]
0844 stamp (with foot) trépiɡner, taper du 
pied
ɸeɸekeɗjele moⁿdo na 
kolo
ɸeɸekeɗja [          
 $ ]
[    F ]
0845 crush (tr) écraser olicʰidjele olicʰidja [      ] [    F ]
0846 squeeze presser amele ama [    ] [  F ]
0847 rub frotter sinele sina [    ] [  F ]
0848 polish polir, cirer suᵑɡwelele suᵑɡola [     ] [   F ]
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0849 scrape (v) ɡratter, racler k͡palele k͡pala [    ] [  F ]
0850 scratch (v) éɡratiɡner, éraAer k͡palele k͡pala [    ] [  F ]
0851 ɡrind moudre kɔkele kɔkɔ [    ] [  $ ]
0852 divide, separate (tr) diviser, séparer kaɓaɲele kaɓaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0853 break (tr) casser olicʰidjele olicʰidja [      ] [    F ]
0854 burst éclater kaᵑɡele kaᵑɡa [    ] [  F ]
0855 cut (tr) couper tenele tena [    ] [  F ]
0856 chop into pieces découper, couper en 
morceaux
tenakaɲele tenakaɲa [      ] [    F ]
0857 cut open (fruit) fendre, ouvrir avec un 
couteau
liɓolele liɓola [     ] [   F ]
0858 slice trancher tumele tuma [    ] [  F ]
0859 tear (tr) déchirer ɲɛlele ɲɛɲa [    ] [  $ ]
0860 pierce percer uⁿdele uⁿda [    ] [  $ ]
0861 diɡ creuser toᵑɡele toᵑɡa [    ] [  F ]
0862 destroy, spoil détruire, ɡâter ɡb͡ɔcʰjele ɡb͡ɔcʰja [    ] [  F ]
0863 mend, repair réparer sekaɲele sekaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0864 count (v) compter tɔlele tɔlɔ [    ] [  F ]
0865 add ajouter ɓulisjele ɓulisja [     ] [   F ]
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0866 spread (disease, Ere) répandre (se), étendre 
(s')
taⁿdᶻjele taⁿdᶻja [    ] [  $ ]
0867 increase (intr) auɡmenter (intr) ɓulisjele ɓulisja [     ] [   F ]
0868 decrease (intr) diminuer (intr) oⁿdᶻisjele oⁿdᶻisja [     ] [   F ]
0869 lack (v) manquer lwele ma ᵑɡɛ̃ lwa ᵑɡɛ̃ [      W ] [   W ]
0870 Ell remplir toⁿdᶻisjele toⁿdᶻisja [     ] [   F ]
0871 swell (intr) ɡonAer (se) toⁿdᶻisjele ma na ɸɛji toⁿdᶻisja na ɸɛji [          $ ] [         ]
0872 enlarɡe aɡrandir ɓecʰisjele ɓecʰisja [     ] [   F ]
0873 lenɡthen rallonɡer dawisjele dawisja [     ] [   F ]
0874 shorten raccourcir kudisjele kudisja [     ] [   F ]
0875 widen élarɡir ɓecʰisjele ʔisɔ ma ɓecʰisja ʔiswe [        F ] [      F ]
0876 deepen approfondir ɗucʰisjele ducʰisja [     ] [   F ]
0877 tiɡhten (tr) serrer ɡb͡amaɲele ɡb͡amaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0878 loosen desserrer, relâcher sidjele sidja [    ] [  $ ]
0879 fold (v) plier kɔlɔcʰele kɔlɔ [     ] [  $ ]
0880 twist tordre bɔtɔɲele bɔtɔɲa [     ] [   F ]
0881 wrinɡ out essorer bɔtɔkɔɲele bɔtɔkɔɲa [      ] [    F ]
0882 stretch étirer, tendre lutaɲele lutaɲa [     ] [   F ]
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0883 imitate imiter keᵑɡele keᵑɡa [    ] [  $ ]
0884 sharpen (knife) aiɡuiser (couteau) swele ɸa swa ɸa [    ( ] [   ( ]
0885 harden durcir ᵑɡeⁿdᶻisjele ᵑɡeⁿdᶻisja [     ] [   F ]
0886 spoil (food) (intr) pourrir, s'abîmer 
(aliments)
ɸɔlele ɸɔlɔ [    ] [  $ ]
0887 spend time, pass 
time
passer le temps iⁿdelele miⁿdela [     ] [   F ]
0888 beɡin commencer dᶻicʰisjele dᶻicʰisja [     ] [   F ]
0889 cease, stop cesser, s'arrêter silisjele silisja [     ] [   F ]
0890 continue, resume continuer kobaɲele kobaɲa [     ] [   F ]
0891 hasten, hurry dépêcher (se) loᵐbisjele loᵐbisja [     ] [   F ]
0892 act, do faire, aɡir tomakaɲele tomakaɲa [      ] [    F ]
0893 alter, chanɡe (tr) chanɡer (tr), modiEer ɸeⁿdakaɲele ɸeⁿdakaɲa [      ] [    F ]
0894 (be) wet mouillé (être) ɓɔdisjele ɓɔdisja [     ] [   F ]
0895 (be) dry sec (être) ⁿzomu [  ( ]
0896 (be) unripe non-mûr, vert (être) mokakɛ [   ( ]
0897 (be) bald chauve (être) liᵐboᵐbo [   ( ]
0898 hiccouɡh (n) hoqueter mosɔkɔdisɔkɔdi [       ( ]
0899 (be) beautiful beau (être) ibɔlɔ [   ( ]
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0900 (be) bitter amer (être) lolelɛ mololɛ [   ( ] [   ( ]
0901 (be) sweet bon (au ɡout) (être), 
sucré (être)
lɔᵑɡelɛ molɔᵑɡe [   ( ] [   F ]
0902 (be) stronɡ 
(physically)
fort (être) loᵐbele loᵐba [    ] [  F ]
0903 (be) weak faible (être) kumelo kumu [   $ ] [  ( ]
0904 (be) tired fatiɡué (être) boselo iboso [   $ ] [   ( ]
0905 (be) sick, (be) ill malade (être) kɔnelo [   $ ]
0906 (be) blind aveuɡle (être) kodoʔisɔ [    ( ]
0907 hunchback bossu kutuᵑɡb͡a [   ( ]
0908 (be) alive vivant, en vie (être) mosicʰi [   $ ]
0909 (be) born naître botele bota [    ] [  F ]
0910 (be) preɡnant enceinte, en ɡrossesse 
(être)
tobalelo tobala [    $ ] [   F ]
0911 (be) intelliɡent intelliɡent (être) ebele ma eba [     F ] [  F ]
0912 (be) wise saɡe (être) ɡɛlɛlo ɡɛlɛ [   $ ] [  F ]
0913 (be) stubborn têtu (être) lilele moto molile moto [      ( ] [      ( ]
0914 (be) happy, (be) 
joyful
content, joyeux (être) molɛɓɔ [   $ ]
0915 (be) sad triste (être) kɛtˢi [  ( ]
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0916 (be) jealous jaloux (être) moɓeke motema [       F ]
0917 (be) anɡry fâché, en colère (être) kabu [  ( ]
0918 (be) restless, (be) 
unsettled
aɡité (être) ɡazelo jɛ na ɡazɛ [   $ ] [      F ]
0919 (be) shy timide (être) dɔlelo dɔlɔ [   $ ] [  $ ]
0920 (be) silent taire (se), (être) 
silencieux
jɛlo sjɔ̃ jɛ sjɔ̃ [    W ] [   W ]
0921 (be) alone seul, solitaire (être) iɗicʰi [    ]
0922 (be) amusinɡ, funny amusant, drôle (être) moⁿdo tɔlɔ [     $ ]
0923 (be) wicked méchant (être) moɓe moⁿdo [     ]
0924 (be) patient patient (être) katele motema kata motema [       F ] [      F ]
0924 (be) patient patient (être) ikele motema ika motema [       F ] [      F ]
0925 (be) impatient impatient (être) k͡pak͡pak͡pa [   ( ]
0926 (be) couraɡeous, 
(be) brave
couraɡeux (être) ɡazelo jɛ na ɡazɛ [   $ ] [      F ]
0927 (be) hunɡry, hunɡer 
(v)
faim (avoir) ⁿzala [  $ ]
0928 (be) thirsty, thirst 
(v)
soif (avoir) ɸosa [  $ ]
0929 (be) naked nu (être) kɛᵑɡɛlɛ jɛ kɛᵑɡɛlɛ [   F ] [     F ]
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0930 (be) clean propre (être) moɗo moⁿdo jɛ na dwɛ [     $ ] [     F ]
0931 (be) dirty sale (être) ⁿdᶻi jɛ na ⁿdᶻi [ ( ] [     ( ]
0932 (be) sleepy sommeil (avoir) tɔlɔ lala [  ( ] [  ( ]
0933 poorly mal, mediocrement moɓe jɛ moɓe [  ( ] [    ( ]
0934 (be) lazy paresseux (être) mokume moⁿdo a na kumɛ [      $ ] [ g   F ]
0935 (be) didcult didcile (être) ɓɛlelɛ jɛ na ɓɛlɛ [   ( ] [      ( ]
0936 (be) rich riche (être) lwa ma jɛ lwa ma [   $ ] [      ]
0937 (be) poor pauvre (être) jɛ na ʔikɛlɛ [       $ ]
0938 (be) ɡenerous ɡénéreux (être) ᵑɡɔlu jɛ na ᵑɡɔlu [  $ ] [      $ ]
0939 (be) expensive cher, coûteux (être) mobɛle moᵑɡo [      $ ]
0940 (be) seated assis (être) ɛsinelo ɛsina [    $ ] [   F ]
0941 (be) open ouvert (être) luɓolelɛ [    ( ]
0942 (be) sticky ɡluant, poisseux (être) ɔlwelɛ [   ( ]
0943 (be) torn déchiré (être) ɲɛkɛkele ɲɛkɛkɛɲa [    $ ] [    F ]
0944 (be) ruined, (be) 
spoiled
ɡâté, abîmé, ruiné 
(être)
ɡb͡ɔkelɛ [   ( ]
0950 (be) full plein (être) toⁿdelɛ [   ( ]
0951 (be) empty vide (être) ɡoⁿdwɛ [  ( ]
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0952 (be) biɡ ɡrand, ɡros (être) duᵑɡb͡ɛ [  ( ]
0953 (be) small petit (être) kɛkɛdɛ [   ( ]
0954 (be) lonɡ lonɡ (être) dawelɛ [   ( ]
0955 (be) short court (être) kudu [  ( ]
0956 (be) thin (thinɡ) maiɡre, mince (être) 
(une chose)
mɔⁿdɛ [  ( ]
0957 (be) thin (person) maiɡre, mince (être) 
(une personne)
mɔⁿde moⁿdo [     $ ]
0958 (be) wide larɡe (être) ɓikelɛ [   ( ]
0959 (be) narrow étroit (être) oⁿdela [   ( ]
0960 (be) far loin, éloiɡné ɗukanelo [    $ ]
0961 near proche, près k͡pwe [ ( ]
0962 (be) low bas (être) sina [  $ ]
0963 (be) deep profond (être) ɗukelo [   $ ]
0964 (be) tiɡht serré (être) suⁿdaɲelɛ [     ] 
0965 (be) loose, slack lâche, desserré ɔlɔlelɛ [    F ]
0966 (be) heavy lourd (être) lɛmelɛ [   ( ]
0967 (be) liɡht (not 
heavy)
léɡer (être) ɸalumelɛ [    F ]
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0968 (be) straiɡht droit (être) imalelɛ [    F ]
0969 (be) Aat plat (être) k͡pabalelɛ [    ( ]
0970 (be) crooked courbé, tordu (être) kɔlɔnelɛ [    ( ]
0971 (be) round rond (être) ɓiliᵑɡelɛ [    F ]
0972 (be) smooth lisse (être) ɔlwelɛ [   ( ]
0973 (be) rouɡh ruɡueux, raboteux 
(être)
ⁿdolelɛ [   ( ]
0974 (be) sharp pointu (être) ɸɛᵑɡelɛ [   ( ]
0975 (be) white blanc (être) ɓuɓelɛ [   ( ]
0976 (be) black noir (être) iⁿdelɛ [   ( ]
0977 (be) blue bleu (être) ᵐbuᵐbuⁿzu [   ( ]
0978 (be) red rouɡe (être) tananelɛ [    F ]
0979 (be) hot (objects) chaud (être) tuᵐbelɛ [   ( ]
0980 (be) cold (objects) froid (être) dɔlelɛ [   ( ]
0981 (be) equal éɡal (être) sekanelɛ [    ( ]
0982 (be) diTerent diTérent (être) ɓɛtˢiɓɛtˢi [    $ ]
0983 (be) hard dur (être) ᵑɡeⁿdelɛ [   ( ]
0984 (be) soft mou (être) ɸɛtɛkɛnelɛ [     ( ]
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0985 (be) ɡood bon (être) bɔlelɛ [   ( ]
0986 (be) bad mauvais (être) ɡb͡ɔkelɛ [   ( ]
0998 (be) younɡ jeune (être) (personne) mosɔᵑɡɛlɛ [    $ ]
0999 (be) old (not younɡ) vieux (être) (personne) monuni [   $ ]
1000 (be) new nouveau, neuf (être) saⁿzɛ [  ( ]
1001 (be) fast rapide (être) ɓɛlɛɓɛlɛ [    $ ]




Cateɡory Enɡlish ɡloss French ɡloss Mbati Phonetic Form Surface Tone Pattern
0504 Numeral one (1) un ᵑɡamɔ [  ( ]
0505 Numeral two (2) deux ɓale [  $ ]
0506 Numeral three (3) trois sato [  $ ]
0507 Numeral four (4) quatre (4) ɲe [ ( ]
0508 Numeral Eve (5) cinq (5) tano [  $ ] 
0509 Numeral six (6) six samano [   $ ]
0510 Numeral seven (7) sept tɔⁿzo ɓale [     $ ]
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0511 Numeral eiɡht (8) huit (8) sesane [   $ ]
0512 Numeral nine (9) neuf tɔⁿzu ɲe [    F ]
0513 Numeral ten (10) dix bale ᵑɡamɔ [     ( ]
0514 Numeral eleven (11) onze (11) bale ᵑɡamɔ na ᵑɡamɔ [          W ]
0515 Numeral twenty (20) vinɡt (20) baje ɓale [ D    $ ]
0516 Numeral thirty (30) trente (30) baje sato [ D    $ ]
0517 Numeral forty (40) quarante (40) baje ɲe [ D   ( ]
0518 Numeral Efty (50) cinquante (50) baje tano [ D    $ ]
0519 Numeral sixty (60) soixante (60) baje samano [ D     $ ]
0520 Numeral hundred (100) cent (100) ᵑɡb͡aᵑɡb͡o ᵑɡamɔ [     ( ]
0521 Numeral thousand (1000) mille (1000) sacʰi ᵑɡamɔ [     ( ]
0522 Interroɡative where? où wa [ $ ]
0523 Interroɡative when? quand mumwa [  $ ]
0524 Interroɡative which (one)? lequel mamwa [  $ ]
0525 Interroɡative who? qui ja [ $ ]
0526 Interroɡative what? quoi naje [  ( ]
0945 QuantiEer many beaucoup (de) bulelɛ [   ( ]
0946 QuantiEer few peu (de) ᵑɡɛ [ ( ]
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0947 Noun? everybody tout le monde ɓaⁿdo ɓwa [    $ ]
0948 QuantiEer all tout, tous ɓwa [ ( ]
0949 Noun? nothinɡ rien ɛtˢi [  ( ]
0987 Adverb? day after tomorrow après-demain muli numa [     $ ]
0988 Adverb? today aujourd'hui miⁿzo [  ( ]
0989 Adverb? day before yesterday avant-hier muli ɲaⁿzo [     F ]
0990 Adverb? tomorrow demain numa [  $ ]
0991 Adverb? yesterday hier ɲaⁿzo [  ( ]
0992 Preposition? before avant moᵐboⁿdo [   $ ]
0993 Preposition? after après mokɔtˢi [   $ ]
0994 Adjective? early tôt, de bonne heure ɡb͡u kokoᵐbe [     $ ] 
0995 Adjective? late tard banelɛ [   ( ]
0996 Noun? olden times autrefois, temps 
d'antan
ⁿzakana [   $ ]
0997 Adverb? now maintenant ⁿzoⁿzoⁿzo [   ( ]
1003 Adverb? here ici ate [  $ ]
1004 Adverb? there là tamu [  $ ]
1005 Demonstrative this (man) ce (monsieur) -ci jɛna [  $ ]
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1006 Demonstrative that (man) ce (monsieur) -là bona [  $ ]
1007 Preposition? under, below sous sina [  $ ]
1008 Noun? riɡht (direction) droite (à) bomu moloᵐbɛ [      F ]
1009 Noun? left (direction) ɡauche (à) bomu boli [     $ ]
1010 Conjunction? because parce que ɸamoto [    ]
1011 Conjunction? if si te [  ]
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